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i·"··· MEN  AND  WOMEN  OF  EUROPE 
Comparative attitudes to a  number  of problems  of our society 
IN TRODUC TIO\I 
To  mark International Women's  Year and,  more  particularly,  to arrive 
at a  better understanding of men  and  women's  attitudes to certain 
problems  of cur society,  the  Commission  of the  European  Communities 
had  a  Gallup Poll carried out in  the nine countries of the Community 
in May  19?5, 
This  was  the first international survey of its kind on  this subject. 
Representative national  samples,  involving  almost 9  500  people  -men 
and  women- of 15  and  over,  were  interviewed  by  people  from  eight 
specialized institutes,  using  a  questionnaire of approximately fifty 
items,  some  of  them  taken  from  Euro-Barometer No  3,1 
Numbers  of interviewees  by  country  were  as  follows: 
1 
~'ian  Women  Total 
Gelgium  ?28  779  150? 
Denmark  505  568  1073 
Germany  4f.J3  556  1039 
France  2  563  593  1156 
Un:j:ted  Kingdom 3  622  703  1325 
Ireland  '475  521  996 
Italy  526  51?  1043 
Luxembourn  151  160  311 
Netherlands  539  554  1039 
COMMUNITY  4592  4951  9543 
Euro-Barometer is an  opinion  poll carried out every six months  in  the 
countries of  the Community.  The  results of No  3  came  out at the 
beginning  of July  1975,  Exact date$of interviews and all other 
technical information  are given  in annex,  as is a  list of the institutes 
where  the  work  was  carried out, 
2Including  a  weighting for agricultural  regions "(1§5  cases). 
3 Including Northern Ireland  (300  cases). -2-
The  main  results of the  survey  -which  partly ani:i.cipated  the  reso-
lutions adopted at the International Women's  Year World Conference 
(r;iexico,  ·i~i ,Ju.ne  - 2  July 1975)  - are set out  as  simply as  P()SSible 
below.  The  World  plan  of action  adopted at the  end of the C0nference 
accorded  top priority to national,  regional  and  international research 
and  to the compilation  and analysis of data on  all aspects of women's 
status  (para 61).  In  porticular, it stressed that it would  be 
extremely useful  to  collect data an  the  quality of life,  e.g.  the 
satisfaction  that one  derives  from  one's profession,  income  and 
frnnily  situation and  the use  one  makes  of one's leisure time  (para 
167). 
The  study  was  by  no  means  intended  to  be  exhaustive.  Although  the 
field is a  particularly large one -it includes  almost 200 million 
men  and  women  of 15  and  over- the  scope  of the questionnaire  was 
deliberately restricted to one  or two  subjects of particular interest 
to  the  Commission  of the European  Communities  and its various 
departments: 
i  the importanee a-ttachea te women-'s.  stntus,  i.e  •. to 
the situation of women  in society as  compared  to 
that of men; 
ii  the  perception  and  evaluation  of change in women's 
status; 
iii judgements of opportunity for women  as  compared  to 
opportunity for men; 
iv  the  respective  asp:ill!:'.tions  of men  e.nd  women  ns  to 
reducing  the difference in  the  roles of each  sex in 
society; 
v  the attitudes of men  and  women  to  paid  employment 
for  themselves  and  far  the  opposite sex; 
vi  social  reforms  to  be  given  priority for  the improve-
ment of women's  status; 
vii attitudes to  pcHi tics and  forms  of social partici- . 
patioi:l, 
vift the levels and  components  of the  feelings  of satis-
faction  and  dissatisfaction; 
·• 
,.-- 3-
ix  the  feeling  of happiness; 
X  attitudes  to  the European  Community  and  the 
unification of Europe, 
The  aim  of the Commission  offue European  Communities  in  publi~hing 
this report,  the  contents of  which -data,  analysis  and  hypotheses-
in  no  way  engage its responsibility, is to generate  a  wider  debate 
on  the  role of women  in  Europe  end  on  the  steps  to  be  taken,  at all 
levels and  in all fields,  to  ensure  that womsn  are also involved in 
the  construction  of Europe, 
0 
0  0 
The  report is in  two  parts: 
l,  The  first part consi.sts of  ten  chapters containing 
the  main  results for each  of  tho  topics  covered,  i.e,  a  brenkdown 
of  2.nswers  for  the  Europe.:m  Communi ti as  a.  V!hole  and  for each  of 
·the l:ember  State:~ "::y ·sex,  ·c>.rJB,  level- -of education  cnd  .. so  .  .on... 
2,  The  second  part attempts  to  explain  the  results 
obtained  by  using·a  number  of deeper  analys~s- a  cluster analysis, 
factor~  e.nalysos  and  a  multiple  clnssif~_cation 8.nnlysis,1 
.l!J.~  .. .2:'.S£.d,92:.. who  __  wishes  to  go  stro.icrht  to  the  _F'::..'2.1.~c,tio_'l_s  _  _El_I.9_.E..C?_n.:: 
elusions  can  beain at PG.rt II and  ao  bacl5___to  P~rt  ..L_ 
.  I. 
1The  cluster analysis  was  under  the  direction  of the  international 
research  coordin~t~r,  H6l~ne Riffault  (Pnris);  the  fBctor~enalys~s 
and  the multiple classification analysis are  the  work  of tlargarot 
and Ronald Inglehart of the  University of  L~ichioan.  The  author of 
this report,  Jacques-Rene  Rnbier,  an  adviser to  the  European 
Communities,  wishes  to  extend  his  warmest  the.nl<:s  to his co-authors 
for  their invaluable collaboration, 
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I 
TI-lE  PROBLEM  OF  WOMEN'S  STA TIJS 
SCOPE  OF  11-IE  PROBLEM z..  PERCEPTION  AND  EVALUA liON  OF  CHANG~ 
1.  SCOPE  OF  11-IE  PROBLEt!i 
One  basic question  -which is.not always  put- in  an  opinion  poll 
is to get interviewees to  say whether  and  how  far they are 
aware  of the  problem  on  which  they are  being  questioned; 
"The  situation of women  in society,  compared  to  that of 
men,  is a  popular topic of discussion at present in  (your 
countr0 today,  In  your opinion,  is there a  problem or 
not in  our society?  To  what  extent is this an  important 
problem?  (SHOW  CARD  E)  0  means  that there is no  problem 
1  and  10  that it is an  important  problem. 
If the  answers  e.re  grouped into  three categories -corresponding 
to 0- 2  (not very important), 3-? (important)  and 8  - 10 
(very important)- we  obtain  the  following  results by  country 
and  far the Community  as  a  whole  (table 1): 
1  A scale of numbers  from  0  - 10,  with  a  central point at 5,  was 
used  in  preference  to  a  question  couched  in  verbal  tenns  ('very 
important',  'important'  etc)  which  might  have  reduced  the 
degree  of discrimination, -6-
Table  1 
IMPCRTANCE  ATTACHED  TO  ll-lE  PROBLEM  OF  WOMEN'S  STATUS 
(By  country) 
Very  Important  No:t  very  Averagz 
important  important  score 
France 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Ireland 
Belgium 
Germany 
013nme.rk 
United Kingdom 
Netherlands 
Community
3 
·-
(8  - 10) 
\  ---
48% 
45 
49 
42 
29 
23 
26 
20 
11 
32 
(3  - 7)  (0 - 2)  I 
~ 
--- -- - --
45%  7% 
44  t t 
31  19 
41  17 
52  18 
58  19 
43  28 
51  27 
52  34 
50  17 
One  thing  immediately  becomes  clear.  In four countries  (France, 
Italy,  Luxembourg  and Ireland),  the  importance attached  by  all 
interveiwees -both male  and  female- to  the  problem  of women's 
status is significantly higher  than in the other countries, 
France  and Italy (with 6,93  and 6,72  respectively)  are at one 
extreme  and  thG  Netherlands  (vdth  an  average  score of 3,95)  at 
the  other.  But  this is not all.  Something like four times  as 
many  people  from  France,  Italy,  Luxembourg  and Ireland as people 
from  Hollond  think  the  problem is a  very important one  (scores 
ofB -10), 
6,93 
6,72 
6,45 
61 \1 
5,53 
5,13 
4,92 
4,57 
3,95 
5,68 
.  I. 
1Percentages of don't knows  (0,9 for  the Community  as  a  whole) 
are not included, 
2  Weighted  of percentages  corresponding~ each  average  score: 
10,  9,  8  down  to 0,  with  5  as  the  central point. 
3  Weioht8d  according to numbers of population .?.ged  15  av8rage 
and  over in  each  o( the  countries. 
~·  . -7-
Logically speaking,  we  can  deduce  from  this that it is the 
countriGs  thct  he.ve  not  coped  with  the  problem  that consider 
it to  be  p;s.rti culerly important,  They  are  a.ll  countries  vJi th 
a  catholic  ~radition, 1 
It ce.n  be  seGn,  ho~ever,  that elthough Belgium is traditionally 
o.  cetholic country, it j_s  to  bo  classed among  countries where 
the problem is not considered  to  be  very important,  somewhere 
near  the  Community  average, 
In  tho  Community  as  a  whole,  vmmen  -as one  might  we 11  expect-
think  that women's  status is important more  often  the.n  men  do 
(respective scares - 6,00  and  5,41),  Age  is an  important 
variable,  Younger  people  (the under 25s),  vJamen  in  particular, 
are  mare  sensitive  than  their elders to  the  problem.  Out  the 
~.!.Sl_~t. sir,1ni ficat!!_ vc:-,r~eJ?l:-E_is  t~  .  .!~_'!_t:l....£f_':>dU_9_£_tion,  measured 
here  by  ...  length  of schooling,  i.e.  ths age  at which  the 
interviewee  completed  full-time  studies. 
r:..s  tCl.blB  2  shows,  39)~  of women  in  the  15-24 age  bracket,  377~ in 
the 25-54  bracket  e.nc!  2c~: in  the  54  plu-s  bre.cket consider the 
problem  to  be  a  very important  one.  The  proportion ·by  level of 
education  (bath  sexes)  varies  between  3U;·~,  for the  lowest level 
and  40~ far the  highest level. 
1  The  influence of culture an  attitudes and  behaviour'  does not 
necessarily mean  that there is any  correlation  between  twa 
variables at the level  of  the individual(here,  for example, 
.practising  a  roligiaus faith  and  attaching importance  to  the 
problem  of  women).  · 
However,  although  questions  on  religious beliefs and  practices 
were,  unfortunately,  not asked  in  this survey,  it is highly 
likely  that a  tradi  t~~a111  pro-catholic attitude correlates 
positively with  perceiving  the  problem  of women's  status 
which,  in Europe,  seems  to  be  posed objectively and  mare 
intensively in  the catholic countries. 
·~··. -8-
Table 2 
IMPORTANCE  ATTACHED  1D  TI-lE  PROBLEM  OF  WOMEN 'S STA rus 
BY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION  1 
(Whole  Community) 
Very  Important  Not  VBfY:  Average 
-important  importe,nt  SCOPS 
(8  ""  J.O) 
1  f3·  ...o--?)  {-c' .  ...,._  2') 
All  32%  50%  17%  5,68 
~Me!1_  29  51  19  5,41 
15  - 24  30  54  15  5,69 
25  - 54  29  52  18  5,46 
55  and  over  28  49  22  5,31 
Women  35  48  16  6,00 
15 - 24  39  47  14  6,30 
25  - 54  37  47  15  6,05 
55  and  over  28  50  19  5,35 
~e:vel of education  2 
low  30  49  20  5,46 
average  32  52  16  5,68 
high  40  49  11  6,43 
1 
The  don't knows  ( 0.  9o/a  of the total) are not included·. 
2 
Measures  by  age at end  of schooling:  15  and  under,  16-19,  20  and  over. .. 
-9-
The  relationship  between  the attitudes measured  as  a  function 
of the  three variables used -sex,  age  and  level of education- varies 
according  to  ~ountry: 
i. in countries where  a  large proportion  of the  population 
consider the  problem  to  b.e  important  (France,  Italy, Ireland,  not 
forgetting Luxembourg,  where  only 311  people  were  interviewed), 
there are proportionately more  women  than  men  who  consider· 
the  problem  an1.  impatant  one;  in other words,  they are  more 
aware  of tho  problem  since it is one  which  concerns  them  directly; 
ii. in all countries,  there are relatively  fewer  women 
in  the  55  plus  age  group  who  consider the  problem  important; 
iii.  the  only countries where  age  has  any  significant 
bearing  on  men's attitudes are Ireland,  Denmark,  France  and Italy; 
iv.  level of education,  for  the corpus  as a  whole,  has  em 
influence on  the  attitude studied here in Italy,  Germany,  Belgium 
and  the United Kingdom.  However,  in Italy and  Belgium,  the 
dividing line separates the  lower from  the  average  and  higher 
levels,  whereas in  Germany  and  the United Kingdom,  it is people 
11vi th  average  education  who  are  the most  aware  of the  problem 
and  this corresponds,  in all probability,  to  the mass  of women 
in  the 25-54 bracket.  Finc.lJy, it should  be  noted  that education 
has little or no  effect in  Denmark,  the Netherlands  or Ireland. 
All  these data are set out in  table 3. - 10-
PERCENTAGE  OF  INTERVIEWEES  CONSIDERING  11-IE  PROBLEM  OF  WOMEN'S 
STATUS  10  SE:  A  VERY  IMPOR'IANT  ONE 
BY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION1 
(By  country) 
Men  VI omen  Level of education 
Total  - 25  25/54  55+  Total  -25  25/54  55+  II  low  i\ve- age 
France  43%  40%  42%  47%  52%  48%  56%  43%  47%  50% 
Italy  42  43  44  38  49  55  49  42  41  53 
Luxembourg  2  48  49  pm  pm  pm  pm  pm  pm  pm  pm 
Ireland  38  30  37  44  46  44  48  43  42  41 
Belgium  26  25  26  27  31  41  33  24  24  33 
Germany  18  17  17  20  27  34  28  22  23  19 
Denmark  27  33  27  23  25  32  26  19  25  24 
United  K' don  18  16  19  15  22  23  24  19  19  20 
Netherlands  11  6  13  9  10  12  9  11  10  10 
---·---- r-·  ----f.-·-----·--------t--· 
Community3  29  30  29  28  35  39  37  28  30  32 
1 
Very  important = scores  between  8  and 10.  Countries are listed in  decreasing 
order of average scores for considering  the  problem  to be important. 
2 
Because  the  number  of peqie interviewed was  fairly small,  detailed results are 
not given  for  Luxembourg. 
3 
Weighted  average,  including  Luxembourg. 
high 
45% 
52 
pm 
43 
32 
32 
29 
27 
13 
40 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·~· -II-
2.  PERCEPTION  AND  EVALUATION  OF  CHANGE 
Once  the importance  attached to  the  problem  of women's  status 
had  been  measured,  it remained  to  be  established whether  there 
was  any  change  and  how  this change  was  qualified,  both  as  regards 
direction  and  speed of change, 
"Still on  the subject of the  position  of women  in 
society in  (your country.)  end  iudq:intz  from  ypur  own 
experience,  do  you  consider that the situation  has 
chanqed over  the last ten  or fifteen  years?  If yes, 
hv.S  the  Change  been  for  the better Or  for  the  WOrSe? 
11 
Almost  nine  people  out of ten  in  the  Communit~ as  a  whole  are 
conscious of some  change  (86r/.,  of whom  pee/,  are men  and  85~~ 
~en) one!  most  people' who  answer in this  way  think  that the  change 
is along  the right lines. 
l;1en  and  women  have  much  the  same  opinj_ons,  vr.L th  ~~  ~-;l::O.cht  t8ndency 
for women  of over 55  to  be  less aware  of the  change  (or,  more 
precisely,  to  answer less often  that they  percoive it) and  a 
slicht tendency  f~ll~  the less well-educated  to  answer positively. 
·::. - 12  ',... 
Tnble  4  ·----
~~~~_!JN OF ./~-~S,J.N \'IOIJI:."'N 'S  ST~ll'p_AND  11-IE  A_F'.!:_RECIA TipN 
OF  11-IE  DIR.~:_TJ:ON  0£._1}:-I~AN§i 
~Ez<, AGE  NlD  LEVE-~  .•  Of  EDUCA_'J1_QJ_ 
(  <'lh_9}~  .•  l?..O.m.!n~ni ty) 
Perceive  e.  ch;:mge  Do  not 
perc8ivc 
E\. 
Tote.l  For  the  For  the  change 
better  worse 
f--· 
All  86%  76%  10%  8% 
r.ien  88  78  10  7 
15  - 24  86  79  7  7 
25  - !14  89  81  8  7 
65  anct  OV8r  85  72  14  7 
Woman  85  74  11  9 
1 ,. 
~-' 1  - 24  85  78  7  10 
25 - 54  88  78  10  8 
55  c;nd·ovr:;r  79  65  14  11 
Lev8l  of 8ducc.tion 
low  84  72  12  9 
EIVElrcr.e  88  79  9  8 
high  90  85  5  6 
.. 
Don't 
know 
---
6% 
5 
7 
4 
7 
6 
5 
4 
10 
7 
4 
4 - 13-
J\t  country level,  there is no  visible relationship  between  the' 
importance  attached to wornen's.stetus  and  pe~ception of change. 
In  the  France-Italy-Luxembourg-Ireland group,  as  we  saw earlier, 
there is r:nnsidera.bly greater aware:mess  of the problem  thEm  in 
the other countries.  Tho  percentEJ.ges  of people  perceiving  a 
change,  however,  e.re  e.1most  identical in  Denmar!~  (86~
1 -)  and in 
France  (P9~/.). 
SimiJ.sr.J.y,  judoenont of  the  C:irectian  of chGnge  doe·s  not  seem 
to  be  linked to  tho  importance  attached  to  the  pra~1em.  Far 
e~w.rcple,  the Its.lic-ns, Irish,  Den:i.sh  e.nc:  Germans  o.ll  give 
similar enswars,  eight out of ten  considering  the  change  to 
·be  "''  c_:ooL:  one. 
f. : 
I 
Italy 
lr8l.:tntl 
Fr~nce 
Donmetrk 
United  I~ ingdom 
Nother1encls 
·Gerr'leny 
Belr,ium 
Luxembourr. 
Gommunitl 
-14-
Ta.!.Jle  ·~  -----
PEilGlPJION  OF  t,  CHANGE  IN  VIDf.~EN'  STA nJS  Jl.ND  APPilECIA TIC.J.l  ---·---------··--------........ ___  _.  ........ __  .. __ ... ___ _ 
OF  ll-1£_ J?.I_  n5~-TI ~  _<?_F_  -~!._  C_l-!~~~~ 
1 
(!?.,y__~l?~.r:.trJ.) 
PcJrceivo  B  change 
Total  For  For 
the  the 
· better  \'Jorse 
' 
93%  81%  12% 
91  82  9 
89  75  14 
j 
86  80  6 
85  73  12 
82  69  13 
81  78  3 
79  67  12 
78  65  13 
: 
86  76  10 
po  not 
pRrceive  a 
chnnge. 
i 
i 
4% 
6 
6 
6 
7 
4 
16 
9 
10 
8 
Don't 
l<nOI'I 
3% 
3 
5 
8 
8 
14 
3 
12 
12 
6 
1  Countries ore listed in  dGcreesin£!  order of percentc.ges of  E'.nswers  exprossing 
perception  of the  chanica  (?or ·the· better of for. tho  v;orsc). 
' 
._  i 
2  lilciahted  evere~ge. 
-.~~-
~  ;-f,<;.;_'<:: 
r.t  the 
-:  '.  ,1··;_~--
lovel of the  :tndiv:i.r:!uEd,  a_:~gom[1ar:i.son  of  tht-'1  answers  to 
•' 
the  question  on  the  importencG  of  ti~  problem  anc!  the question  on 
the  c!:i.rRct:ion  of  che.n~JB,  as  one  rri:i.ght  have  expected,  only  reve~:J.s 
thnt  thosc-J  v1ho  do  not  cons:i.cler  the  problem  important  i3:re  less 
inclined to  thin:~  the  chance  for  the:~.better, 
-.;._ 
Tnble  6  ·t_l..:!:-. 
...  _; 
\ ~·\j. 
PEilC[PTIClf\l  UF  p,  CH,~.NGE  FUi{crH\;  BETll::R  _______  •  .,.._. _____  _..  ______  .  .,.. .................  ~  ---.~~  ._-; ...  ;,;;·.{-~'i'"" .------·-
P.C::C0!1DING  TIJ  TI-lE  H~POfHANC::::  r.TTACHED  TO  ·.;;m.~EN'S  STAnlS 
--·--·-·- .... --·~--- ··(:;~~~1_8  ;,-~~~~-~~-:)-·-·  .. --~-·. 
;  .. ·  -~f5: 
.... "-_., ___  ...-~  ..............  - -------·-~·•  ... ···--------•"0''"_.- ""''''I  •  ··- p--·~·~4':''''- ....... ·--···-··-------·  .. ·--·-·--------·  ...  - .,,, -.-·---· ····-· .....  . 
The  chr~~~e is for  The  change is for 
the batter  the  worse 
-- ... ---· _..2St---................. _  _._... ................ _  ...... - _.. ___  ........... --- ... - -· ··--·------- ....... -
fj?.~'o  14)~. 
Importcnt  ·?.S'r:  .. 
:·•"' 
or-~  ..... ,., 
Vory  importnnt 
·'.';_,  . 
...----------------·------....... ---····· .. -------·':"~~-.:~:.-----·--·--------------- ----·-----------·-
J.{•. 
',','e  nov1  no~Jd to  ~;ee  whetrl8r  this  ch~~he,  which is well-perceived 
·-- .  ~ 
cncl  ~·mll-consi  derocl  both  by  men  ond·~~;j~meh,  :i.s  ·thought  to  be  too 
quick: 
"_I G _the ._!?}-_t_u._c:<:i~he_I}_Q):!'S;·~~O£  ...  q~~):!~l<J..zL.. _!1_9.t: 
-~.t:JcklY.  ..  ~.n_o.!:!_pf·l YT_  .. e;t.  _t.t1E_:i;1~e:.h:~ _p_ag_~?_" 
·  ..  :;; 
l.!.n~.t.J?.?..:~.E!Jf~ j.n  to~\j._ny~:r~. :i.n  .Jh.~ ~.ommu'nj._ty  __  ~s......£..!~'!9..l.e.J 43t/))  -~.:~_r:,rs 
:th~c___£1)£,t~c.e  __ is _!.;_c::,r:>.J?.f2.iJ.i.f!.CL..!:'·t  J~:..C?..  _dQll_!;_  s.P..~:..c;.c!.; _  _gf~;~~.-~h.i_n.!' it  .}:.~_:l;.£1.!2 
slow  nnd  1g~  thet it is too fast, 
-~·- ... ----:..L-·-·-·- ~--·------·. ··-· _,_ .. __  _ 
f!.ore  women  -younger  ones in  particular- than  men  think  that the 
chc.n[!EJ  is not  quick  enough,  Of  th~se,  41~·~  ere in  the  15  - 24 
eeoc  group.  Thero  oro  re1ativGly m'ore  men in f:tll. e.ge  groups - 16-
than  women  who  think  the.t  chenges ere at  the  r:i.ght  speed;  th:!.s 
is doubtless  a.n  expression  of  e.  morC-J  consorva.tive  a.tti  tucll=>.  to 
chanue. 
LovoJ.  of education  -cons:i_:·.~crod  hare  for  both  sm<es  as  E'.  whole- . 
also phws  rm  important pert.  The  better a  [)orson is edur.:atec\, 
the  more  hu  thinks  that change is too. slow, 
e! I 
All 
Men 
I 
I 
-
V.'omen 
I 
I 
Level  of 
I 
15  - 24 
25  - 54 
- 17-
Table ? 
P.PPRECii\TION  OF  Tl-IE  SPEED  OF  CHANGE 
m  vo,1EN •s  STA rus 
GY  SEX,  AGE  fiND  LEVEL  OF  EDUGATIOtJ 
( 1/lhole  Community) 
I  Perceive a  change  1----·  -
Too  quick  Not quick 
enough 
------~----·  ..... _._ 
19%  28% 
19  26 
16  30 
18  27 
5.'1  and  ovBr  23  21 
19  30 
15  - 24  13  41 
25  - 54  19  32 
5!1  l"nr:i  over  24  iS 
education 
low  22  23 
average  16  31 
high  16  38 
I 
Don't know 
----
The right 
pace  --------
..... _, _______  , 
li3%  10% 
46  9 
43  11 
48  7 
45  11 
39  12 
38  8 
41  8 
38  20 
43  12 
44  9 
40  6 !,ien 
Women 
- 18-
A more  dete.iled  study  of  the effect of age  on  ti"E·e.ppreciEition 
of the  rate of chan[!e  reve<:cls  that  the  ciesire  for  rspid 
chE'.nge  declines  rapidly,  in  both sexes,  with  age,  c:.l thouah 
more  sharply in  women, 
Te.!Jle  e 
DESIRE  FOR  A  MORE  nP.PID  CHPJ•JGE:  IN  \·lm:EtJ '3  STA 11JS 
---- OY  S_o;-·~ND _.A.GE1  --· .• ------.. -·----· 
(~'lhole Community) 
. 
15 - 24  25- 34  35- 44.  45- 54  55  -.64: 
r---·  -
33%  33%  27%  25%  22% 
40  38  32  27  26 
- ----
Difference  +7  +5  +5  +2  +4 
1 
Percentaces  ce.lculE'.ted  P-ccordino  to  the  number  of people 
answering  this qunstion, 
Tho  follovlina  comments  o.re  ce,llP.cl  for ot country level, 
1° In  Oenme:rl<  end  the United t<ingclom,  the  two  countr:ttJs 
where  womsn 's status is not  thought  tu  be  e.n  importe-.nt  pro!Jlet~ 
-c1oubtl8ss  !Jecause it is e:'.lready  Partly C:eal t  with- an  e.bsol.utr. 
r.Hcjori ty  of  j.ntorl.dBwees  (5?'/o  end  52'/  respectively)  consider 
that the rate of change is Bl<o•.ctly  ri[!ht,  However,  in  Denmark, 
there is no  difference  between  men's  emd  ~.,omen's :replies ant1, 
in Sri  tain,  men  t>.re  more  often  consr3rve.ti  ve  thah  women  in 
'ltleir att:!. tur.les  to  the rate of changl3,  th:i.nking it to  be  quito 
quick  onough, 
,65  and over  ,·  ,. 
-·  ,, 
21% 
! 
19 
r--·--· 
-2 
I 
l 
I 
-~ 
~~ . 
< 
,.~, 
' ·. 
Itcly 
I:.,EJo.nd 
Fronc:e 
Dr:nmc>.r:: 
- 19-
2° In Germcny,  Ireland  e.nd  France,  the interviewees. 
sey  the::~  change is too  slow  (3?'/,  3r-ry;.  and  3~~ respectively) 
slightly more  often  than  els::mher8,  In  G2rme.ny,  more  than 
:Ln  Ireland,  v1omen  tend  to  hold  this  opinion, ·whereas in 
Frnnce  both sox's answers  ere much  th·e  same, 
3°  In  Ite.l~'•  more  men  and  vmmen  tl-,an  slscwhere  (31Y;~) 
think  thE't  cahnr;e is too  qi.Jicl<,  although it is, of course,  the 
older people  a.nc!  Jess  orJuc.,_tm.i  people who  are most  inclined 
to  this QJinion, 
APPi1ECIP..ITON  OF  IHE  SPEED  OF  CH.C.NGE  IN  VJO:,':EN  'S  STATUS  -----··- ··--··----~- s~y-------------
Consider thet  things .change 
too  quickl)'  not  quickl~' enouah  at the riaht 
,,.,  + w  r:.  '.:!  ~·.·,  +  VI  r,  ~·J  M + w  M 
-
30%  30%  31%  26%  24%  28%  37%  40% 
16  18  15  35  32  38  42  44 
22  18  27  33  33  32  39  43 
13  16  11  15  14  15  57  57 
t:ni teet  Kinr_.:dor.l  Hi  16  18  19  17  21  52  56 
Nc:therh·nds  21  22  22  16  17  14  46  47 
Gen.1c;.ny  9  13  7  37  30  42  42  48 
Oelciurn  18  19  .  17  25  24  26  38  38 
Luxembourg  26  28  25  25  20.  29  34  39 
2  -
Communi t:y  19  19  19  28  26  30  43  46 
1  CountriBs ere listed in  C:ecree.s:Lno  order of percentages of answers  expressing 
a  perception  of chonge,  according  to  the-!  previous question,  PercentaQBS  of 
Lion' t  knm..,~:  ~·re  not incluc'ed  here, 
1., 
pace 
w 
34% 
40 
36 
57 
47 
45 
37 
38 
30 
39 -20-
Tho  answers  by  sex  and· ege  reveE,l  that,  ::!.n  elmost a.ll  countries, 
tl1e  desire for quicker che.n!=]C  is stronger in  young  men 
e.nd  stronger still in  young t'Jomon;  the influence of age  here 
is fJarticuJ.e.rly  stronc:  in  Franc:::. 
C~tegorios most  often  e~pressin~ the  desire  for change  are: 
Gerr.Hm  \Vomen  'Jetwer-m  15  and  34 
French  men  between  15  am! 34 
Irish VJOmen  betwecm  15  anc!  34 
French  women  between  15  c.nd  34 
Dolgic:m  women  botv1m~n  J.S  and  34 
Irish  ~·1omen  ~Jotv•esn  35  c.nd  54 
62~~ 
49~
1 , 
471: 
45~~ 
44~', 
42f. 
,.: .... G2r(.lnny 
Irt;J.r:nC.: 
Frnnce 
Itoly 
l1elgium 
Luxor:lbOLil'fJ 
United Kingdom 
i·J otherl<".ncls 
Donm£O.l"k 
- 21-
DESI:=lE:  FO:i  :.:onE  RAPI'J  CHP.NGE  IN  ~JOUtJJ'S STA1US 
--~···-- ·p,·y- SE;-;~~~- AGEl····--·------·-~--·-· 
--·-··------... ---
lEi  ..  34  35 - 54  55  end 
--
men  37%  30%  35% 
women  62  43  40 
men  38  32  28 
women  47  42  33 
men  49  33  26 
women  45  35  11 
men  32  23  22 
1·-:omen  35  28  23 
men  32  31  24 
VIOml1n  44  27  23 
21  30  18  nen 
39  31  women  33 
r.JC.n  22  19  15 
I'Jomen  34  25  ,r  11 
26  22  12  men 
18  18  17  women 
23  14  11  r.mn 
24  16  9 
I'Jomsn 
1 
Percentagbs  oro ·calcuJ.eted  accorcli.ng  to  the number of answers 
to the  question,  . The  countries are listed in  decreE\Sins  orr!er 
of psrcFJntr:Jr;es  of E'.nswers  nxpressing  e.  desire for chenqe, 
.. 
f  .. 
over - 22-
To  sum  up,  the  anstmrs  to ihe  first set of'  questions  show that 
tho European  Community is divideri  on the  problems  under 
discussion  into  two  groups  of countries,  On  one  side 
are  the  ce:i:;holic  countries where  hEl.l f  ·the  population  thinks 
the  problem  of women's  stetus is _an.important  one  and  on  the 
ether e.re  Belgium  and  the rest,  where  the  problem is not  a 
m&.jor  one, 
In  almost ell these  countr:'.es,  but part:i.cularly in  those  where 
the  problem· is senn  e.s  beinc  ver~i important,  women  e.tte.ch 
greater importance  to it than  men,·  Generally speaking,  younr 
vmmEn  anc.!  middlG-El!JCC:  women  are more  awere  of the  problem 
than  are  oldr-3r  women, 
The  change is judged favourably  by  7:. or e  people out of 10, 
Jud!Jement  on  the  speed of che.nae is more  c:iscrimine.ting.  Four 
peeple  out of 10  overall -and slightly rnore  men  than  women-
think  thc:.t  change is fo:r  the ,better  .•  ·. There  are  c:.s  many  e.s  6 
Denes  (men  end  women)  and  6  Sri  tish.  men  and  women  out of 10 
v1ho  think in  tl"lis  we.y.  In  Germo.ny  and  IreJ.C~.nd,  4  women 
and  3  men  out of 10  would  like  would  like to  see  things 
speeded  up.  Three  people  out of. 10  think  the  se.rne  in 
Franc.e,  with  no  differences  between' the sexes,  while,  in I t101.ly, 
almost  one  third of the  ::Jopulction  think  thinrs are  h0.ppening 
too  quickly. 
'fie  can  roughly  divide countries into  three  types according to the 
clominant attitude to  change: 
1.  countries where  chE'.nges  are  e.ccspted  as normal 
(Denmark,  United Kingdom,  the Netherl8.nds,  Belgium  end 
Luxembourg) ; 
2,  countries '"here  a  desire for more  rapid  change is 
feirly  v>'idely  expressed  (Germany,·  !~eland and  Fre.nce); 
3.  finally,  on~ couritry  ~1ere there is a  high 
resiste.nce  to  chango  (Ite.ly). 
·,·l. 
...;  j' ~ 23-
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Oi)i-'011TIJ~JI TJ:!::S  FOR  MEN  AND  V/O!t:EN 
l. OVEi=lP.LL  JUDG'::f.'E~l T 
The  change in  the  ~ey  judgement~ on  the  respective  sta~us of 
men  cnc!  woman  ;:;>.r'B  me.cle  in  our society today is a  fairly 
widely  studied  phenomr:mon.  Iri  ·the .United States,  for  example, 
surveys  CE'.rriec1  out in  1972  e.nc:  1S'7S  rev8a1ed  that there  we.s 
growj_ng. diSSatisfc\C't:iOn  C.r.lDnQ"  WOmen I  reflecting the  rise in 
thuir expectations,  in  spite of the  progress  achieved,  or even 
boce.u.=o  of it,  ChcJ.nges  in men's  attitudes correspond  to 
chanc8s  in  women's  attitudes. 
In  1!:}72,  32~:  of wor.mn  j.n  the  United States thought  that men  had 
a  bet·cer deal  than  v1omen,  s.nd  24~~ thought  the opposite,  In 1974, 
these  figures  wero  35~:  anc!  26~·:. respnctive1y.  In 1972,  26rl~  of 
men  thoucht that t!my  he.d  a  better C:Eal  than  women  c.nc.i  36~C 
thought  the  opposj_J,;8 1  whereEts,  in  1975, ·opinions were  equally 
r\j_ vi  docl,  the  fi[JL!t'es bei  no  30/  for each  response, 
In· the  !Jl"Bsent  study,  a  first· question  \'Jas  put so  es· -t€l· -me.usure 
tire  preferencn  of this ovoro.ll  juc!nernent  on  tl-18  resp8ctive 
op:Jortuni  t5.es  of men  c.nLI  V'omer:. 
1  fl'f!  1  - ,,ho  has  ·cl18  better life - men  or women?" 
1975 
].:.:') 2 
1972 
Source: 
I;/; en 
3:J/ 
32~~-
I:~ en 
3L~
1 
26~~ 
1.  \'icmen 's o_p_i!lion ~ 
Women 
26c/,  1·: 
34~: 
2,  n~en~s  ~p}nions 
'Nomen 
No  difference 
311 j~ 
2~/, 
r~o  difference  . ------·  ......  ,  .... _.. 
31~~ 
31~;, 
Don't  !<now 
Don't  knov1 
;,~  _.: ~ 24-
~~~~~pe~r£_.£.C?~~E:l!J.  .  .?LE!;:~!E!_B!l_ 20  a_n d 
30 ..x..et?rs  of  ~a_e  hr~-a~s  __ EJUCht.,  __  more, -~or  le!J~ 
£2POrtur;1-_~x_ than  .....!!!.E:l.n.:. of  t_he _s~- e.g_~- to  --~-'2.-~::..E?~ 
in life?" 
P..lmost  half' the interviewees -[md  as  men~' men  as  'Nomen- think 
that women  have  as  much  opportunity as men  ( 49'}':).  ,;  U ttle 
over  a  third  (38'/J)  thin!<:  that there' are  fewer  opportuni tiGs 
for  women.  One  in  10  think  ih~t ~omen have  a  better deal  then 
mon. 
It is only  a.mong  youna  v1omen  in  the 15  - 24  bracket and  the 
better educated of both  sexes that there is a  slight 
rnc.jori ty for  the  view  that  women  have  less opportunity. 
;. All 
Woman 
Level  o  f 
-
15 - 24 
25  - 54 
55  and  over 
•. 
15  - 24 
25  - 54 
55  and  over 
education 
low 
a.veraoe 
hioh 
- 25-
Toble  11  ----
CD~lPARATIVE OPPORTUNITY  FOR  MEN  AND  WOMEN 
TO  SUCCEED  IN  LIFE 
BY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATioN 
(Whole  Community) 
' 
Women  have 
.. 
-
, .. 
As  .. much  more 
opportuni  ~L  _ · opportuni  t 
49:£  9% 
., 
49  10 
46  7 
50  10 
49  12 
49  9 
43  7 
49  10 
51  10 
51  12 
47  7 
44  7 
· .... less 
oppor!_uni ty 
36% 
36 
41 
36 
31 
36 
46 
37 
28 
29 
42 
47 
---------------··  -.  ---:----
Don't Know 
--· 
6% 
5 
6 
4 
8 
6 
4 
4 
11 
8 
4 
2 
-'--·--·---· ....  26-
At  country level,  there are  no  obvious  tie-ups  between 
perceiving  the  problem  as :tmportant  and  the feeling that 
women  have  l8ss opportunity· th..an  men.  Of  course,  in Irelend, 
where  the status· of v1omen  is· seen. as  an  important  problem, 
there are more  •1ess  opportunity•  answers  than  •more 
opportunity"  ones,  but only  from  \'!Omen,  In Italy,  where 
cc  J.nrge  percentage of the  public  thinks the  problem is an 
important one,  there is  e.  cJ,ear majority of  "as much 
opportuni  t~J"  answers  from  both  m~n aQd  women.  We  also  find 
that,  in Italy,  there is El  high  pe~ce.~tage of answers 
indicating that women  have  more  opportunity  than  men,  This 
:i_s  a  clear indj_ce.tion  of how  divided  op:tnion  is here in  a 
population  the:i:;  is both  ver~ aware  o?  the  problem  and  fairly 
reticent as  to  change in moral  standards. Ireland 
Germany 
France 
Luxembourg 
-27-
Tb.ble  12 
COMPARATIVE  OPPORTIJNI TY  FDH  MEN  AtJO  I'~O~....IQ__S.~E_CEEO,__I_N..-'='IF~­
BY  SEX 
(By  C?_ountr.~)
1 
:,-·;. 
.  ·.: 
Vlomen:have 
as  much  opportun~  ty  mpre  op[:lortun:i.ty 
i.":+W  !.".  ..  \'·i':  !::;,\'/.  M  w  M+W  M 
--
~  ~  .. .  - ~-·. ':· 
~- ~. 
44%  45%  ·'43%  6%  10%  4%  47%  44% 
49  52  47  .•6'  6  5  41  38 
55  55  54  -:5-.  5  6  36  37 
46  57  35  -- 3  3  3  36  30 
United  Kin~Jdom  48  47  49  a·  8  8  35  :36 
·' 
Netherle.nds  49  48  :_~p.- 6  7 
-;:·  5  35  35 
Denmark  55  56  55  ;-3  2  3  32  31 
,.t: 
.1: 
Belgium  53  55  '51 
-:  6  7  6  32  30 
Italy  . 42  41  4.4  23  23  23  31  32 
---
'·  ..  :: 
Community2  49  49  4.9  _:  10  10  9  35  35 
·.·.  ,:..;-
·~·  :  r  . 
w 
49% 
43 
35 
42 
34 
34 
32 
33 
30 
f-·---· 
36 
1  Countries are listed in  decreasing  order of  per~enteges of  ~ 1 less opportunity" 
answers  (men  and  women  together),  , , : .  ··  ·.  · 
2  Weighted average, 
. r·· . 
; 
··-
(·· 
•· - 28-
Ultimately,  the categories in  wh~ch dissatisfaction,  as 
expressed by  the opinion  that .women. have less opportunity  than 
nan  to succeed in life, is the most ·co~mon are  ~s follows 
(in  decreasing order): 
.  ;  : 
Irish people of both  sexes with 
a  high  level of education 
Irish women  in  the  under 25  bracket 
German  women  in the under 25  bracket  5ff'/o 
Fraoch  men  in  the  under 25  bracket  5~/o 
French  people of both· sexes with 
a  jigh level of education 
·:.,• 
_.  Irish women  between 25  and 54 
-Irish  men  in the  under 25  bracket 
5:30/o 
500/o. 
It may  seem  surprising to find neither Italian men  nor Itaiian 
women  in this list. .  The  exPlanation is a  simple  one.  In  the 
categories where  the "less opportunity" answers are  not in 
the majority, it is of course the total of "as much  opportunity'' 
~,,. 
or "more  opportunity"  answers_.that will  be in  the lead,  since 
there are very  few  don't knows.  -The~e "satisfied" answers 
may  correspond  two  two  very different types of attitude - either 
satisfaction as regards  a  problem  one  considers solved  (Denmark, 
the Netherlands and  the United  Kingd~m) or satisfaction as 
regards a  state of affairs that one  wishes either to leave alone 
or to  change  only  slowly  C::t taly). 
In other words,  the negative reply  ('•women  have less opportunity") 
is a  good indication of dissatisfaction with  the  cwrrent status 
of women  ,  1nhereas  the  other answers are ambiguous. 
All  these data are given in  the  following  table. 
,. 
~~  .  ' 
(  ... 
"k  r. 
'  '  .. ... 
•.;  Total 
Ireland  ~,4% 
Germany  38 
France  37 
Luxembourg  30 
United  36 
Kingdom 
Netherlands  35 
Denmark  31 
3elgium  30 
It  ely  32 
---
Community1  :35 
1  Weighted  average, 
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Table 13 
PERCENTAGE  OF  IN  TERv:tEWEE~ 
WHO  11-IINK  n-JAT  I'I0~.1EN  HAVE·  LESS  DPPORnJNI1Y  n-lAN  MEN 
BY  SEX I  AGE  ANO.  LEVEL  OF  EDUGA TION 
(By  country) 
' 
Men  Women  .  Level of education  . .. 
.. 
-25  25/54  55+  Total  -25  25/54  55+  low  ·  i!M§e I  ·.  high_  -
'  ..  ,  : 
so%  43%  42%  49%  ' :.8%..  53%  35%  44%  46%  59% 
33  36  42  43  56  •39  42  35  48  46 
55  36  31  35 
.;  45.  38  18  23  39  54 
23  28  39  41  40  47  35  35  43  30 
38  41  28  34  43  3a  22  32  40  44 
44  40  27  34  40  38  22  2B  43  42 
40  34  21  32  47  34  23  25  38  49 
35  31  25  33  41  35  26  24  34  42  . 
37  33  26  30  40  28  23  26  35 
I 
44 
----- -y.:-:-
r---t----
41  36  31  36  Y'  !  28  29  42  47 
I  .. 
~ 
··- ... · 
_  _. .. 
. r ... 
'  .  .  t~ 
~- : 
~- ' 
-; .. 
~··  : 
~  :: 
;·  .  .  . 
;.;  . 
_; .. 
..  ; - 30-
2.  WHY  DO  WOMEN  I-lAVE:  LESS  OPPOR TIJNI TY?  -·---..-- _.., _______ _ 
There  are  various  rea~ons for  women  he.ving  less opportunity 
-ineluctable ones  connected with  the state of·things,  or 
socio-cultural ones  connected with  the  way  society is organized, 
It wc.s  in  an  attempt  to cleri  fy  global attitudes here  that 
another question  was  put: 
"What  do  ~9.~  thinJ~~~~;n$.i~,  re~~ 
women  l1ave  l...~!?.eE..ortGni  ty? 
And  the  second  reason?"·  ------·  _::..;._-'--~;;..;....-'-
The  most  common  first answer :i.s  "Family commitments",  followed 
by  "1-.i~;le  atti  tudes•,  "Occupational attitudes"  and  "Upbringing". 
If all first and 'second  answers  are  taken  together,  it emerges 
that dj_sr.r:i..mination  age.inst  women  is mainly  attributed to 
socio-cultural causes.  !~nswers like  "The  female  cl1aracter
11  and 
11The  physical  make-up  of women'!  are rare.  However,  43~~ of those 
who  say  they think  womon  have  less opportunity  than  men  are 
unable  to say  why  this is so;  this may  mean  that  they  consider 
the situation  they  perceive as  something  which,  for various 
2  indiscernable reasons,  is bound  to  h::·.ppen. 
In itle  main,  men  e.nd  women  give very similar answers.  At  most, 
it c;,ppee.rs  that women  mention  "Male attitudes" or fail  to answer 
et all slightly more  often  o.nd  the.t  men  mention  "Occupational 
ettitudes"  and  "The  physical  make-up  of women"  more  often. 
1  In!srviewees  were  given  a  card containing  a  choice of nine 
answers.  The  question,  of course,  was  only put to  those·who 
hed  answered  "Less"  or "Don't !<now"  to  the  previous  question. 
2  If we  remember. that the  question  on  the  reasons  for  women  .  · .. 
havin'g  less opportunity  was  onJ.y  put  to  42~{:.  of all interviewees 
I  •  .  • 
and  that  42~-'u  could not  ans\Ner,  it  _emerges that less than  2fY/J 
of people interviewed are eware of  women  being  less well  off 
than  men  and  able to see  the  reason  for this. 
.  .  ~ ~  . 
r  .. 
~ ' 
' 
~  :.  . 
• 
~- . 
'· 
:. 
~' ;-.  '  . 
!'-. 
i 
;.  ;: 
'  ,. 
i' • 
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f,1AIN  nEASONS  FOR  \'idf,lEN  HAviNG  LESS  OPPCRTIJNI TY  THAN  MEN 
BY  SEX 
(~le Community,  only  those  who  thought that  women  have 
less opportunity  than  men)1 
.  ~  ·,.: . 
,  .. 
~;en .  ·an'i:!  women  Men  ·  Women 
.~------------~-~-----------------~------------------ .  ~  -~ 
1,  Family  commitments,  42%  44% 
2,  ~ale ~ttitudes,  31  28  32 
3,  Occupational  attitudes,  22  25  20 
4,  Upbringing,  19.  19  18 
5,  Legislation- for-example 
marriage  laws,  ' 
11  11  11 
6,  The  physical  make-up  o·f  ·  11  13  9 
women, 
'•.'• 
7,  The  female  character,  10  11  10 
::-.· 
B,  Education,  7  .,  7 
9,  Other  reasons,  3  4  3 
;1,. 
Don't know  43  40  46 
---~------------L-----·----------·---------..:_  __________ .,_, 
1  i,  e,  42'::- of all those intervi  awed,  included  7~{  who  failed  1:o  answer the 
previous  question,  The  percentages refer to  the  total number  of answers 
put in first or'second place, 
.·  .. ::· 
.  ~- .  :. 
·, 
L  ; 
·;  I 
~--·· 
:;,  . 
.  r; 
,' 
.  ::t·,, 
~  -~· - 32-
As  might  be  expected,  age  and,  to  <;~  lr~~ser extent,  level of 
education  of those  interviewed is  :responsible for  a  certain 
variation in  answers.  It was  the  under 25s  who  were  most 
inclined to give the  three most  common  answers7  It was.  women 
in  the  25-:-54  bracket who  most  often mentioned  "Fa.mily  commitments"  • 
•',  . 
.... 
1  '.  .  t:  Are  taken into account  here  only  those  answers  g~ven by  a· 
least 20~ of the  people  concerned,. 
..  _;.•.  ,  . 
:· .. 
. ,. 
I 
... 
'. 
f  -~  . .  -:- 33-
Table  15 
TI-lE  TI-IAEE  ~lAIN  REASONS  WHY  WOMEN  HAVE  LESS  OPPOATIJNI1Y 
!3Y  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  INSmUCTIONl 
(Vlhole  Commun!.:!:x) 
Men  Women  Level 
-25  25/54  55+  -25_.J  25/54  55+  low 
·-·--
l,Family  commitments,  45%  46%  32%  45%  50%  33%  41% 
2,Male  attitudes,  34  29  24  36  35  24  28 
3, Occupational attitudes  28  28  18  22  22  15  17 
-
of'  education 
¥-ve- age  high 
47%  42% 
33  35 
25  33 
---· 
1  Answers· put in first or second  placo by  people  who  agreed that women  have 
less opportunity  than  men  or who  did not  answer the question, 
'  ·•·,.:·· 
r  •. , 
i>-
' 
,  .. 
(: - 34-
The  differences  between  the various countries are slight, 
"Family  commitments"  are  put to  the fore,  e.s  first or second 
reasons,  in all countries except Luxembourg,  where  "Upbrirging" 
is the  most  common  answer  (immedi~tely followed  by  "Male 
attitudes"  c>.nd  "Educotion"). 
"Male  attitudes" is put in. second place in  Ireland by  48o/o  of 
the  people  concerned  and  by  3?~ in  tho United Kingdom,  3efl in 
France,  27~·~.  in Luxembourg  and Italy and  by  2fY/o  in Germany,1 
Of all  <:~ge  groups  and all countries, it was. Irish women  under 
25  who  mentioned  "tJ.ale atU  tudes"  most often  (60C/o  of people 
concerned).  They  were  followed  by Irish men  in  the  same  c>.ge  group 
(56~~ of people  concerned).  2 
1 
2 
----~··--
Percentages for all the  people interviewed in  each  category 
are  as  follows:  Ireland  24°~,  United Kingdom  16~~.,  France  14tf;, 
Luxembourg  14~~,  Italy  10}~  and  Germany  12°/o, 
i.e.  '37r{  and  311{  of the total number of interviewees in each 
category. 35-
··:.:' 
Table  16 ·  .. · 
r,:AtN  REASONS  FOR  lf!Of,\t."N  1-11-\\IING  LESS ·OPPORTI..INITY 
·----- ~--- ..  ·:-·  .  .  1 
(In  o:r:_derl..  by  coury_~~~S!T.?l!!.Q....~9  fregue~~;_qf.._~J~~..L.. 
.----·----~·---·----··· 
.  '  ......_ __  ...  ---·--------·- ..::.-_  .  ., .. ___  -·--~---
l.  Fa.r:1ily  commi t11ents'  ·--- ... ·--·· 
(;)it.',) 
""·  --J ...  i.  Fa~ilj( commitments  (2g/)  L  F~~ly commi tinents  (5~0 
; 
attitudes 
. • . 
..  (48'/·  2; 
.  : . 
(2ff/,)  f-Ade  attitudes  (3013  2 . .  f..:CJ.le  f/a.le ·atti·t~  ;  2.  ··---- -----------
3.  Upbringin~  (2i)·~)  3,  Occupaticn  ,;  .  (2l7~')  3,  Q.s.cupation ·.  (28)'~ 
4.  Lepisl'ation  (2a1 6)  4,  Education  (~Jt;1  ___  ....... ______  ._ 
Luxembour~;  (  3~~)  • United Kingdom  (357~) ·  Nethei'lands  (35'}~) 
--"-
1.  Upbringing 
~iale attitudes 
Education 
Fo:mily  commitments 
(2~~)  1,  Famil)/ cdmmhmeiits 
(2?~()  2.  ~.~ale  attitudes · 
-~· 
(25~~.) 
{2oc;U 
(ttetl)  1 • 
(  ;fl~~)  2~ 
3. 
3," 
.  Famil~'  comm~_!:~ (377~ 
Occupatio_!!  (fn~~ 
Male attitudes  (237~ 
Upbringing  (23';0 
_..._.  _______  ~--~~-~----------------,._------~~------.--~~-------·__..__. 
Denmark  (  32?~)  Belsium · (325:,}  Italy (  317~) 
-- --
. (4~'-)  ·1.  Famill:  commitments  ( 41
1i·)  1.  Familv  commitments  (  48~·8 
(3~{} 2;  Occupation.·  ·.  (28~£)  2.  Male  etti  tudes  (271){) 
(22~{)  3,  Male· attitudes  : (22~'o)  .3 •.  Upbringing  (24~~' 
. r·  4.  Occupation  . .  (22~~ 
·'----------·-·----·_..._..._  __ ··-·--··-----..:.."'---L·---------·--
l  Countries are iist.ed according to frequency of  "less ·apportuni  ty"  L:.nswers 
to  the  preceding  question; 'these percentages ·are.givem in  brac~ets after 
· · ·the. name  of  '{;he  .country.  The  most  common  ari~~ers i~  the Community  as a  whale 
ere underlined .. The  percer:1tages, gi.ven  in brackets beside  ElaCh  reason 
. .  '  ~  .  . 
. correspond ·'to  frequency  amorig  people: concerned,. 
i; 
!.·  -~  '  . 
·.·) - 36-
This  te.ble,  which  gives the  countries in order of how  they 
judg§  lesser opportunity for  women  and  the order of reasons 
for this in  each  country and in  the Community as  a  whole,  gives 
rise to  a  number  of remarks. 
In the first place, it appears  every~here that famiJY.  commitments, 
regardless of the state o-F  more.ls  and  laws,  are  the main  reason 
~if not  the  justification- given~hen the opinion is  ex2.resse~ 
that women,  as  such,  are discriminated against. 
Mr:le  attitudes are  given  before  vocational  __  ~tti  ~u~~s  i_~;  __  ~ost 
~!'!tries where  t..h.~~.....§; oeneral  awareness  of d:l_scrimination 
aaainst  women.  Ireland is a  typical·.ex·arnple  of this, 
However,  ~ional atti  t_urles  are put· before  male  attitudes in 
countries  where  there is less. awareness' of  th~s. discriminat=i:_f?!!, 
probably  because it has,  to  a  certain  ex_tent,  been  done  away  with. 
{ 
The  Netherlan.ds,  Denmark  and  Belgium  are  examples  of this. 
The  fact  that upbringing  and  education are  high  on  the list in 
Luxembourg is a  special case  ~nd ·particular attention should  be 
paid tci  the  way  in  which  this atti  tud·~; develops,1 
-----------
1  Luxembourg's  results should  ~8  i~terpreted prudently,  in view 
of the  very  sihall  sample  (311 interviewees); 
·~  ., 
,., 
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3.  AREAS  OF  DISCRIIV1INA1TO\l 
A further step  can  be  made  in identifying critical attitudes 
by  asking interviewees  the  areas  where  they  feel  that women  have 
more  or less opportunity: 
"More .specifically,  would  you  say  that the  present 
situation of women  around  you·_ is better or worse 
or no  different  from'  that of men  with  regard  to: 
'.  :: 
(a)  opportunities for  study; 
(b)  vocation~L·t'r"aining; 
~  f  •  ·. 
{c)  job oppor:tunities; 
( d)worldn,~(-cd~ditions (fatigue,  pace, 
.·  ' 
hour:s  e:tc) ; :· 
.  .~  .  ..  ,; 
(e)  job  l?ecu~  ty; 
(f)  promotion _prospects; 
(g)  wages?· 
Six  out  of ten  (sgi,)  in  the  Community as a  whole  think that the 
.  ~  . 
si  tue.tion  is worse  for  women  thari · for men  as regards  wages; 
approxime.tely  five  out of ten  think. that women  c:.re  discriminated 
agains-t  when  promotion  is involved  (527~)  and  when  soaking  work  (  46~~); 
four out of ten  consider  job security  (  42~t)  and  working  conditions 
(37~~ )in  the  same  liaht.  However,  less than  three out of ten  think 
the.t  there is discrimination  in  voce.tional  tra:i.ning  (26~(;)  and 
only  one  out of ten  feels  that there is any  discrimination as 
far as studies are  concerned  (117~,). 
·' 
;  .• 
.··-:-·· 
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It is not  surprising that more  than  half the interviewees think 
the.t  women  have  loss opportunity  the.n  men  in  ·•  a  number  of 
speci fie  area.s,  such  as wages  and  promotion  whereas,  as. we  saw 
earlier,  only  36~ of the population  think that, g3nerally  speaking, 
they  have  less opportunity  to  succeed in life. 
It is clear that "opportunity to succeed in life"  does  not 
just refer to professional life.  It is therefore not surprising 
that,  while  there is genere,l  agreement  that women  are faced 
vdth  disadvantages  and  discrimination in their jobs,  the majority 
think that women  can,  nevertheless,  make  a-success of their live's. 
This  judgement,  surprisingly enough,  is common  to  both  men  and 
women.  It is only  as regards  job security that  women  are much 
more  critical than  men  -4ff~ ns  age.inst  3~~.  On  the other hand, 
men  seem  slightly more  aware  of anti-female  discrimination  in 
vocational training. ·' 
·-
.. 
: 
' 
1. 
2. 
3, 
4. 
5, 
6, 
?; 
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Table  17 
11-iE  SITIJAliON  OF  WOMEN  AS  COMPARED  TO  11-IE  SITIJAliON  OF  MEN 
IN  VARIOUS  FIELOS1 
{Whole  Commu~i  ty j 
,. 
Women's -situation as  compared  to men's 
i.s• 
.. ,··, 
Better  Worse  No  different 
.. 
Wages  7%  59%  27% 
Men  7  58  29 
Women  7  60  25 
Promotion  prospects  8.  . ,  ·,  ..  52  31  .. 
Men  8  51  33 
Women  '  7.  ·.:  53  30 
'' 
' 
Job  opportunities  . 13  .  ·'  46  35  .-., 
"  Men  14  45  36 
Women  12  47  35 
•" 
!  .· 
Job  security  9  43  40 
Men  1\  39  43 
Wor.1en  8  46  37 
\Vor'k:i.ng  condi  t:i.ons  (fatigue,  .14  37  41 
pace~~egours etc)  i7  36  41 
Women  12  38  41 
Vocational  training  10  26  57 
Men  10  28  55 
Women  10  25  58 
Opportunities  for study  12  '11  72 
'  14  10  72  Men  .. 
11  ..  12  72  Women 
.  :  ,..  '  ~.  ' \  .,. : 
'  '  ~ .  ', 
;  ·'.' 
Don't knqw  _, 
7% 
6  •': 
8  ..  ~--. 
9 
8 
10  ..  · 
,. 
6  '  ,'• 
5  ' 
6  ' 
8 
7  .. 
9 
B 
6.  !·" 
9. 
.,,_ 
·'';' 
7  ' 
6 
7 
5 
4 
5 
1  The  various fields  are listed in decreasing order of frequency  of  'Worse'  answers. 
1:  . 
.  ~-
-'· 
.  ~ ..  ' - 40-
Age  and  level of education introduce  a  certain amount  of variation 
here,  particularly as  regards  jab opportl)ni ty, .. vocational training  ..  .  . 
and  promotion  prospects,  As  r.~ight  be  expected,young women  and, 
mare  generally'  women  of working ane'  ,are 'much  mare  aware of the 
problem  of job access  e.nd  job quali  ficatians;  similarly,  the 
better educated  (both  men  and  women)  are mare  awE1.re  than  the less 
educated.  Promotion  prospects are seen ·as  an  area of discrimination 
according  to level of education;  age,  however,  has little effect 
here, 
' 
~  •.-.:-· 
~ ....  ,_._ 
'' J. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
-
.... 
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Table  lB 
PERCENTAGE  OF  INTERVIEWEES 
WH9  ___  ~N~.:  :  ....  P.::l.A ] __  W_!)~I'~. W_E_A,E_  f!!_fiAEN 11.. Y WORSE  OFF  TI·IAN  r;.EN ·  ·  ·· 
BY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
>  ~  : 
·.  (Whole  Community) 
Men  Women  Level of education 
-25  25/54  55+  -25  25/54  55+  low  ~ve- high  age 
'  ~-· 
Wages.  61%  59%  54%'·  63%  63%'  54%  56%  64%  64% 
Promotion  prospects.  51  55  45  56  55  48  47  58  61 
..-;·.;, 
..  . . 
Job  opportunities.  .  49  47  41  57  49  38  40  50  61 
Job  security.  38  41  37  50  49  39  39'  47  .  . 48  .  . 
Workino  conditions 
.. 
34  37  34  40  40  32  34  38  40. 
(fatigue,  pace, 
hours etc).  .  . 
Vocational  training.  33  29  23  33  26  16  21  31  37 
Opportunities  for  14  10  9  15  12  10  10  12  14 
study. 
t-. 
r-.·• 
.. 
'  ,. 
r,__. 
' . 
~.  ·. 
.  .  ~~, : . - 42-
Although,  as  we  have  just seen,.  the differences  between  the 
sexes are surprisingly small,  those  between  the countries are 
considerable. 
France  and Germany  have  the  highest average  percent~:tges of 
11less
11 
answers  to  the  seven instances  (52~~'  4-ff/o),  followed  by Ireland 
(  42cf,) ;  Luxembourg  has  the  lowest  ( 22c/u). 
If we  lool<  at the  order of countries for  the  three most  commonly 
mentioned  i terns  in  the Community  as  a  whole,  it emerges  that 
Irel2nd is in  the lead for  two  out of three -wages  and  promotion 
prospects.  Italy j_s  in the  pen.ul timate or last (ieee  for  the 
same  two.items. 
How  can  we  explcin  the fact  that,· in Italy and Ireland,  where 
the public attaches  a  great deal of importance  to  the  problem 
of women's  status and  which  are countries which  have  certain 
thinps -lowest level of economic  development,  relatively low 
per·capita GNP,  catholic tradition- in  common,  discrimination 
a.gainst  women  is perceived in  such different we.ys.  The  explanation 
can  only  be  found  in  the historical and cultural influences which 
each  country  has  undergone.  We  shall return  to this problem 
beJ.ow. 
~· '.: 
-,43-
Table  19 
~.;AIN  l\REAS  OF  DISCRH.1IN.~  TION  AGAINST  WOr•;EN 
.  1 
(in order,  by  count~ccordj.ng to  frequency of answers) 
France  (52~',)  .Germany  (  46~
1 )  Ireland  ( 42?;, J 
-·-------·-·-----f--.-----------~·---·--~·-----.--·- --
l,  l}i"!;~ 
2,  Job  OtJPortunities 
3,  Promotion 
4,  Working  conditions 
5,  Job  security 
6,  Vocational  training 
7.  Studies 
0 en  marl<  ( 36o/o) 
1.  Promotion 
2.  Wages 
3,  Job  opportunities 
4,  Working  conditions 
5,  Job  security 
6,  Vocational  training 
? ..  studies 
Netherlands  (31~·6) 
1.  Promotion 
2.  Waqes 
30  Job  security 
4~  Jcb  opportunities 
5o  Working  cor,~di tions 
6,.  Vocational  training 
7.  Studies 
(77~~)  1.  '!/ages  (? 5'/)  1.  We.ges  (787~) 
'(64<;{) 
(  62~·~) 
(  59~
1 ) 
(52~") 
(  385~) 
( 12)~) 
(53)~.) 
(52~~) 
(  38')~;) 
(35ol  '.  ,.1 / 
(34'/
1 J) 
(23~S) 
(  14~~) 
(4~~) 
(  4'3-/-) 
(361~) 
(  34~~) 
(27'1~) 
(  1?~:.) 
(10')!,) 
2.  Promotion 
3,  Job  opportuni  t.ies 
4,  Job  security 
5.  Working  conditions 
6.  Vocational  training 
7.  Studies 
Belgium  ( 34o/o) 
{  64~:.)  2.  E_romotiob_  (  67~() 
{52')~)  3.  Job  security  (  4P~~·) 
(50')!,)  4,  Job  opportunities  (  45~~) 
(  43~.)  5,  Working  condi  tions{24~~) 
(30'}~)  6,  Vocationel  trainirt;/)91~) 
f127'u)  ? .  Studies  (ll~·:j) 
1.  Wages  (51~·)  l. Wages  (4ln 
2.  Promotion  (44~S)  2,  Job  security  (37'){.) 
3.  Job  security  ( 40){,)  3.  Job  opportunities  {  37c/c) 
4.Job opportunities  (38~~.)  4,  v'/orking  condi  tions(367'•) 
5o  'Norking  con-di-tion-s ·  {33~',)  5o  Prom~  (34~\.) 
6. Vocational  training  (18~~)  60  Vocational  trainirt{25'/o) 
7.  Studies  (12~S) ?,  Studies  {n~n 
United  Kingdom  ( 3[Y,(,)  Luxembourg  (  22~{,) 
1.  Promotion 
2.  Wages 
3,  Job  opportunitie~. 
4o  Job· .'3ecurity 
5o  Vocational. training 
6 o  1!/orking  conditions 
7.  Studies 
( 49"/o)  1.  Wacres  -·--. 
(  48~~)  2.  Job  security 
(4oM 
(35~;,} 
(  38~~}  3.  Promotion  ( 34io) 
(34"/c}  4,  Working  condi  tions(24"/o) 
(1SC/o)  5,  Job  opportunities  (24~(,)  -----·-----
(lsc/u)  6,  Vocational  trainirn2(1"/a) 
(  10')~.)  ?  o  Studies  ( 12.,!.) 
--~--------··--·--------------~----------~~~----------·~--------------------·---
1  The  countries are  listed according  to. average  per-centage  (given  in  brackets after 
I 
the  name  of the  country)  of  'Worse'  answers  to  seven  items.  The  items most  often 
mentioned'in  the  Community  es  a  whole  are  underlined. 
.  -~  . : -44-
Results vary  e.ccording  to sex,  aae  e.nd  levei of education  in 
each  of the countries in much  the  some  way  as in the Community 
as  e..  v1hole,  Young  women  and  the  better educated are the aroups 
that most  often  think that women  are  worse off then  men  when 
it comes  to  job  opportunities,  vocatione.l  training  and  promotion 
prospects.  The  possibility of studying  does  not  seem  to  be  a 
problem  whatever  the  age  or level of education,  although  young 
French  men  and  women  are more  critical than  their elders here, 
There is considerable  awareness  of discrimination  in  wages  in 
all countries,  althouoh  young  Belgian,  British and  Dutch  women 
show  particulat awareness. 
The  categories of  intervi~wees where,  generally speaking,  there 
is  the  highest  Pf)rcBntage  whp  think that women  are faced  with 
discrimination  are as follows: 
l. Wages: 
Irish women  of under 2!j  1:~6°/. 
French  men  of under  2!"-J  847~ 
2,  Promotion  prospects: 
GermGn.  women  of under 25 
Irish men  and  women  with 
a  high  level of education  74~~ 
3,  Job  opportunities: 
French  women  of under 25  7Bc/ 
French  men  and  women  vr.i. th 
e  high  level of education  74(/c 
·:  "· 
..  ~-
.. ' 
...... 
...  · 
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DESIRES  OF  BOTI-1  r,';~~q_!~f.ik1EN  19.  SEL:  FEWER  DIFFE_REI\!CES  __  BElWEEN 
"ffiE  SEXES 
A large proportion  of men  and  women  {~ore. than  three out of ten 
in  the  Community  as  a  whole)  realize that  women  have  less 
opportunity  than  men  to succeed in life,  An  even  greater 
proportion  of men  and  women  agref1  (five or six out of ten) 
that men  get a  b8tter deal  than  women. as  regards  job opportunities, 
promotion  and,  above  all,  wanes  and salaries.  What  changes in 
society  does  each  sex  want  to  see  here?  VJould  most  people like 
t::i  see  fewer  differences?  Are  women  who  want  fewer  differences 
right or wrong?  What- are men  and women's  respective  images 
about  some  everyday  situations? 
1.  WHP.. T  DO  11-lE  MAJOFIT 1Y  1Nf1N T? 
".9.£..Lo,~.E_eli  e_'{_e:_tha t__  t':,.~-~_j_o_r~..SJ-~---V::.~-·~C?.ul  d 
like  to  see  fewer  differences  betw88i1-~the 
respective  re_~e_~  ...  .9.!_~..§l!l  ... a~d  wom.~Ji·; i~.f3P.Ei~J..Yl." 
···.t~~  ·= 
"Do  you  be~ieve  _that  th~_E..§).E;:?-_~LC?f.~~-r:-wou~.~ 
~- see  fewer  di  ff~ces  betw~u·r·~~~:i~='  ... 
respect~ye r8le~~~l!~~  wo,~  __  ip, .~--~C!.:'.~-~}:7" 
Seven  men  and  seven  women  out of ten  in  the  Community  as·a whole 
think  that  the majori  !)~f v~~  want  there to  '·:,:c  fewer  di  ff~rences; 
younger  women  (817':)  are slightly more  in  favour  o !"  this,  Hai.vever, 
only  threo men  and  twa  women  out of ten-think  t:hat  the majority 
of men  want  the  same  thing  and  age  makes little difference,  In 
other words,  slir~htly more  the.n  twice  as many  men  and  three  and  · 
a  half times  as  many  women  think  that  womenJ  and not men,  want 
therr~  to  be  fewer  differences.  Wt!men  are  thus  more  sceptical  than 
men,  c.lthough  bottJ  sexes are fairl:y  luc:i.cJ.  A situation which 
fAvours  one  croup pf society is held  up  to  question  less often 
by  those  who  benefit  from it than  by  those  who  suffer from it  • 
. ··· 
.  .  ~  : . 
.. 
''-'" 
··,,,  '· •.  i! 
'·  k'· 
·l 
... \.  ·.~:  .. 
f· 
.  ,·  .· 
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.  !-··· 
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Table 20 
GENERAL  DESIRE  OF  !dEN  AND  WOMEN  TO  BREAK  00\'l-J  lHE  DIFFERENCES  BETVJEEN 
lHE  SEXES 
(Whole  Community) 
Men  Women  evel  of education 
" 
Total  -25  25/54  55+  Total  -25  25/54  55+  low  i\ve- . high 
age 
.. 
The 
majority  ..  .. 
of women  . ' 
would  like 
to  see 
fewer  .. 
difference. 
Yes  74%  76%  75%  70%  73%  81%  76%  63%  73%  74%  71%  ,: 
No  16  16  16  14  17  12  17  19  15  17  22 
Don't know  11  8  9  15  10  7  7  18  12  9  7 
. '  ·-------~-~-· 
The 
majority 
of men 
·would  like 
to  see  ' 
fewer  : 
difference 
Yes  34  38  34  32  21  26  22  17  28  28  26 
No  52  49  53  5,1  61  63  62  57  54  59  62 
Don't know  14  13  13  17  18  11  15  26  18  13  12  .. I 
' 
··•  :: - ...  ~  ..  ~ 
'  .. ·  ~ .. 
·. 
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At  the level  ·of  the  count:r:i.es,  the average  replies are  somewhat 
mare  widely  spread for the  qur'lstian  on  women's  a.tti tudes, 
Itali<:.n,  Irish and  French  men  and  women  have  e,  greater tendency 
to  think  that the  majm~i  ty of women  went  fewer  differences, 
This is  most  often  oxpresm;d  by  French  women  (84~~),  particularly 
the  younger ones  (  ~~,G~·:), 
It is men  and  women  -From  Ireland and  Luxembourg,  particularly 
Irish r.1en  in  the  over 25  ege  group  who .lead in  the  question  on 
rrmn 
1 s  o.tti  tudes, 
The  fallowing  tnble·sums  this  up,  A further fact  can  be  obtained 
i.f we  compare  ansv·Jors to  the  question· an  women 
1 s  attitude and 
men 
1 s  ntti  tuclEJ  tv.·o  by  'c\110,  VJom8ri  in It&ly and  France  show  the 
VJ:i.LlD:O't  di  fferonce  beh:eeri  opinio~s c.bbut  tho  n3spective attitudes 
of men  and  women  - i.e.  women  have  fewpr illusions, 
I tali  an  women  French  women 
.  ..  ~ . 
~ost women  want  fewer  differences  ----
kiost  men  want  fewer  differences  25'j~ 
-----sg--- --····-,--s:cr··-
.  .  ~· 
.  i· 
. ~~ ' 
. ·, '  ..  f.~- . 
'f'•'  '. 
'  ~- ' 
.. _,. -48-
Table 21 
GENERAL  DESIRE  OF  MEN  AND  WOMEN  ID  BREAK  DO\\N 
lHE  DIFFEflENCES  BE1WEEN  lHE  SEXES 
...;.;.._=...;...;;;;;..;.:;;;..;..::=::~  .• ·----·  ---····-
(People in  favour of fewer  differences,  by  countr~) 
Most  women  would  like' to  Most  men  would  itke to 
see fewer  differences  see fewer differences 
between  the.sexes  between  the sexes 
',·. 
M +  w  M  w  M +  w  M  w 
'·  ....  ......  ..  ..  '  .  .  -~  -~  -
'<·.· 
Italy  80%  82%  79%  24%  28%  20%· 
Ireland  80  80  . 81  40  51  31 
France  79  75  84  33  43  25 
Belgium  74  76  73  32  41  25 
Germany  74  76  72  25  32  19 
Luxembourg  66  66  67  37  40  33 
Netherlands  66  67  64  27  35  20 
United Kingdom  64  64  63  26  32  21 
Denmark  51  51  53  30  39  23 
Gommunity1  73  74  73  28  34  21 
1  Weighted  average. 
.i  ' 
'  :_  .. 
.  . ,; ... ·. 
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~  ·, 
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2.  FE~,1INISM 
"D().._.XDU  aaree _(J_:t::  .E.~~".flr~ei .  yji th.....:£::_~ 
who  claim· that there  shoulrJ  be  fewer 
.;.;._~...;--··----·-----~·-··--·  --·- ---·-.·-~·~·-
_di fferencG_?>_  be-~~ the  ~espectiy~ 
r81_~ of  _T!J.£':ln  and_w.~n i.!:~_ie£(1," 
Generally  speaking,  nearly seven  people  out of ten  in  the 
Community  as  a  whole  ElO!'ee  with  the  women  who·  want  there  to 
be  fewer  differences. 1  Men's  and  women's  attitudes are  much 
the  name  here,  As  in most of the  previous  questions,  younger 
v1omen  aro  more  aware  of thB  problem  than  women  over 55, 
Lcvol  of education is  elsa  a  factor~  but to  a  much  les~er 
extent.  '  · ' 
-:.··:,. 
.... ·  .. 
1 It should  be  stressed that there is massive  approval  of the 
aims  of the movement  to  0~olish the  differences  betw~en the 
roles of men  ond  women  :Ln  society,  As  the  question  was  not 
put,  it is not possible  to extrapolate this approval  from 
_specific actions  of  such  and such  a  feminist  movement  or, 
as  becomes  cloar later,  from  profound  changes in  beheviour. 
. .  ;:  .. 
.. ·.  ·. 
·.·  ... 
j-,: 
··-:· 
r.'  ~  (! 
•,  ~-
. r;. 
"': 
•  l 
···':  . 
.  ··:. 
'··'I; 
':i.;  .. 
·,  ;  .. Total 
.. 
Women  who 
went  to  see 
fewer 
differences 
- are  right  65% 
- are  wrong  23 
Don't know  12 
... 
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Table 22 
ATTITIJDES  lO  'FEMINISM' 
BY  SeX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
(Whole  Community) 
Men.  Women 
-25  25/54  "55+  Totar  -25  25/54 
.. 
69%  69%  58%  67%  74%  70% 
18  22  28  20  15  20 
13  9  14  13  11  10 
Level  of education 
55+  low  ave- high  ra9e 
-- ··-.  --·~  -
56%  62%  70%  76% 
23  23  20  17 
21  15  10  7 
. '  -~ . 
:.  ~-
·. __ ,_ 
L  ,.  ,.  ··. 
h  ;.  .  . 
'. 
' 
'> 
' 
·- ' 
·-~· ·" 
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The  distribution of flnswers  over  the  various .countrif)S is much, 
the  same  as  for  the  question  on  the desire ·to see  fewer  differences 
beb·:een  the sexes,  France,  Italy ami Ireland are  once  e.gain  the 
countries  where  the  problem is the most  strongly felt and  the 
Netho:clands,  the United Kingdom  and Denmark  are  the  three countries 
where  the  problem  does  not  soem  to  e.rise -or,  ~t least,  be felt-
\'Ji th  the  Serr.e  force,  Nevertheless  I  in all countries,  the majori ~ 
The  fact that the  problem is not felt subjectively  by  a  particular 
individuE'l or group  does  not mean  that it does  not arise 
objectively  ..  But  the fact  that it is widely felt is nevertheless 
a  oood indication of  the  way  in  which  individuals  and  groups 
perceive  the situations in  which  they live,  including  the social 
discourse thnt  describ~s them. 
It is clee.r thc:t  this  ciesire  for  change  strenothens  with  time. 
In Europe,  we  have  no  points of comparison VJith  the  past,  In  the 
United States,  however,  they  do  hr:,_ve  and  the  same  question .has  been 
put three times,  in  1971,  1m2  end  1S7 5: · ;, /1,  chenge in women's 
stc.tus  he.s  been  very much  in  the  nesNs  lc~.te].y.  .Overall,  ere you  for-
or aueinst attempts  to strengthen. anrJ  cht:~.ns;G ,the status .of women 
in ·society?" 
Hero  are the  ansVJers: 
1971  1972  1975  --o;;- -r c;;-
For  42  48  59 
.. 
Against  41  36  28 
Don't know17  16  13 
.:.:.'. 
'·'  -:1-
l. 
~ 
'·-;· 
~ ' . 
·  ..  ~-
~- . 
·.~·  <.  • 
·.,·  .. 
=.:-• 
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It would  seE!.r.!l..J.._t_h_f!!_!'efE.~'---_:t:_hat  __  !~..§:  feminist  movement  has  greater 
public support in  the  countries of the Community  than  in  the 
United States.  Another difference is that,  in  the United States, 
men  are more in  favour of the movement  (637',  for and  24)~ against) 
than  women  (55'~ for and  32)~ against).  1 
.  .  .  ~ 
1 
- The  Harris Survey.  April  1975,  Cf. Current Opinion,  Vol.III, 7,  July 1975. 
··  ....  ·  .. 
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(I. Tabie 23 
A  TTI TilDES  TO  'FEf1iiNIS~,1' 
BY  SEX  AND  AGE 
(By  country)1 
·.  .  . 
Women  who  want·to see  fewer differences are right 
!,len  Women  .. 
·-· 
Total  :-25  25/54  55·•  Total  -25  25/54 
France  77%  ·.  75%  80%  74%  75%  81%  80% 
Italy  65  75  .  69  52  73  79  74 
Ireland  65  59  67  64  72  77  75 
[Jelgium  69  78  72  56  66  80  68 
Gerrncny  63  71  66  56  69  73  72 
Luxm:1bourg  60  65  62  52  62  84  64 
Netherlands  65  69  68  57  56  67  % 
United  l<iiJgciom  59  53  63  53  56  67  60  .. 
Denmark  49  54 
;  . 54  41  48  56  52 
·. 
·-\  --
•. 
Communiti  65  69  69  58  67  74  70 
..  , 
1  Countries are listed in  decreasing .order of· percentages of  'Yes'  answers 
(men  and  women), 
2  '>'leigh ted  Etverage, 
~  I 
55+ 
59% 
64 
62 
55 
63 
48 
52 
43 
37 
56 
~· t  .. 
..  ~· .. 
;1.  ..... 
.:·.4. 
J,  ;~ 
r· ·,' 
=  •.. 
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3,  11-lREE  EVERYDAY  SITUP.TIONS 
"HerG  are  a _  _number _of  eve..!:l_~i  tuation~. 
Would  you  persone.lly  find  ~-t  af?cepteb~-~ 
or not  acce~table 
(a)  for a  woman  to go -~ut in"  the  eveni.!:£!  wi  t.~~t 
her  _  _i::Jusband  to  c;_ttend  a,_r:11_eeting? 
(b)  for a  woman  _to. UlJJ.e _h_er  hus_!J_p.nd  to _chan_g~ 
his . job_!J_e~~.-~_h~  i~-o_ffere_~_.:~_e:I. 
jot? in  anC?_the!'_£~? 
(c)  for parents  who --~~.!..:J:r;n~cJ ..!:E.,.P~_o.::_ onl_x 
~~-1:_~~i  ;:_c_l~i]:drer:'_.'!=~!?  tu~x_._~_c:'_e~.i  E._~i_r:  ... 
favour _of  _t_he_ gi_:r:_l.__i.:!.:.__::;_he  c!oes  bettor at 
school  _  _!han  the_b.E_l?" 
Seven  peopln  out of  tEm  (with  no  significant rli fference  between 
t-::cn  and  V!amen)  in  ·::he  Cawnuni ty  os  a  whale  find it acceptable far 
e  \'.tome.n  to  go  aut in the  evening  vlith·out her  husband  8nd six 
aut of ten  find it ecceptable far parents  to  decide in  favour of 
·~1-:e  girl if she  daos  better the.n  the  boy,  However,  only  three 
out of ton  thin!<  that  e.  v:ot:1an' s  career shquld  take  precedence 
over her  husben d's,  Ekhin  d  the  que'st1  on  of the choice  of place 
af residence is the idee  o·f  the  respective. rfJles of men  and  women 
\"ill:.:reby  :::.  marrioc!  woman's  jab is cons:i.derd  as  seconck1ry  in  the. 
household  (even if she  brings  home  a  large second salary),  This 
idea is cornr.10n  to  both sexes,  but  dl. ffers  a.ccording  to ·country, 
6[f8,  E>ox  antl  level of educetion. 
Eight or nine  people  out of ten in IrEJland  (949.-),  the  United 
Kin:;C:om  (85):•),  Denmc1rk  (B2~·~L  France  end  the Netherlands  (both 
.  :· 
?~~) find it acceptable for  a  wome.n  to. go  out at night without 
her husband;  only Itc-.ly  (58'/}  and  Luxembourg  (57~~)  are left some 
V!L1.Y  beh:Lnd.  Agi:J  ;:,nd,  to· a  les.sero extent,  level of education  are 
e.n  importe.nt  factpr,  above all, in Italy,  Oolgium  e.nd  Germeny, 
Six or seven  people  out of ten in  Germe.ny  (68~·~),  France  (67~~),  Italy 
_, 
...  ~ 
'  ; 
I· 
,_ 
'·-
\._.  ., 
:·. 'i:  •• 
.:1  .· 
'.  ,' 
.,,  '. 
··.: 
~  . 
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and  Denmark  (both  6;jtj~,)  ?ind it ucceptGble ·for perents  to decide 
in  fevour of the girl.  In  Luxembourg,  howevqr,  only  four out of 
six  think  so.  There  t1.re  e  number  of  rJi fferences  according  to  ege 
omong  I,VOmem  in  Belgium  and  the Netherlands  end  cccor•ding  to level 
of t;ducation  in  8G1aium  and  the Unit8d  Kingdom, 
Finally,  only  two  or  tt1ree  out of  ten  think  that a  woman  should 
urge  her  husband  to  change  his  job.  The  exceptions  here  are 
Frmice  (3~~)  and  Italy·'(48~0. 
VJe  mey  vmnder  what  the  answers  for  oach  count'r'·y  mean.  Ireland is 
in  the lead  ancl  Italy sncond  from  bottom  for  "going  out in  the 
evening  without  .her  husberid";  I tsly is in  ~t~e lead  anci  Ireland 
J.e.st  for  "husband changing  job if wife  finds  a  better job". 
The  fact  thnt the Italians are  probably more  familiar vJi th  the 
problems  cf miuration  cannot  be  invol<ecl  here;  since  the Irish are 
also used  to  the idea. 
Can  the sincerity of  some  of the  answers  be doubted?  Nothing in 
the  survey as  a  whole  leads us  to  suspeci;:  so.  ·And  elthough 
almost  3rf,i~  of the :interviewees in  some  countries  (Denmark  and 
Luxambourg)  do  not  nmswer  this question,  D.  VCl~y  high  percentege 
.  1 
of Italians and Irish  c:o  give .answers,  albeit different  ones, 
Suffice it to  say at this st6oe inthe analysis,  that,  generally 
spen!<ing,  the Irish are more  receptive  to socieJ.  change  ~of which 
the  evolution  of  women's  ste-.tus is an  important aspect- than  one 
rnir;rht  have  suspected, 
l  The  answers  to questions  about  hypothetical  situations are often 
difficult to interp:cut.  Some  people  really. try to  put  themselves 
in  the  situation  before  replying end  others will  be  ready  to give 
a  oood  impression  of  themselves  by  producing  the  'right'  answer, 
without feeling  they are gebuinely  c~ncerne~~ 
::. . . 
<, 
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Table24 
ATTITIJDES  OF  tiEN  AND  WOMEN  lU  lHREE  EVERYDAY  SITIJATIONS 
flY  SEX 
. • • for  a  woman  to go  out in 
the evening  w~ithout hor 
husband  to  attend 
a  meeting 
Women 
...  for parents  who  can afford. 
to  pay  for only  one  of their 
children  to  study 
to  decide in  favour of the girl 
if she  does  better at school 
than  the  boy  ·'·  ·, 
Men 
Women 
: 
...  for  a  woman  to  urge 
her  husband  to  change 
his  job  because  she is 
offered a  better job in 
another area 
Men 
Women 
(l'lhole  Community) 
Find it 
i:ICCeptable 
61 
31 
" 
...... 
70 
72 
61 
61 
32 
30 
' 
not acceptable 
24% 
29 
55 
25 
23 
29 
28 
55 
55 
Don't  know 
5 
10 
14 
5 
5 
10 
11 
13 
15 
,. 
" 
,·  .. 
.·  .. 
·.·,. 
i  ~· 
"  ' 
-- .... 
~.  ' 
'· 
' 
'. 
.,; Ireland 
United Kingdom . 
Denmark 
France 
Netherlands 
Germany 
Belgium 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Communi ty
2 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United  Kingdom 
Netherlands 
·Belgium 
Luxembourg 
.  2 
Community 
Total 
93% 
85 
80 
76 
75 
59 
64 
57 
60 
70 
64 
59 
56 
50 
50 
5i 
36 
61 
...:  57-
Table 25 
ATITTIJDES  OF  I.' EN  AND  WOI,~EN. lD  ll-lREE  EVERYDAY  SI  TIJA ITDNS 
FOUND  TD  BE  ACCEPTABLE' 
BY  SEX ,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCA IT  ON l 
. (By  country) 
Men  Women 
-25  25/54  55+  To:ta I  -25  25/54 
I  Level 
55+  jlaw 
of education 
ave-
. ra~e 
"for a  woman  to  go  out in. the  evening  wi  th~ut her' husband" 
93% 
84 
87 
83 
75 
62 
78 
79 
73 
79 
94% 
89 
82 
78 
80 
64 
69 
60 
62 
73 
94%  . 96% 
78  84 
72  85 
69.  76 
66  .76 
51  65 
49  59 
38  60. 
50.  53 
59  72 
98%  95%  .  93%. 
81  89  . 79 
q4  89  73 
70  83  59 
88  81  62 
75  73  46 
83  63  40 
77  .. 63  37 
72  51  48 
78  77  57 
92% 
90 
78 
67 
69 
57 
47 
49 
53 
64 
"far parents  to  decide  in  favour of the girl" 
81%.  68%  63%  6B%  69%  74?.  sa%  55% 
67 
63 
55 
47 
56 
46 
54 
54 
64 
65 
68 
62 
57 
49 
52 
53 
32 
62 
71 
58 
57 
60 
49 
48 
44 
34 
. 59 
66.  .60  68 
. 65  7.2  63 
67.  62  73 
54  . 55'  ..  55 
53 
48 
46 
40 
61 
48  . 
59 
57 
40 
60 
49 
47 
44 
65 
-~,  .  .,.._,..._. --~-
68 
61 
58 
51 
44 
39 
36 
33 
54 
63 
62 
60 
54 
49 
46 
39 
43 
58 
96% 
90 
87 
77 
84 
66 
67 
66 
69 
76 
69~ 
68 
68 
66 
54 
53 
52 
51 
44 
63 
96% 
81 
90 
88 
86 
77 
86 
81 
47 
84 
n% 
71 
69 
68 
59 
66 
55 
62 
26 
70 
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r  continued) 
Men  Women  ~evel of education 
-·  ---
Total  -25  25/54  55+  Total  -25  25/54  55+  low  ~ve- high 
~  age 
, _____  . 
'> 
"for a  woman  . j;q ..u.ra.e.. .  ..lJ.ru::...b.u.s..b.and  tc cbaoae ..hi.s.....iob" 
Italy  48%  56%  51%  40%  50%  57%  51%  38%  47%  53%'  53% 
Germany  32  44  33  26  38  45  42  27  33  34  48 
France  35  42  35  29  31  29  34  23  30  33  38 
Belgium  27  40  24  22  21  30  23  13  20  23  36 
Denmark  24  36  25  16  21  35  23  12  19  26  35 
NGtherlands  15  29  21  19  14  20  14  12  15  19  29 
Luxembourg  21  15  17  . 25  14  16  19  18  14  16 
United  Kirigclom  19  24  17  20  13  24  13  7  14  19  24 
Ireland  17  16  14  16  10  14  10  6  10  14  . 16 
-
Comr.1unity2  -·-----··--···-----------· ····----... ----.... ------- ~ 
32  41  32  28  :so  38  33  21  29  30  41 
~'  '. 
1  The  countries are  listed. in  each case in  decreasing order of percentages 
of "acceptable"  answers. 
2  Weighted  average. 
·i . .,· 
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IV 
flESPECTIVE  /\NO  RECIPROCAL  ATTITIJDES 
OF  fi'\EN.  AtJD  WOM8~ 
TO  THEJR  JOBS 
As  V1B  saw earlier,  occupationnl  c>.tti  tude_~  is,  immediately after 
family  commitments .and  male attitudes·,  one  of the ·main  reasons 
givon  for  women  havina less  opport0~ity than  ~en to  succeed in 
~  ..... 
U  fe.  Furthermore,  }\18  sa.w  that discrimination  against  women 
:  .  .  . 
is  VJiclely ·recognized  by  both  men '.and; w~men  in  areas of professional 
life such  as wages,,promotion,  job_opportunity,  job  security and 
so  on. 
..  ' .. 
A  number  of questions in  the  survey aimed a:tgoing deeper into 
.  ·~. 
both  men's  and  VJamen 's attitudes to  th_e~~ job  and into the attitudes 
U1nt  men  attribute to  women  and  vic·e  versa, 
The  questions  followed  on  in  this  way: 
EVERYOf\JE 
"P,re  you  in  paid  employm~ 
I·~ Yes:  Is it fulJ.-time  (a ·minimum  of 30  hours 
per week)  or part..:.time .Jf.-29  h~urs per week)? 
If No:  Are  you  E:Jnemployed  or retired? 
"  If Yes:  On  the  whole  are. yot.l,satsified  or dissatisfied  .... 
with  your  work?.  Could  you  indicate the  degree of 
satisfaction  on  thi~ sciale?" . 
Is ..z:our  husband  or wife 'in  pmd  employment? 
If ¥es:  Could  ~au  indicate to  me  from  this scale 
.  .  . 
·to what  extent he/she.is satisfied or not satisfied 
with  hi~/her worl<? ;,l ·· 
.  I. 
1  The  questions  put  ·to.men  and  women  respectively are rigorously 
symmetrical' .except -since this survey .  was  mainly about  women- that 
we  did  not ask  men  how  far  they  were. ·satsi  fu:id  with  their jobs nor 
women  how  they felt about their .husbands'  jobs. 
\; 
'•'  r  •-
:  ;' 
; !  : ..  ~ 
..... 
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ASK  ALL  MEN 
"If you  had  the  choice,  would.you  prefer your wife 
to  be  in  paid  employmen~ or not?" 
"If she  had  the  choice,  would  your wife,  in_your 
opinion,  prefer to  be  in  Paid  employment or not?" 
ASK  ALL  WOMEN 
"If you  had  the choice,  would  you  prefer to  be in 
paid employmentor not?" 
'!n  your opinion,  would  your  husband  prefer you  to· 
be in paid  employment or not?" 
1.  EMPLOYMENT  AND  NON-EMPLOYMENT 
Before going into  the  detail9 of the attitudes to 
work,  it might  be  useful  to  look at one or two  employment 
for  men  and  women,as  recorded in May  1975 in  the 
Community  as  a  whole.  ( 1) 
Seven  men  out of ten  (?OC/u)  and  four  women  out of ten  (  38o/o}  in the 
Community  as  a  whole  were in  paid  employment  and  of these  6~/o  of men 
and  2ff/o  of women  were  ·working  full---:time.  and  47;  of men  and  12~ of 
women  part-time.  In other words,  out of any  hundred  workers -in the 
ordinary meaning  of the  word- 63  will  be  men  and  37  women. 
1  Ih .\Jli:ew  of the  number  of people  interv,ia.o;ed  in  each  of the countries, 
this is only  meant  as  an  indication.  The  figures  can,  df course,  not 
~eplece the statistics·brought.out by  tho  Commission,  particularly 
in its survey of the  evolution  o-f  the  sn1~:i.rJ.  ,,;i tu.:.ti.on  in the 
Community  in lg]4 which  v1as  published in  L~arch 1575. 
.  i Total 
% 
Full-time 
employr:1cnt  66 
Part-time 
employment  4 
Unemployed  3 
Retired  18 
Not  gainfully 
employed  8 
Don't  know  1 
r----
Total  100 
- 61....: 
TEJble  26 
BJPLOYED  AND  NOT  EMPLOYED  IN  THE  POPULA 1IO'J 
AS  A  WHOLE 
BY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
(Whole'  Community) 
Men  Women 
-25  25/54  55+  Total  -2~'·.  25/54 ' 
,------- - ,  .. 
d  %  %  c  -% 
d  ., 
"  "' 
54  90  33'  2f>  38  31 
2  4  4  12  c:J  15 
7  2  2  5  '  8  5 
- 1  55  .  15  2 
.. 
35  2  5  .40  ·43  I  i  ~:I 
2  1.  1  2  2  . 
'. 
1------f-,------
___  ...., 
100  100  100  100  100  j:';('  ......... 
55+ 
% 
9 
8 
', 
1 
51 
.30 
1 
100 
Level 
i 
low 
% 
42 
9 
3 
22 
23 
1 
100 
of education 
ave- high  rage 
·----" 
%  % 
54  44 
7  8 
5  3 
11  7 
22  37 
1  1 
100  100 
·:.-. 
'  . 
.  t' 
..  •  .~ 
·~  . 
,;;  - .. 
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The  data  on  the structure of the  working  population,  unemployed 
included,  are  even  more  interesting: 
1°  the  female  working  population  (including 
unemployed)  is about 3ff/a  of the total working 
papulatian;1 
2°  unemployment  rates are. higher for  "working" 
women  (11~~)  thEm  for ·"working"  men  (  4°/r.) 
and  higher still foi y6ung  .~Jamen  (lSC/o)  than 
young  men  (11~{;).  Th~re are. 13  ~nemplayed (8 
women  and  5  men)  out:of:'every  hundred  young 
people  (15  - 25  yea·~s old) .\vha.  are nat wi thaut 
"paid employment"; 
3°  part-time emplayrnent:iS  almost exclusively a 
female  preserve  (three aut of four .parttlmers 
are women  )  and is much  more  common  for 
women  in  the mast  advanced  age-group. 
1  The  total sample  comprised  48~ men  and  52~·women,  male  employment 
amounted  to  7~f, of the  male  population  and  female  employment 
to  43~-;  of the female  papulation  and  the  r?.te  of female  employment· 
is therefore: 
52  X  43 
100 
C52  X  43) 
(  100  )  + 
(48  X  73j 
(  100 
= 0.39 
This result is slightly higher than  the  one  obtained in  the spring 
of 19?3  by  the  Community  statistics office for the  14+  population  (34~). 
Cf.  "EnqufHe  par sondage  sur les forces  de  travail" Eurostat 1/1975,  p.65. 
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Table 27 
Er~PLOY~1EN  T  AND  UNEMPLO~,iEN  T IN  TiiE  WORKING  POPULATION 
pY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
(Whole  Community) 
Men  Women  Level  of education 
Total  -25  25/54  55+  Total  -25  25/54  55+  low  ~~e- high  age 
1------·---- ·-·-~- -··----------
%  %  %  %  %  'f,  %  %  %  %  % 
Full-time 
cmploymont  91  85  94  84  61  69  61  50  . 78  ·32  81 
P;;rt-time 
employment  5  4  4  11  28  '16  29  44  16  10  14 
Unemployed  4  11  2  5  11.  15  10  6  6  8  5 
--·------1----- ----·----· 
Total  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
-··  .. 
~·~J  of total  73%  63%  96%  39%  43%  55%  51%  18%  54%  66%  55% 
population 
·:  •·: 
1  The  workin!J  population includes  people· in  paid  employment  and  the  unemployed, 
:,:·-· 
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2,  JOB  SATISFACTION. 
In  the Community  as  a  whole,  4E~b of. those with  a  job -i,  e,  just 
over half the people  intervililwed- are very satisfied with their 
work;  6"/u  are dissatisfied and  47o/o  satisfied, 1  Women  are  slight~y 
less often satisfied with  their work  than  men  are  (with  an  average 
score of 6,75 against 7,03), 
Age makes for little difference among  the  men, but  young  women  (in 
the 15 - 24 age  bracket)  are slightly less satisiJsd . with their 
work  than  older women, 
People of both  sexes with average or high  levels of education  are 
slightly more  satisFied than  people with less education, 
The  size of  the  town  where  the interviewees  live  seems  to 
have  no  significant effect on  job  sa:tiSfaction;  however,  there 
is  a  slight tendeocy  to greater satisfaction in villages than in 
towns. 
An  analysis  by socio-professional  category  show-s · that,  generally 
speaking,  the executives,  top  management  etri and .the  professionals 
are  much  more  satisfied than  other categories of the population 
and  that farmers  are  even  less satisfied than  manual  workers. 
However,  the  size of the  place of work  has little to  do  with  job 
satisfaction  except in small  firms  (with less than  50  peopl.e)  ~ 
That is to  say that most  farms,  shops  and  craftsmen's workshops 
provide  less satisfa±ion  than  medium-sized  and  even  the  larger 
concerns. 
1  Interviewees were  asked  to grade  their satisfaction on  a  0  - 10 
scale,  Answers  are grouped into three_categories for the 
presentation of the results -"very satisfied"  for scores  from  10- 8, 
"satisfied" for. scores  from 7- 3  and· dissatisfied for scores  from 
2  - o. 
·,  ... 
.. p,ll 
~.~en 
Women 
Level 
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Tabl13  28  .. - ... ~-....:.---
JOB  SA ITSFAC ITON 
~y. SE~~G_h_LEVEL OF  EDUGA liON  AND  TYPE  Of="  AREA  LIVED IN 
f.Whole  Community:  people in  paid  employment) 
Very  Se.tisfied  Dissatisfied 
satisfj_ed  (3  ?)  (0  2)  - - -
(E'  - 10) 
.•.. 
•  .  .. 
46%  47%.  6% 
.. 
•' 
49  45  5 
15 - 24  46'  44  8 
25 - .94  50  44  4 
.5f)  and  OV8r  : 46'  47  7 
-· 
42  50  7 
15 - 24  39  53  8  ,. 
25 - 'l4  43  49  7 
5S  c-.n rJ  over  45  48  5 
.. 
of  8duc:nt)_on 
low  43  51  5 
averaqe  50  42  6 
high  50  43  7 
.. 
Type  o.f'  c1reu  lived in 
•'  .  '·  / 
rurn.l  c~rea or villa;:re  48  46  5 
small  or middle-siz!'ld  I  47  . 45  7 
town  -·  bin  town  43  50  6 
Averag2 
score 
.6,93 
7,03 c 
6,60 
7,11 
6,97 
6,75 
6,48 
6,77 
7,16 
6,83 
7,08 
6,95 
7,08 
6,86 
6,82 
1  The  perc~::ntages  o.f  don't knows(0,6</"  of all people  concerned - i.e,  those in 
paid  employment)  are not included, 
2  i'leighted average of percentages for each  score:  10,  9,  8  , •....  0. 
The  central  point is S. 
-:. 
:,>: 
'  ·, 
' 
·-
'· 
·.  .. 
.. 
,··· 
(  ,' 
.:····· 
' 
.  ;  ~~-
.,  . 
:  J·~  ~. ·:. i. 
'·"· 
·· ... 
:·  ~. 
·.:  ·.·'· 
.:-, 
.  ~ 
.  !  ~ 
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Table 29  . i 
~08 SAliSFACliON 
BY  PROFESSI  011  OF  IN TI:RVIEVIEE  .  ,,, 
·'I  (~hole Community~  people in paid employment) 
:;  ~  ,•  :~  ~~  ·: 
i  • 
~·  ..... 
"" 
Very  Satisfied  Dissatisfied  Average  satisfied 
(3  - ?)  (0  - 2)  score 
(8  - 10)  I 
All  46%  47%  6%  6,93 
I  ....___..  -
Executive,  top  man ar;ern en t ,  65  32  2  7,86 
directors. 
Professionals- lnwyers,  67  27  4  7,55 
accountants  , etc, 
' 
White collar - office worl<ers  49  44  6  7,06 
shop  owners,  craftsmen,  45  49  6  6,94 
Proprietors. 
.. 
Manual  workers  42  50  7  6,66 
Farmers,  fisherman  (skippers)  42  52  4  5,66 
.. '· All 
less 
s -
51  -
r.,;ore 
- 67-
Table 30 
JOO  SA TI SF  f-1C TION 
ACCORDING- TO  S~  ZE  ...QF._l.!!_  "JCR\/iEV~-~1?  PLACE  _O.f_ WORK_ 
{~~hole  Communi~- people in  _  _p~Did  oEP._1_92'_~} 
Very  Satisfied  Dissatisfied 
satisfied  {3  - 7)  (0  - 2) 
ra- lQl_  __ 
~----------- I--· ... 
. 46%  47%  6% 
than  5  employees  43  49  7 
50  employees  46  48  5 
"iOO  employees  51  44  .  4 
than  soc  employees  52  41  7 
i 
··-!"<~'·. 
.r. 
Average 
SCOl"e 
.  ····--
6,93 
5",14 
7,01 
7111 
6,98 
(-.. 
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As  we  have  just seen,  job satisfaction is only slightly influenced 
by  varie.bles in  the  personal  set-up of the interviewee  (sex,  age, 
level  of education,  residence),  vdth  the exception  of the  job. 
The  difference  between  average scores. for sat:is faction  among  top 
management  and  farmers,  in.the Community  as  a  whole,  is 2,20, 
HovJBver,  nationality brings variatian·s.  It seems  that  the  feeling 
of satisfaction,  including  j.ob  satisfaction,  depends  to  a  large 
extent on  the  socio-cultural climate in  which  we  live, 
If 11!8  look at the results by  country,  it emerges,  in fact,  that 
there is almost  as  much  difference in  the  G.verage  levels of 
satisfaction .felt by  D.:mes  and Itali2ns as  there is between  top 
mGnagement  and  fe.rmers..  The  country and,  as  has  already  becm  sho\!:111 
elsewhere,  the  region  v1e  live in is a  great  determiner 
of the  way  in  which  we  perceive  objective situations.1 
1 
AVERJ\GE  SCORES  FOR  JOD  ·SA TISF  AC ITON  -----
(l?x_~']t:r:.Y-:  p~le  i~""};~:.£._emplol:ment) 
1.  Denn:o.rk 
2.  Ireland 
3.  Delgium 
4.  Lw{embourg 
5.  NethGrlands 
6,  United  Kingdom 
7.  Germany 
Go~J.-_tL_C!_\ferarse 
2.  France 
9.  Itc.ly 
2.34 
2.16 
7.94 
7.62 
7,62 
7 .lP 
6.93 
6,93 
6,62 
6.34 
Sea  the  document  on  sa±israction  and  dissatisFaction  V4. th working 
conditions in  the  Member States of the Community,  published  by 
the Commission  of the  European  Communities in  June  19?4,  pp.  65-66, 
·.  \ 
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/\s  we  can  see,  all  the  "srrm.11•. countr:i:es  of the Community  are 
in  the laad,  followed  tJy  the  United  Kingdom  and  Germany  and 
France  and Italy are  the last. 
Sex,  as  such,  is not  a·  sianificant variable except in Germany  where 
women  are clearly less satisfied than  men  with their work. 
Age  makes  little difference  and it is not  easy  to interpret what 
differences there are.  Older men  in  Denmark  and  the United Kingdom 
are much  less satisfied with  their work, ·whereas,  in France, 
satisfaction increases with  age,  Age  is an  important factor for 
vmmen  in Ireland and  the United Kingdom  and  older· vmmen  are most 
satisfied with  their work .. 
The  level of education is important in  the  United Kingdom  and  in 
Belgium.- the  higher  the  leve~ the  greater the  job satisfaction. 
..  ,  ' 
,,.··. 
.  . :~  ...  ~  .. 
'-:.' 
.  ,. 
~-
':{ ..  : 
~-- .  :;: 
'  ,. 
0. 
' Denmark 
Irelnncl 
Belgium 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
2  Community 
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Table  31 
P6BCENTAGE  OF  PEOPLE  IN  Pi\ID  EIJPLOY~.\ENT EXPRESSING 
HIGH  JOB  SATISFACTION 
Total 
71% 
69 
66 
57 
56 
54 
52 
43 
36 
49 
BY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
1  (By  country) 
Men  Homen 
·--·- .  ·-··  ..  -~-· 
-25  25/54  55+.  Total  -25  25/54 
' 
79%  73%  61%  69%  . 61%  72% 
60  73  66.  .69  70  61 
69  66  74  69  60  73 
pm  pm  pm  62  pm  pm 
56  56  61  60  59  61 
55  56  41  50  42  52 
,. 
45  52  54  36  .32  37 
36  43  50  . 39  32  41 
31  39  28  32  36  30 
.  46  50  46  42  39  43 
55+ 
53% 
66 
67 
pm 
57 
57 
38 
37 
37 
45 
1'-'Wel  of education 
low  ave- hi[Jh  rage 
65%  77%  73 
66  72  75 
64  67  79 
pm  pm  pm 
55  61  64 
49  56  66 
41  48  49 
41  40  46 
33  40  36 
43  50  50 
1 
The  countries are given in  decreasing order of average score for satisfaction. 
2  Weighted average. 
':-· 
i. 
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Thorough  studies  \/',:ill  be  nef.lded  before  these results can  be interpreted, 
First and  foremost, .problems  Of  sampling  may  arise:  for example;  even 
wi:lh  the  sample  of 779  women  interviewed in  Belgium,  the  preceding 
analysis  only .concerns  the  291~ of ·them  who  are in paid  employment 
end  sc  numbers in  some  categories are,  of.necessity,  low;  in this case, 
women  in  the  55+  age  group  who  are still_ working  represent less than 
4~;;  of  the  total number  of  woman  interviewed, 
In  addition,  the very  concept of  "job satisfaction" is probably 
an  equivocal  one.  We  may  be  satisfied or dissatisfied with what 
we  earn  from  our work,  with_ the othe·r conditions of our  job and, 
of course,·with the  very fact of working.  Someone  who  is threatened 
with  unemployment  may  well  tend  to  be  satisfied with  having  a  job 
which  would  otherwise  be  considered as  unsatisfactory. 
Finally,  the question  was  put to  people  wro  are currently in paid 
employment  and not to  anyone  unemp1pyed. 
However,  two  separate questions are involved: 
i.  in certain  countries  whose  only  common 
. -
characteristic is that they 
are  small~  - job satisfaction is greater 
than  in  bigger countries; 
ii.  job  sa.tisfection is also  determined  by  the 
type  of work,  regardless of the sex of the 
interviewee. 
·.  ~-
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3,  JOB  SATISFACTION  ATll1IFllJTI:IJ  10  ~E  HUSBAND  OR  WIFE 
The  people concerned  here  are mainly men.  The  question is,  in  fact, 
intended  for anyone  whose  husband or wife is in  paid  employment 
and  we  saw  earlier that four  ~~es out of ten 
seven  husbands  out of ten. 
.  work,  as against 
The  pepulation.concerned here,  over the Community  as a  whole,  is 
f£~~  female  and  32oj,  male. 
An  initial finding,  when  we  compare  own  job satisfaotion with  the 
job satisfaction attributed to  the  husband  or.wife,  is that  fue 
two  ratings are very similar. 
There  may  be  two  explanations for this,  and  each  reinforces the other, 
The  first is that husbands  and  wives adopt the feeling  of satisfaction 
expressed by  their partnerp. or project their  o~W1  feelings on  to  them. 
The  second is that,  as  we  have  already sugg.ested,  the feeling of 
satisfaction is at least as  much  !=leterminec!  b~(  the psycho-social 
conditions of the  environment as  by  ~he objective working conditions. 
It  would,  of course,  be  dangerous  to attach  too  much  importance 
to  these results.  They  involve average·. scores for each  category, 
giving  us  general information  on  men's  ~nd women's  attitudes,  but 
they  do  not allow us  to  compare  respective  and reciprocal  r1tti  tuc1eG 
1  at the level of the  couple. 
1 
. I. 
The  met~od of sampling used in  Gallup  polls means  that  two  members 
of the  same  family  cannot  be  interviewed.  It would,  of course,  be 
technically possible to interview the  man  ~  the woman,  but we 
would  thel")  .need  a  much  larger sample  for each  country so  as  to 
avoid.  ~distorting the  overal;l.  results and  to  make  comparisons possible 
at  the level of each  couple. -· 
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Table  32 
JOB  SATISFACTION  ATffiiAUTED  1D  TI-lE  HUSBAND  OR  VIIFE  AS  COMPARED  1D 
HIS  OR  HER  AC TU!l.L  JOB  SATISFACTION 
(Average  scores.  Whole  Community:  people in  paid  employment) 
. Replies  by  wurnen  in  the  same 
age  group 
Setisfcction atrributed to 
women  by  men  6,87  6,75 
15 - 24  6,88  6~48 
25 - 54  6,89  6,  77 
55  and  over  6.71  7,16  ., 
.. 
Replies  by  men  in the  same 
e,ge  gro~p 
.. 
Setisfaction attri'Juted to 
men  by  women  6,98  . 7,03 
15  - 24  6,82  6,60 
25 - 54  6,98  7,11  .. 
55  and  over  7.27  6. 97 
.. 
All  6,95  '· 
... 
6,93 
--·· 
Ratio 
1.02 
1.06 
1,02 
0,94 
Ratio 
0.99 
1 ,03 
0,98 
1.04 
1,00 
"  . ' 
:·· . 
.:  ' 
'p ..... 
··~ 
'  t-
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4.  WORK  FOR  WoMEN 
Should  women  have  jobs?  This is one  of the  bones  of contention 
for  feminists  and anti-feminists.  The  former  think that a  woman 
can  only  be  independent if she  has  a  job and  the latter feel  that 
a  woman's  place:;.  traditionally,  is in  tre home.  The  answers  to 
the  questions in  the  survey enable  us  co~pare ~xtremely important 
information  on  what  men  feel  about  womeri 1 _~ work,  what  women  feel 
about  women's  work, ·what men  think  t_l:leir_ ·  Y"ives  want  and  what  women 
'  think their huspands varit,  ·In other words,  we  have  tried to 
capture  both  the  relationship  between  th-e  idea one  has  of oneself 
and  the idea one  has  of one's partner as regards women's  work. 
We  shall  begin  this  duel discussion  with acomparative analysis 
of men's  and  women's  attitudes to women's  work. 
In  the  whole  sample,  6~~ of the  women  interviewed  would  prefer 
to  be in paid  employment if they  could whereas  only  3~~ of the 
men  actually preferred their wives  to  work,  Work  for women  ·~s 
thus relatively well  considered by  women  and  relatively poorly 
considered  by  men. 
The  difference.· in  the- preferences of either sex is very much 
influenced  by  age  and,  to  a  lesser  extent~·  by  the level of education. 
Seven  out of ten  young  women  -and  even  women  in  the 25  - 54  age 
bracl<et- opt for a  job. The  majority.of young  men  (15- 24)  who 
gave  an  opinion  here  are in fuvo111r  of women having a  job, 
.  ··~ 
~·  : All 
~ 
15 - 24 
25  - 55 
55 ·and over 
-.75-
Table 33 
PREFERENCES  OF  MEN  AND  WOMEN. IN  REBPEC T OF  . WOMEN  W~ 
(Whole  Community) 
Men's  preferences  Women's  preferences 
Prefer  Prefer  ...  Prefer  Prefer 
their wives  their wives  Don't  to  be  not 
to  be- not to  be  know 
in  to  be 
in  in  paid  in 
paid  paid  employment  Paid 
employment  employment  employment 
35%  46%  r<i%  60%  27% 
44  26  3Q· ..  73  14 
38  46  16  67  26 
24  59  17  41.  36 
Level  of education 
low  32  ~1  17  57  29 
average  34  49  17  62  27 
high  43  32  ·'  25  73  15 
Profession of  .. 
lieaa or fam!Iy 
self-employed  36  48  16  63  27 
employed  38  45  17  67  24 
not  employed  27  50  23  45  33 
Type  of area 
lived in 
village  35  47  18  59  26 
small  town  35  48  17  63  26 
big  town  34  45  21  61  28 
.  . • 
Don't 
know 
13% 
13 
7 
23 
14 
11. 
12 
10 
9 
2? 
15 
11 
11 
I 
'··. 
' 
-· 
i· 
'  '· 
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Women  in all countries  are more  often in  favour  of  women  working 
than  are  men,  although it  is in Italy rand  Germany  where  the 
difference  between  the  answer·s  of the  tv1o  sexes is the greatest. 
Age  has  an  influence almost  everywhere,  except  Denmark,  It is always 
along  the  same  lines,  but stronger on  women  than  on  men,  If we  compare 
the attitudes of both  sexes,  by  age-group in each of the countries, 
it appears that the differences  between  men  and  women  are  highest 
in  the  case of Irish in  the 15 - 24  bracket,  Italians in  the  15  - 24 
br.acl~et e.nd  Germans  in  the 25  - 54  bracket. 
:··· Italy 
15 - 24 
25 - 54 
55  e.nd  over 
Germany 
15  24 
25  '34 
5-S  and  over 
Ireland 
lS - 24 
25 - 54 
SCi  and  over 
France 
15  - 24 
25 - 54 
55  and  over 
U,ni ted  Kingdom 
15  - 24 
25 - 54 
55  and over 
Belgium 
15 - 24 
25 - 54 
55  and  over 
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Table  34 
PAEFL::RENCES  OF  MEN  AND  \'lot!. EN  DJ  RESPECT  OF  WOMEN  \'IORKING 
(~untry)
1 
~.~en  Women·  Di  fferen.ce 
who  p·refer  their  who  prefer to  be  between  men's 
wives  to  be  in  in  paid  and  women's 
Paid  employm.ent  employment  answers 
47.%  76%  34% 
46  84  38 
48  81  33 
32  57  25 
26  56  30 
42  56  30 
27  65  38 
18  3')  17 
36  63  27 
38  80  42 
42  63  21 
26  1\1'  22 
43  66  23 
55  !}  17· 
45  67  22 
3.2  -,.,  £6  .'0 
32  54  22 
35  69  34 
. '40  62  22 
17  34  17 
34  52  18 
52  75  23 
34  54  20 
20  3'7'  17 
./. 
' 
.' 
".: 
.. 
" 
.  ,:. 
' 
·;· 
,  . 
.;; 
.:-:, 
·•i;, 
,• 
' 
' 
.' 
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Continued 
Men  VI omen  Difference 
who  prefer their  who  prefer to  between  men's 
wives  to be in  be  in  paid  and  women's  -· 
paid  employment  employment  answers 
Netherlands  25  41  24 
15 - 24  35  63  28 
25- 54  31  46  15 
55  and  over  14  22  8 
Denmark  28  40  12 
15  - 24  19  30  11 
25  - 54  37  57  20 
55  and over  20  17  - 3 
Luxembourg  28  32  4 
15- 24  35  40  5 
25- 54  31  36  5 
55  and  over  18  22  4 
--
1  Countries are given  in decreasing order of difference in percentages of 
answers  by  each  sex. 
\ ...•. 
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Let  us  now  lool<::  at- the  preferences that men  attr.l.bute  to  their 
wivm::.  and  women  attribute to their husbands  as  regards  women 
being in  paid  employment, 
,· 
This  analysis is only meaningful if we.  take  account of the 
professional situation of the man  or the  woman  being  interviewed 
-is he  or she working?- and  that of the  wife  or husband, 1  . 
The  population  can  thus  be  divided into  twelve  parts: 
Number 
1.  Working  men  with  working  wives  1030 
2.  Worl<ing  men  with  non-working  wives  1440 
~  ,. '  ;  3,  Working  men  without  wives  690 
.  . 
4,  Non-work:t.ng  men  with working  wives  80 
·.  ,· . 
5  .•  Non-working  men  with  nan~working wive.s?40 
6,  N  on-worfdng  men  without wives  490 
?,  Working  women  with  working.  husbands  1000 
8,  Working  women  vJi th  norwmrk:irg  hubands  · 100 
9,  ~·Jerking  women  wi thaut  husbands  ?50 
10.  Non-working  women  with  working' 
husbands  1420 
11.  Non-working  women  with 
non-working  husbands  480 
12.  Nan-working  women  without  husbands  10?0 
Our first finding is that a  majority of women  -be  they single or 
married- would .prefer to  be in ·Paid  employment: 
- 80)!:  of women  in  households  where  bath  husband  and 
wife  worlc; 
- ?5~~ of working  women  who  live alone; 
56~\;,  of women  whose  husband  works  but  who  do  not 
work  themselvesi 
1  The  word 
11working
11  must  be  taken  to  mean  in  paid·employment 
(the  unemployE.Jd  are  e~cluded). 
11Work"  means  paid  emploxment.-
.  ·) 
~-~--
. :· 
·< 
~  : . 1 • 
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-5fJ'j,  of women  who  live alone  and  do  not work. 1 
Furthermore,  women  are  alwa~s much  more  keen  to work  than  men 
imagine: 
in  households  where  both  husband  and  wiofie  work,  800/c 
of  women  prefer to work  although  only 63c/c  of men 
actually  think  they prefer to  do  so; 
in households  where  only  the  husband  works,  5ff;(  of 
women  would  prefer to work  although only  45~~ of men 
think  they  would, 
In all cases,  men  think  that women  prefer (or would  prefer  l_  to  worl<: 
more  often  than  they  actually  wa.!tt_ them  to  work,  although  thez: 
underestimate  the  difference  between the  tvJo: 
in  households  where  both  husband  and  wife  work, 
63f/  of men  think their wives  prefer going  to  work 
although  only  51)~- of them  actually we,nt  them  to 
do  so;  they  underestimate  the  difference,since 8~~ 
of women  really VJant  to  work  and  62~
1,  of  them  think 
their husbands  would  like  them  to; 
- in households  where  only the  husband  works,  45'/,  of 
men  think their wives  would  li!<e  to VJork  and  27~~ 
of them  would actually like itlem  to  do  so,  whereas 
56~~  of women  would  lil<e  to  work  and  only  2e~~ of 
them  think  that their husband> think so  too. 
Finally,  where  both  husband  and  wife  work,  do  the'wives underest:i_:mate 
their husbands • desire to see  the~ay at home?: 
. I. 
1  In  the  category, of non-working  women  with  non-working  husbEmds, 
the  proportion  drops to  37~:  they are elderly couples in most  cases, 
.  ; 
',. 
. "' 27~S of  ~-:omen  tl-oink  that their husiJanC:s  woul.d 
p:c'tCJ"!'er  thcr:l  not to vmrk,  whereas,  .in  fr:-lct,  40'): 
o?  r.~en~. vJouJ.d  prefnr their \'Jives  to  stay  Elt  home. 
Th:Ls  lonr  E'.nr.lysiE;  is surn;·,1c:dzec'  in  the  followino  te.ble. It 
cmcr'am>  th<-'t  thG  posi:tions  end  sup::nsitions of the  femio:tst 
movcr.F:nts  an1  co[lfirr:JEd  on  this· topic:  tho  vast rm:;,jori ty  of 
. VJOmt'n  . who · w.ork want  to  VJo!'l<  and, even,  a  li  ttlB more ·them  half · · 
the· women  whose  h_usbe.nds  work  but who  c:o  not  work  themselves  •. 
{,;on  uticlerest{matEJ  ~VOmon 
1 fJ  desirEf:.'  here,  reflectir{g  thEJ  trc:~d:i.tione.l 
idee~.  of·  the  women  :in  the  honiG  - which  j_s  much  r.~ore  sb•orrgly· 
:i.n-cEriorizud in  r.~en  than  wor.mn  'ther.J!:.E;ives  imagine,  .  .  ~ .  ~-
• •  :  c 
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Teb1G  35 
RC:SPCC 1IV_§:__!:.R.EF~:.!:!.~.~:§:r:>  OF_  ~EIY_ J\.N~ _WCMEN_  .!\~ REG!~flQ~ 
WOf-,lEN  GOING  TO  \'lORI< 
(YJhole  Comm.~i  t~)y-
The  wife  prefers  The  husband 
·to work  not to  work  his  v1ife  to 
work 
- ·-- ·-· 
Households  where  both 
huib~~  d  c~~~(1 ~\;i--f~  ~~!.~irE  80%.  15%  62% 
1ilm1en  (1000) 
Uen  (10.30)  63  27  51  . 
Houm:!ho1 cs  where  tho  husband 
v1or!<s _§;;.t  !}i~_~1v_?, fo  __  c~o:_e-sn 'i; ·-
Women  (1420)  56%  38%  28% 
f..~en  (1440)  45  44  27 
l~ouseholr!s  \'!here  nF:i thPr 
partr.!_~r~~v~o:rl~-·······---· --· 
\'!omen  (4FO}  37%  47%  17% 
r,1en  {?40)  30  51  22 
Peopl~y_:!-_n.:Q alo.n_e 
~'larking women  (?~)Q)  75%  11% 
Non-working  women(lO?O)  50  26 
i•!orking  men  (690)  36% 
Non-workinu  men  (490)  38 
prefers 
his wife 
not to  work 
------· 
27% 
.40 
61% 
64 
63% 
62 
23% 
23 
1  In  the interests of [oirlfJlici ty,  the  cion 't l<novw  v1ere  not included in  this tablo. 
,;. 
:' 
·-< 
··' 
.. 
-~ 
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i\c.'  we  m:Lc!ht  hc:vn  b~poctoc~,  thm;o  res  pee-Live  nne:  reci  prcicel 
, attitudes  to  work  for  women  o.re  very  n1uch  influenced  by  <':!.r:Je. 
We  si12.ll  restrict ow· :i.llustraticm of this  finrlin~:  to  tvm 
'OXi:•.mpJ.8s. 
In  housel1ofrJs  whore:  l:ioth  husbanc!  end  vdfe  vmrk,  87~~ of  women  -.  ____  ,.,._. ______ .. _____  _, _____  .. ___  ,..._ ..... _  __..._ ......... _____  ,  ... _  ... 
in  ti~8  15  - 24, bracket·  ar~ pro-work for  v·;omFm;  this figure  drops 
to  '707~  'for  wom8ri  in  the  55  plus  age  gro:.Jp,  In· the  sm.m  households, 
•  '·I  '  ; 
·  ?G~:.  of men  in  tl1e  15  - 24  Llracl<et  think  thnt  thc5.r  v:i ves  woulrJ  like 
.  .  .  . 
·to  ~·;n-<·k.  "·tS.ao~·.·inc.{··  C::r  .. [·'  -in' t'-LiG  ''.J;;~  p1_.LIS  r.·:.r·uup.  Fu--··'-'-ernto-re  r',c-r'  .  ~  - - J  1..  .  ._.  r~."- - """  \..JL.  J•'  - I  .4  ~  .._,  __  J.  L I  I  ·  _  '  ~.JC.• J· 
or  m8n  in  the  15  - 3t~  ~:;roup  vmuld  li~<c  ·i;hr~ir  \.'•:Lfe  to  vlork,  a!::.> 
ic.[J:cinst  .  .:m;~ ·of  rric~n  over  5~). 
In'__l2_9_l_.l.~~~C?ld_s  VJhBT_B~~n~-~~tJ-'.~_llusl~~§l_c~v-I_O.!:I":!:~,  sg,L  of women  in  the 
1:3  ;_  24  bre.cke-L:  anC::  5D'j~. of  women in  tho  55  e.nd  over  brG.ci':let 
v)ould  prei"er  to  work.  In  tho  same  hou:::.ohalds,  15)-~  oF  men  in  tht~ 
F:i  -.  2 1~  bracket  c~rid  33" 1 ~  of  men  in  tl1e · 5!:3  +  ;ny ckc.t  think  ttw~ir 
v.;j_vcs  •.:..·auld  like  to ·work;  33~·:.  of  men  in  the  Ei  - 24  bracke:t  C'.nd 
22~~  oP.  r:en  in  the  55+  brc·ccket  \'Joulcl  likf.'  ·cl1oL~  '';~i_ves  to  '-'·'Cll'k, 
. The  follov:in!J  table  summaTiZE'~~ for  C(':!Ch  ·  "'-~.-:.·;  [il'aup,  the  di  ffnTonce 
between  what  men  cmc!  v:Om8n  really  think  and  thG  l~iffer~nco 
between  what  oc:.ch  thinks  the. other thinks. 
~  n  ho~ehol  c~~.YJhe_r~  . .:!Jot_h.  F.C:!'..':~_eEs  __  w.9!:,1_s,  the  cJj_ fferc'!nce  !Jetw~;en 
t'JhP.t  men  and  women  reo.lly  think  Rbout  \TJrnen  ~~oin[:  to  work 
(columns ·P.  an  cJ  D)  j_ s  marc  c:r  less conr;ten t,  v·+wtev[3r  the  age:  ,cJroup; 
29,  26  ancl  30,  In  other '.'JOi:'cls,  the  reJc,tivc  J·,cstiJ:i.ty  of mrm 
to  womer:  working  appears  to be  a  cleE:ply  entr~)nchE~Li  c:·.ul hired 
~henomenon,  In  the  same  households,. tho  ~ifference bet8G8n 
v.·hot  the  husbc'nd  thinks his  vv:L fe  prefr,:rs  and  1-'ihc--,t  the  v;iYe 
t~i~ks  ~he husbahd  prefers  (columns  B  snd c)  is slightly more 
r:l.FTi<:Gci  nmongst. ol  L~Gr  poapJe!  5 1  3  end  12,  \'lith  thG  exception 
of  the  latte~,  ideas about  the  partner, if hot.~orP profound 
'  ctti  (:ti~Jes,  ore relatively he.nmniouD. - 84-
In  housohold~- wh~~e--~~,_~_h_E?_h_l;I_Sil.E'£l~Y_c:IT.!~,  the difference 
bcbmen  attitudes  to  women  workino  (columns  t.  c'.nd  D)  ir_;  more 
o~·  J..U!:''~'  cun~;·:;cm·l:  in  thu  vr:.rious  c·.ce  group:::.:  26,  29  e.nd  28.  This 
con'lirms  thn  prf:v:i.ous  finci:~.ng  which  sur~ocsted  thcd;  these ctti  tuc!e~; 
ere  ciGuply  cntrenchocl,  whatever  the  age  and  regardless  of~. 
v-1hether  or not  the  women  works,  .In  the  same  households,  the 
diff'Grence. betweEin  the idea  Of  the partner  (columns  8  c.nd  C) 
is £_reate~ in households  where  both  partners  work,  except  for 
older people:  23,  21  nnd  B.  In  other words,  there is a  certain 
hc.l'mony  in  the  i  c!oc;;~;  of the  pnrtner  ( f.Jn ti-vJOr:lf-ln  Vlorking)  among 
olC:ur  people,  wher·H;-,s ,.  in  ynungm~ housPholciE:,  vmr.1un  (who,  in  thG 
r;J;::.~.n,  w: .nt  to  work)  ir,lc'.nine  thct men  ErE  very  much  e.gainst  v:omen 
rmrkinc.- anrJ  they oro  rir;ht, - 85·-
WOMEN  WORKING 
BY  AGE  OF  INlEiWIEWEE  -------·----
(Whole  Comm_~_i_~) 
.... 
Wife  prefers  Husband  Viife  thin!<'e  Hu~~f:Jr:··.nd 
to  work  thini<s  the  husband·  prcr~:rf  prefers 
\vi fe  prefers  her  to  ViOl'!<  \'1:\.l'e  to 
to  work  VJOJ .  .,k 
(A)  (B)  (C)  (D) 
1-\ousoho!.c:::;  \';her~)  both 
pari:m:n;  wo:r.·k  80%  6:S%  62%  51% 
I 
'"r.·  .,L ... )  - 24  87  76  71  58 
25 - s4  79  6~.  61  53 
55  cmc'  01er'  70  58  46  40 
'  I 
Hauseholc!s  where  'L;b; 
Hu.Sbend  works  but  th<J  56~~  45%  28%  27% 
wife  dbmm't 
15 - 24  59  55  32 
., 7 
..).) 
25 - 54  se  49  28  29 
55  end 01er  50  33.  25  L2 
i 
~--··  ...  . . 
.  ,. 
< 
1 
-~ 
} 
.··'· 
:~~-
\ ., . 
. ~  -~.~} 
·,  . 
... . 
:  ~ . .;;._ .. 
'•  ~  ; 
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Another analysis  has  hmm  corr:Led  out  :cy  profes~:,ion of the 
interv:tewmJ in  households  where  both  PEJ.rtners  work, 
This  analysis first shows  thnt,  in all  profe~s]-ons, _the  vast 
~:JE-~ij;y__o_:C  __  W_C?!!!..e:.l')_!~o  wo_~_2£.e_f'.~1  i[l_ .f"  ..  aE_i:..L_tE__d~.~-..0  ..  J~ol:umn A). 
However,  there are  considerable  differences  o.rnong  the  men  - one 
mamml  worker out of ten  and  the  vo.st·mnjority of farmers 
v1ould  like their v1ivns  to st2y at home  (column  D). 
In  o.lJ.  cate:,~C?r:i.~_E"!.~  •..  ~.!£1?Pt__ifl  __  ·~:.!2_~1.Jl_r~_:f_~')..ons,  nt:n  un~~~p::stJ-~c.:~t~ 
the extent  -~~~c.f:..~ef.l  .... want,  __  t,o.  \'Jar!~  (coJ.umns  G  and ;;) , 
In all  catBJf.9.,_l'j._e_~cept '!  ..  e~r~~!'~.~- _nl_~__:rn_o_.r:_e~_f_t_e[l  ___  ~:j.-_I}J<_.  ~~~l_;-'1_'C, 
V~OEt_~_yr:n..:t_~.o.  _W!JE_k_~~h_e~_v~o_m_e_n  __  <=':_C:c.ua_l_ly  ___  =!-_m_a_gin_~  (columns  B  and c). 
These  results cJ.P.arly illustrate the  infJ.w::ncr~ of  vr-,l~iaus  typm; 
mmen  hcvo  c.tti  tudes  c.>.nd  ic!eo.s  of  the  partner that are very 
di fferont in  two  VJalks  of life - the  professions and  farming. 
In  the  more  modernized  of the socio-cultural  walks  of life,  the 
difference in  the attitudes of the  SE!xes  to  women  \vorkina  (columns 
A  and  D)  is minim;::'.!.  In  the  profession~ we  even  find  that there 
are s1ightly more  men  who  \'Jant  thEJir  wives  to  work  than  wives 
who  actually went  to  work,  However,  almost all women  in 
aariculture  want  to  work,  whereas  only  one  farmer  out or four 
wants  his  INi fe  to  work, 
There  are proportionately more  men  in  the  professions  than 
other fields -except farming- who  think  that their wives  would 
like to  worl<  than  there are  wives  who  think  so  (columns  8  end C), 
However,  as far as  the  farmers  are  concerned,  there is a 
considerable difference -in  the  opposite way- between  the 
·• 
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percentage of  men  who  think  that their wives  want  to  work  and 
the  percentage of women  who  think  that thar husbands  actually 
think  ns  much.  This last anomaly is probably  the  expression 
of a  difference in  the  value  systems withregard to  women's 
work  in  the  country  and  perhaps  also in 'the  perception. of the 
question itself:  women  in agriculture·  (95')~)  prefer to  work 
-but  do  they  ree.lly  prefer  to  work  in agriculture?- and  think 
thc;:t  their husbc.nds  prefer  them  to  do  so  (?G~',).  The  farmer's 
value system  very  often  leads  him  to prefer his wife  to stay 
at home  (three  c;Jses  out· of four,  including  the don't knows) 
r:.nd  tb think that she  would  prefer to  stay at home,  without 
it being  possible to tell whether  he is referring,  consciously or 
unconsciously,  to  v:ork  on  the  fc:rm  or work  elsewhere. 
.  ~; 
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In  ngriculture,  the attitude to  women  working -and,  more.g-enerally, 
to  any  change  in  society- should  be  the subject of more  thorough 
studies later on. 
Let  us  tf,ke  one  last oxemple,  this time  from  households  where 
only  the  husband is in  paid  employment,  In  e.lmost all Vialks  o? 
life,  men  ere  much  more  'fevourE?.ble  to  women  working  when  their 
1·tives  c:ctually  work:  if.we  cnn  speak of choice, it is the choice 
of the· household,  The· only  exception is in  'farminr;  - VJhcther 
\':i ves  work  or whether  they stay et horne,  only  a  querter of 
forr~ers  P.re  in  favour  of  them  I'Jorking. 
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v 
SOCIAL  REFOdf·,:S  lHOUGHT  TO  BE  IFPORTANT 
FOR  11-lE  n;Pr:!OVEMEN T  OF  V;Q.;;EN 'S  ST.e. nJS 
In  our. society,  the  deba'IE on  women's  status  hc-.. s  given  rise 
to  et  lc:rge  num:-::er  of refo:;:ms  and  dreft reforms in all thG  countries 
concerned,  Game  of these  reforms  are  to  the  lr:l\'JS  and others are 
more  directly linked to  c:.tti tudes  and  behavi.our - or to  our 
code  of  conduct. 
The  following question  was  put  to' all interv:i.GVJees  in  an  ettempt 
to  throw lioht on  the  v2.rious  rnee>.sures: 
"In  your opj.nion,  which  two  of these 1!19asures  _i?.~ 
the  most  :i.mp_ortant? 
A,  f..~akincr  c:.cce!!s  to  crec_h_l?~,  child-mindinr:-;__ 
.~e_rvic~nd k~sJers:,£!'J:.£!;_  __ ec:sier  or 
less  expensive  for workinR  mothers.  ----·--------·--·-·-
D.  IntrorJucinq  fle_?<ibJ.e  VJ~Jjdng  h~uy:s_ j_n 
the  week  for  war!d.na  mothers.  ----...  -·~----
C,  Vc:l<~~-~easier  for mothers  who 
stopped  ~JOrking whj.le  their children 
~"..~  youn.a.!_~~r:'_c~ jobs. 
D.  Giving  housewives  a  f:i.xed  v1age  for  ..  ~.h~ir 
work  in  the  home  so  th.E.,t  itley  a:r_e:_  less 
dependent  qn_  the~ysb~-~~· 
E.  Makinfi it easier for  women  who  ere 
divorced  or sepe.ra~o find  jol:~-~· 
F.  Encoura(;fing  .m.~n  and .!-!.9E'l~~ share 
household  chores." 
The  commonest first answer,  -From  !:lath  men  and  women,  .• is access 
to creches,  child-minding  services  am!  kindergartens  (26~~),  faJ  .. lowed 
by  a  f'lexible  working  •.veok  (2~·;)  and  giv:i..ng  housewives  a  wage  for 
their work  in  the  home  (  1E7~) • - 91-
If we  add first and  second  answers  together,  it emerges  that 
a  flexible  working  week  c.nd  access  to  creches  etc are  almost 
equal in order of preference,  with 42~~  and  40C/:  respectively. 
Men  are slightly more  often in  favour  of a  flexible  week  than 
are women,  These  answers  ttre  followed, by  a  fixed  wage  for 
housework  {  33~:;),  better job· access for mothers  returning  to  work 
(26~~.)'  sraring the  household  chores  (22~·~)  and  better job access 
for  women  who  ar13  divorced  or separated  ( 19c!)  ,  with  no 
significant difference  between men  and  women, 
The  absence of  a.ny  dj_ fferences  between  men's  and  women's 
answers  shows  that these are  cor.1mon  attitudes throughout 
society as  a  whole,  doubtless  because  they reflect messages 
transmittfld  by  the mess-media- the  press,  radio  and  television, 
This  concensus is confirmed ifwe look at the  answers  by  age or 
level  of education.  At most,  it appears  that  young  women 
-obviously  the  most 6losely concerned- put  acce~ to creches, 
chj_ld-min~ing services 8nd  kindergartens at the  top  of their list 
of priorities and  that people  who  are  better  educated are 
less.likely  to  be  in  feovour'of  a  wage  for  work  in  the  home. 
Furthermore,  the desire for better access  to  creches etc is, 
as  one  might  have  expected,  greater in  the  towns  than  in  the 
villages, 
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Differences  between  the countries are slight.  The  flexible 
!::_O_rt<inq_ho~~~  fer r.1others  wishing  to w6rk  is put into first 
or second  place  on  the list of desirable reforms  almost  everywhere. 
The  only  exception is Italy,  wher8  the item is in  third rle.ce. 
The  insdequpc~ of creche,  chil_?minc.Jin_£Land  nu~serl':  f~cili  ties is 
stressed everywhere  except in Ireland,  in Italy in particular 
(57)~ of inter\!Bwees  :in general  and  f:6~1 ~  of those in big  towns). 
,".,  wage  for ~!!~~vj.ves  v::_~_tlng  to _!?j:p.,l_C1_'!;  home  is in either first 
or sRcon d  place in  Oelgiurn  (  47~~~),  France  (  42~), Ireland  (  37~~) 
and Italy  (5~~), i,e,  principally in  those  countries where  there 
is still a  fairly traditional attitude to  women, 
To  sum  up,  ther!3  r,;re  three claims -either explicit or implicit-
mBde  c.bout  vJor.1en 's stGtu.s in  the  Community  ns  a  whole,  Two  of 
these -flexible  hours  and  access to creches etc- are closely 
linked  and  probebly reflect Rn  ir.1orJB  of the  woman  who  is 
libernted through  hor  job,  The  tl1ird measure -a housewi\ds  wage 
for  women  who  want  to stay f!t  home- al$0  appears  to tie  ·up  wilh 
the other two  to  a  certain extent,  although  the links are·  fer 
weaker  than  those  betwec:n  the other two;  it corresponds,  in  aJJl 
probe.bili ty,  to  anotl18r,  more  tradi:tional,  image  of women. 
1 
1  For the  sample as  a- whole,  there is one  chance in  three of a 
respondent  who  prefers a  flexible working  week  also  ·preferring 
easier access  to creches,  and  vice~~·  There is slightly less 
than  one  chance in  three  of  a  respondent  choosing the  housewive's 
wage  elsa choosina  the  two  othGr measures. 
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3,  Flex:J.ble  hours 
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----- ~---.... ___  .. ------ ---· ---------· ----·  ---- _____________ .. 
1.  Creche  ?nciJ.j_ tics  ( 4F:)  1.  Flexible  hours  (  4?',~)  1.  Flexible hours  (  5Cf,~) 
-·--------~------
..  I'  ---- -----
2.  FJ.ex:U::Joe  hours  (  40~:)  2.  GrGclle  fcciJ.i  ti.of'  (  34'j~o)  2.  Creche facilities  ( 3f-F/)  -·--·  .. -~  ...  ~  .. --··-- ... 
___  0 ______  ..-·-·------ ---
3.  flccesn  d:i. vorcess  (  2fi~~)  3,  Sur  den  sllarinrr  (2?1;)  3,  Burden  sharing  (3l"n  •  I, 
4.  nurdon  sharing  (2s~:)  4.  :~ein teore.tion  (21Sr::.)  4,  Reintegration  (  20:1o}  '  ~, 
5,  Reintegration  (24~()  s.  i·lousewi  VG  ·~-~El_Q_8  ( 19';~)  5,  P.occess  divorcees  (24~(,) 
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o·--·--·--- ··--------·------ .. o----------···-·--·-------"-·---' -- .,  -· ----
1  Countries  ,··re  in  cJophabetic2.l  order.  Those  i  tomE; 
0 undorJ.ineC::  ere  the 
most  common  onos  for  the  Communi t~;  es  a  whole.  lhe  pereente.ges  correspond 
to  the  frequency  of  tho  choice of importance  expressed in  eech  country 
in  replies  put in first or  ~ecohd  plac~. 
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VI 
ATTIWDES  lU  POLITICS  AND  FO~iS OF  SOCIAL  PARTICIPATION 
It is a  de8ply  entrenched  commpnpl&ce  that politics is a 
·man's affair.  A number  of men  and  women,  probebly  fewer 
in  number  today  than  forty of fifty years  ago,  consider 
this  to  be  the  norm.  Others  do  no  more  than  recognize  e. 
de  facto situation and  attempt td explain it in  order that 
ch<"nr,es  may  be  brought.  Whatever  pr~gress. women  may  have 
made  towards  equality of opportunity in  the  socio-economic 
life of our society,  Maurice  Duverger' s  words,  from  his 
1955  report to  UNESCO,  remain  largely true: 
an  average, . women  abstain in elections more  often 
than  men  do,  even  when  major correctives such  as 
nne,  level of education  an~ socio-professional 
catenary  and  sa  on  e.re  te.ken  into account; 
women  take part in  government -i.e.  exercizing 
political authority  and  taking pal±tical decisions 
1  far less  than  men.  do. 
In  a  recent document,  written  twenty  years after the  Duverger 
interne.tionc.l  s~rvey,  the Uni tod Nations Organization  again 
emphasized  the vast difference  between  the offical recoggition 
of political rights,  which is pre.cticaJ.ly  universAl  aAd  the 
importance  of the direct role  played  by  women  in  government. 
The  document  wont  on  to say  tl1at,  with  one  or  two  exceptions, 
actual  political participation  by  women  is  minimal 
et local  lGvel  anc!  decreases  st!=!adily  towards  the  centre of. 
political deciscion  making. 2 
1 
2 
./. 
"Lc.  participation pali  tique  des  femmes"  UNESC£1  1955. 
Document  E/CDNF. 66/3 of. the Internationel Vlomen 's Year 
Conference.  Item 9  of  the  provisional ·e.genda.  United Nations, 
1975,  page  12. 
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If we  confine ours8lves to  examples  from  the countries  of the 
Community,  the  percentage of women  elected to national 
parliaments aoes  from  3)1 ;  (in  Belgium  end Ite.ly)  to g{  (in  the 
.1 
~Jetherlends)  and  rises to  l?cL  in  one  country only  - Denmark. 
According  to  Duverger,  whose  work is still very  much  up-to-de.te, 
this very small  amount  of women's influence  would first 
appear  to  be  the  resuJ.t of male  opposition,  This  opposition 
has  been  quite lively,  electorc:lly speaking,  but,  nevertheless 
it  i.s gradually  receding as  the results of women.  having. the 
vote  have  shown  what little effect they  have  had  as  compared 
with  the  situation  v:hich  existed previously.  As  regards 
government,  on  the other hand,  this opposition is still strong, 
because it is of· an  essentially competitive ne.ture,...  The 
eliminetion  of women  for essentially competitive  reasons.is 
hidden ••.  behind  a  hichly e-Ffective  just:i:fi.:cation  mechanism: 
politics must  be  shown,  by their  ver~' nature,  to  be  en 
essenti.s.lly male  preserve  whore  women  a.re  only  admitted 
exceptionally  and in strictly limited fields, ••  It is no  longer 
a  question  of inequeli  t)'  between  men  and  v.ror.18n  or a  superiority 
of one  over the other but  a  case of  kee~ing a  sort of division 
of lebour,  based  on  different abilities,  between  them, 
The  c.uthorcautiously  8.dded  that,  although  the  justifications 
•.11ere  subtle  onGs,  male  opposition  to  women  taking  part in 
politics could  not  have  succeeded  to  such  en  extent if it had 
met  v1i th  stronr;  female  resistance,  8ut such  resistance is, in 
the.main,  weak •.. It must  be  realized that the  small  amount  of 
influence  vl'omen  have  in  State leadership is largely  dt.ie  totheir 
own  inertia.  It is a  basic  and indiscutable fact that 
women  are less interested than  men  in politics,,.  Women  are 
less interested in  enterin~r government  and  the:. vast majority 
e.re  willing to  go  along  with  the  jEJstiffication  system  that  men 
hav.o  invented  to  account  for  this. abstention,  2 
1  See.  document  mentioned  on rarr~  13  and,  for  Denmark,  note  lVIY /15, 
"C0ndition  et firatut de  la femme  dans  le monde  d'aujourd'hui: 
quelques  faits essentials",  United Nr::,tions  economic  and  social 
· informc.tion centre,  December 1974,  p, 9, 
2  1.-~aurice  Duverger,  op.  cit.,  pp,  12'7-13J  ..  ·· 
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D  0 
This  survey  cont.sined  three  questions  on  the nine countries 
of the r.ommuni ty :i.n  an  attempt to record  and  measure  the 
f',tti tudes of men  ::.:nd  v-.romen  to  their various r8les in politics. 
Furthermore, ether questions  on  political participation,  which· 
vmre  put  to all poople in  the  sample,  will  enr:tble  us  to 
isolate the  bas:i_c  facts of thin  problem  of our society. 
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"  !_:!:_]:.s_  ~omc~i~!l_~i_d_J:,tlo.t__:'poli  ti£!§...:.  snoult:_JJ~ 
_le_f!_Ji_o  men•.:..:__J::I£1:-:_.  fc~~l'lolilld .Y_D!;l_  agreE!  .  ..!::.=!J:.h....,. tb_:is?" 
In the  Comr-.un:i. ty  c:s  .n  whole,  3Fi'/  intorviAwees agree  tl1c:;.t 
poli Fcs choulc:  be  left to  the:  r·.10n  a~c!  61~~  rlisagree,  There 
i8 no  s:Lrnif:i.cA.nt  cl:i.fference  betvJeGn  men's  und  women's 
Tnhle  41  ----
,,.· 
SH C2_ULD  _  __r:_DLI lJ.O S  8E  LC:F T  "1T;_  ii:l::i'!? 
(~J.;:__Com~Jll!_ni tx) 
~-'-~"I i  ,·nri  wnmen  ~~~en  Women 
.-',rrcc  a  lot 
1\oree  £'.  li  ttlo 
Oj. scrroe  a  H ttle 
Don't  l(now;  no rsply 
To tel 
15% 
20 
22 
39 
4 
100 
15% 
21 
23 
37 
4 
100 
ThG  influenr:e  of  ega  here,  particuli>rly  among  women,  and 
the in nuance  of'  the level of P.ducation is  'very strong 
over  the  whole  semple, 
·. -;· 
15% 
19 
20 
41 
5 
""100 
t' 
L  •• ," 
'·.  ;'·:'. 
4,.: 
:·· Agree  a  lot 
- IOO-
This anti-women  judoement  does. not have  the support of  42~ 
of young. men  ( 15  - 24  qrotlP);  52.'/  of women  in the  same 
·.bracket are of tho  same  opinion.  Hm•mver,  in the  55  and over 
8.[:;8  group,  oniy  33</,  of men  and  30'/a'' of women  disagree  with 
the idea.  Ths  ner.e.tive  2ttitucle of women  to thcir sex's 
participation in politics,  rns  mentioned  by Maurice  Duverger, 
:i.s  thus  partly proven:  older I'Jomon,  when  their minds  are 
properly mac:e  up,  v.ro  loss  favourc.ble  to  women  perticipat5.ng 
in  pol5. tics on  an  eque.l  footinrr  with  men  then  ere older men. 
However,  even  in  this age  nroup,  the  progressives  (  48~:, 
disauree  fl little or a  lot)  v1in  by  a  short head  against the 
tradi  tiond:L sts  (  45~~). 
The  1Avel  Of  education  n.lso  has  G mejor  pert  ID·Pl~.y  herB,  since 
tho  "diseeree  a  lot" o.nswers  r,o  :from.  32~~.  to  43~;  to  56';;, 
eccording  to  that ·J.cvel.  On  th~ I'Jhole,'  youn:;  women  nre 
bet  tel."  educated  thari  older women:  and it is clear tt1at  bath 
vcriables -arre  8.nd  level  of oducRtion- he.ve  an  additive 
e:ffect. 
The  other va.rieblcs  exc..minod  ( sa~io;,.profossionc.l category, 
size of township  lj_vcd  in)· have  no noticeable effect. 
Table  42  ----
SHOULD  POLITICS  SHOULI?  8E  LEF_T_  TO  t-.'IEN? 
BY  SEX,  ,ll,GE  IWD  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATIOIJ 
(i':holc  Communi  t~) 
Lon  Level  of education 
-25  25/54 
~· 
11%  14%  20% 
~-~-----~-~?! 54 _  <j:;+  J:ow  _____  ~¥~8  --~::::~---
8%  13%.  2'5"/.  20%  11%  5% 
55+ 
Aaree  a  little  19  21  22  14.  19  22  21  20  14 
Disagree  a  little 
Disagree  a  lot 
Don't know;  no  reply 
total 
24 
42 
4 
- .. --. 
100 
23 
38 
4 
----
100 
21  21  22  118  21  22  23 
.~3  .  s2  \  r;2  1 3o  32  43  56 
4  5•'<117  6  4  2 
~~- ~~-;·---1·-7;;--- r~-o-o-11-1-0_0_-1--,-0-0--;  00--
l  i :  •· 
._ 
. :  ·;. 
i' 
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As  might  he.ve' been  expected~ <there  e.re  c:onsidera!Jle iii  fferences 
be.tv.1eeri  itm  c~~nt~ies, ·  Furthe~mcire~,  the  at_ti  tudes  examined 
.,  \  .  .  .. 
·.  herG  Seem.  independent Of  thOSe  COnCerned  With  WOmen IS  StatUS 
V/8  have .looked.  ~t so  far,  . On  the one' hand. ere countries like 
·o'enmark,  the  UnitedKihgdarn, .Ireland· and France,  where 
dJ.:S.:irJTE;ement  with' the .s.tcitement- and  thus  a  favoura.ble  atti_tude 
~0.  women  in  pa1itics  VJe.S.  ~ery mu~h on.  t_op..  Then there is 
;rtely,  -·  very. close  tci  -to~1: Commuh:i,"ty  aver13gE>,  _ah d 
. I  '  •  . 
· the Netherlands  end  Gerrridny ,_  where  the  prp~women in politics 
attitude is·  ~oain C'c  majority  ~nE 8:rid  finail~~ Belgium  and 
Luxembourg·,  where  there is a majority  e,g-~ins~  women  in  politics~ 
'  .  .  . 
In the interests· of clari  t)~,  ·ond· t;o  take account of the intensity 
.  '  .  ., 
of the-various ettitudes expressed,. we:  s~ail first present en 
indox  obteine~J  · by  ·~otving ·  ··all_ nag,ree  a  lot"_ and
11disagreo  e 
.  .  :  . 
lot"  answ~1r.s  a .-2  or a  +2  weighting  and ail intermediate 
; 
· cmswers  a  ~l or. e: +  J.  \,~·ei ghtina, , the  tqta~ o9tained being . 
' rele.ted to tho pcr:cmitaaes .of  people who  replied  j_r  one  VJ~:ly  or  . 
.-the  other,  The  irmximum  score is therefore +2  enc!  the  mini~um  ... 
'  ....  -.::::.. 
The country distributiqn,  in  decreasing order,  i.e,  starting 
w:i._th  thqse  vJhere  the  pro-vJOmen  in politics attitude is . 
i:l~J'l_rest  the mnximum,. is os  follows': 
l~Denmark  1,03 
2 .:  Un:i. ted K}nqdom  0,  8 5 
3; Irei"nd  0,75 
4,  France  0,  69. 
5.  Italy'_.·  0, 56 
Comfnuni_:Ev·a.vera~  8,52 
6,  Netherlan~s  0,44 
7 •  Gem  any· 
8,  Belpium 
· 9, ·Luxembourg 
0,11 
-0;13 
;_0,16 
·:f. 
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If we  take  the nine countries of the Community  one  by  one  in 
the  se.me  order, it appears  the.t,  in'  ~almost all couil t:ries, 
a.ge  ir.flt.;ences  1.mmen 's attitude::;  more  strongly  than it c:oes 
men • s:  the  younger  ones  e.re  always more  for  women  in politics 
than  the older ones. 
The  difference  between  older and  younoer  men  is wider in 
Luxembourg  and  the Netherlands  than in .the other countries, 
In  both .these countries,  and in Denmark:,  the influence of  c\QB 
is slightly more  merked  omong  men  then  c.mong  women,  Finally, 
in  two  countries  - the Uhited Kinadom  encl  Ireland  ...  the curious 
fact  emcrg!'!s  that  young  men  are slightly less in  favour of 
WJmen  in politics than  the older men, 
Age  influences  women's  judgements in a  constant fcshion 
the  younger  they  are  ,  the more  they are tn  favour of women 
in politics,  The· difference  between  the  youhgest·and  the 
oldest is particularly noticeable  i~ Belgium,  France  and 
Italy. 
The  influence  of level of education is,  in  almat all countries 
e}<cept  the  United l<ingdom  end  Gern&ny,  wea!<:er  than  that of 
ege,  In three countries -Belgium,  Italy e.nd  France- age is 
e  stronger influence than  in  the  others,  and  these in fact are 
tho 'lhree  countries  where  aDD  has  the greatest influence on 
women's  attitudes,  We  may  therefore conclude·thct these 
two  variables act in much  the  same  wey •.  Youth  e.nd,  to  a  lesser 
extent,  level of educe.tion  determine  a  certain  type  of 
attitude in  women  whereby  they are  favourable  to  a.change in 
society.  whereby their sex  takes· a  greater part in  the 
political life of the country. 
Briefly,  then, ·in countries  where  \'Jomen  are more  accepted in 
politics,  neither  e>.ge  nor level of educatj_on  have  much. effect 
on  the attitude measured,  This is the  ce.se in  Denmark,  the 
United King-dom  and Ireland, 
However,  in countries where  the  male  view of politics still prevails, 
age  and/  or level of ihstruction, .Perticularly in  women p  play  an 
±mportant part in  foming  pro- female  attitudes. 
'·~ 
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Ta:Jle  43  --·---
SHOULD  POLITICS  BE  LEFT  ltJ  I;\E~J? 
--:--------·--·--·------- .  .  .. 
BY  SEX,  A@_~  _AND  LE~~EL  -~f'"_:_E_!l~JCf\ TIO_N_ 
(EJy  'count~:t.J 
~:ien 
Women  Level  of education 
Total  -25 
% 
11 
8 
29 
44 
8 
% 
5 
8 
27 
49 
11 
25/54  55+  Total  :-:25  25/54  55<·  lo\'t 
% 
8 
9 
28 
50 
5· 
% 
16 
11 
33 
32 
B 
% 
7 
8 
30 
47 
8 
% 
5 
6 
21 
63 
5 
% 
6 
7  . 
31 
51 
5 
9 
11 
31 
35 
14 
% 
10 
9 
32 
40 
9 
% 
7 
9 
25 
55 
4 
% 
5 
9 
..  24 
58 
4 
----11----11---·-·-11----+-------· ----r-·-·- -----!-·--+·--·--.. 
0,94  1,20  1,07  0,60  1,26  1,38  1 '19  0,84  0,93  1,17 
---------------~------+-----4·--~-.  __ :  __ _ --- ·---·+---+----1'---·-1---t---·--
United  Kingdom 
+ 
? 
11 
15 
23 
46 
5 
12 
18 
25 
36 
9 
10 
1.6 
. 21 
49 
4 
13 
10 
25 
47 
5 
15 
10 
17 
53 
5 
11 
9 
·20 
54 
6 
12 
10 
16 
59 
3 
20 
12 
16 
45 
7 
16 
14 
20 
44 
6 
9 
9 
19 
60 
3 
3 
9 
21 
66 
'  1 
-----r--- ------- ----1-·--- --
Index  0,81  0,59  0,85.  0,85  0,89  1,02  1,04  0,56  0,65  1,15  1,42  ---------:_  ______ ----·--:----- -'---""-:-_,  ____ ----- , ____ ----------
1  reI and 
++ 
+ 
? 
Index 
17 
15 
24 
17 
17 
29 
43  32 
1  5 
---------
0,51  0,43 
16 
14 
-23 
46 
16 
15 
18 
49 
13 
17 
6 
10 
21 
14 
12 
D 
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z:? 
16 
18 
1\1 
20 
14 
19 
45 
15 
13 
18 
53 
2 
16 
25 
55 
1  2  1  2  1  2  2  1  2 
·--C-f----·---------·--··-·-··--·· -----·  --··--..,·-------
--·-------··---·--_,  __ _ 0, 7o  . o, ~~~---- o,s~- 1_,2?  ~  .. ~.'-~':.J~~?.2.~-~-~---~,s2_L_,~_?_ 
France 
++ 
? 
Index 
11 
19 
23 
44 
4 
21 
9 
18 
16 
20 
13  4  11 
19  14  18 
27  2i 
23  21 
7 
19 
4 
15 
~:  ~:  ~~  ~~  ;,~  ::  ~~  ::  :~ I  :~ 
3  2  4  2  5  2  1  3  214 
-o-.-1-3+--1-.-o-7. --o-,-;;;--o-.-4-6+---o·-.-6-6  ~--, ;-24-·
1 1--o.,..,-?4-+-o·-.o~l---;:;2  -o-:;r--,. 10 
3 
---------......l.------
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Continued 
r,\en  'Nomen  Level of education  f  - -! 
Total  -25  25/54  55+  Total  -25  25/54  55+  low 
~ve-
hi;h I 
aqe 
Italy  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  % 
I 
++  18  11  16  25  15  8  15  24  22  7  6 
I 
+  17  12  16  20  19  9  20  26  20  21  10 
- 21  22  21  20  19  22  21  13  19  22  23  I 
ii  -- 42  52  44  33  43  59  41  31  35  48  61  ,I 
!1 
?  2  3  3  2  4  2  3  7  4  2  ;· 
i 
Index  ..  i 
0,54  0,93  0,63  0'  17  0,57  1 '17  0,54  0,01  0,26  0,85  1,25 
-
Netherlands 
++  16  ,..,  16  17  15  11  14  19  17  16  7  i 
! 
+  21  10  19  27  22  12  25  21  23  20  16 
i 
l 
- 15  10  18  11  14  13  15  12  12  18  15  f  . 
-- 40  52  42  33  37  60  36  29  33  42  57  l 
?  8  15  5  12  12  4  10  19  15  4  5  i\ 
--- ! 
Index  0,45  1,14  0,54  0,20  0,42  1,04  0,40  0,13  0,23  0,51  1,05  I  ,, 
··-·  - f-·-·--'1 
Germany 
++  18  13  16  23  16  6  15  23  21  15  7 
+  33  29  33  34  26  24  25  29  31  29  23 
- 25  35  25  22  22  26  22  20  22  24  26 
-- 21  23  22  19  29  37,  32  20  21  25  43 
?  3  4  2  7  7  6  8  5  7  1 
------··--------~--·  ----- --
Index  -0,01  0,25  0,04  -0,20  0,23  0,69  0,33  -0,17  -0,07  0,18  0,76 
-~---------·  .. -----·--··  ·- -·  -
Relr:rium 
++  26  18  .24  36  29  12  25  42  37  24  11 
+  22  2i  25  18  21  19  26  16  21  2.3  20 
- 24  30  24  18  23  33  24  19  18  26  33 
-- 22  26  21  21  18  31  19  9  13  22  33 
?  6  5  6  7  9  5  6  14  11  5  3 
- --1-· 
Index  -0,07  0,28 -0,06  -0,34  0,21  o',56  -0,15  --0,72  -0,58  -0,02  0,59 
-------·---- -·-1---·--~-
bYNI!Imbourg 
++  25  27  17  39  20  8  22  22  23  23  21 
+  28  31  27  29  . 25.  24  26  26  33  28  17 
- 19  23  19  18  21  32  21  ·15  20  22  18 
-- 16  15  21  7  22  36  19  20  )3  22  24 
?  11  4  16  7  12  12  17  11  5  20 
-·--·---- -·-----:-1--··---1-·-·-· 1----f---------· 
Index  -0,3:?  -0,32  -0,02  -0,80  0,00  0,64  -0,14  -0,18  -0,38  -0,09 I  0,07 
.. ----·--------~-----~--··-·-~·-·· --------·-- ..  ·-
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2.  11-lE  POLITICAL  __  ROLES  OF  f:1EN  . ii.ND  WOHEN  ··  . 
Saying  that politics  sho~ld not  j~st be left to  men  is one 
thing;  saying  whether  women  shciuld  play the  same  r8le as  men 
or  e.  di ffemt reJ.e is another,  Hence  the  next  question: 
"Do ~thinl~t:2_at  _women  should  ple¥  the  same  r8I·e 
in  politics  as_~~-~.!:....§  __  «;!_i~nt ~8le?" 
Tho  vo.st majority o·f  the  public in all countries of the  Community 
(  mc/· 0 )  thin:~  the.t  women  should  ploy  the  same  rfJle  a·s  men  in 
politics,  But  u  fnirly large minotity  (  34~~)  think  their r8le 
should  be  different, 
Here  ar:rain  tl1e  di ffemnces  between  mcm.' s.  and  womrm 's answers 
vJero  fo.irly  slir:;ht  but  nge,  particularly in  women,  and level 
of education  showed  orecter variance,  Seven  women  out of ten 
in  the  15  - 25  bracket  o.nd  seven  people  out of the better 
octucatocl  (men  e.n d  woman}  were  in  favour  of women  ;JlC'.y:i.nr.;  tim .~.ll 
f.'. on 
l::i - 24 
2'5  - 54 
S-5  enc:  OVl>l" 
\'.'or.1t=Jn 
15 - 24 
25 - '14 
:-;:~  end  over 
LcveJ.  o'F  l1ducc,tion 
lovJ 
everar:e 
hinh 
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Table 44 
RESPECTIVE:  flOLES  OF  r,~EN  AND  W01.'EN 
~E(:,,  __  A_~~- AND  '=._EVEL---.9£:.  EDUC_0_!IQ~ 
(:0.El.£. C(l~~) 
Serna  reno  Different r81cs 
57%  34% 
57  36 
63  29 
59  35 
51  42 
57  32 
70  21 
60  32 
45  40 
' 
53  36 
59  34 
69  26 
Don't know 
9% 
7 
8 
6 
7 
; 
11 
9 
8 
15 
' 
11 
7 
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The  differences  t:etween  the countries  wore  considerable 
end  very similar to  those  recorded  on  the  subject of 
politics being  left to  men; 
the most  firmly  pro-.oquoli ty ensvmrs  are  from  Denmerk 
(78~-'),  the,•.  United  l<ini;;clom  (687'·},  Ireland  (651',~}  and  the 
f·! ethorlon  ds  (51'/) ; 
Ite.ly is very  close  to  tho  Community  nverage  (58~:); 
- Frc.nc~)  ccmGs  next  v;i th 52%,.  Germany  with  sa;:,, 
Luxcmbourr;  1 .':5. th  47~:.  e.nc.:  Jelniur.i  '!J:i. t:1  45ci:. 
· Tl2£~-:....Pre  thws  ~-'~-~'2.t}'J.es  of  tho  Communi~  .  .z.y:here  th~ 
D:  .. siori  -~  crf  tl~~?~':J.}ic:_£~ot  L:'{';!'_~~_:th~t  ~!Jl..§l~.!:"'.E~ld  Pl_~..i 
t  .. cro  r-;nc:  JBveJ.  or  nc!ucc.tion are  significant within  the national  samples. 
Age  ha.s  a  greater inflr1ence  on  women  thP.n  on  men.  The  difference 
in  3ttitudcs ~old by  tho  youngest  and  the  oldest  (both  sexes} 
is PDrticularly noticee.ble in Itely. 
r.s~r,;  is only  really of significance  in  Gelgium  end Itely. 
·.·:; 
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POLITICAL  ;-lOLES  OF  !:'EN  AND  \'!OI,~EN  --·--··-··------···-·-·----·---
gy  AGE,  SEX  At.JD  LEVEL  OF  EDUCA liON 
.v  coun~ry  ----(.1-- .  ------)T --·-------
f!:en  \'lo!'len  Level  of educntion 
Total  -25  25/54  55+  Total  -25  25/54  55+  lOVI  e.vc- hioh  r<".pe  ..  .. 
Denmark 
- sorn.e  rene  80%  TJ%  86%  73%  76%  86%  84%  60%  76%  81%  84% 
. ' 
- different  12  8  10  18  15  10  11  25  14  15  9 
-don't  !~nov:  8  15  4  9  9  4  5  15  10  4  7 
.. 
United Kingdom 
- sc.mc  rf'lle  69  G3  69  70  68  72  74  59  63  77  82 
- di  ffEJrent  24  24  24  25  23  18  21  28  27  19  16 
- don't koow  7  13  7  5  9  10  5  13  10  4  2 
---· 
IrGlancl 
- SunlEl  rf'llEl  63  57  67  64  65  73  68  57  59  68  75 
- different  31  30  31  31  30  22  29  36  35  28  21 
- don't know  6  13  2  5  5  5  3  7  6  4  4 
- .. 
Netherle.nds 
- some  rf'lle  61  60  65  56  61  83  62  47  55  67  71 
- different  28  25  28  28  24  9  25  30  27  25  23 
- don't know  .11  15  7  16  15  8  13  23  18  8  6 
-.  -- ----· ·--- ··--·---
Italy 
- !."1,--nr~  !.'OJ.c~  59  66  64  45  57  79  58  35  49  72  75 
- di  fft!1·:.:n ';  35  29  30  48  33  11\  34  49  /il  23  4 
- don't know  6  5  6  7  10  7  8  16  10  5  4 
--- - ------·-----
___  _j__  ____ ------ --•-Mv--· ----- ··-··--·· 
France 
- same  r8le  56  65  53  54  49  61  50  36  47  52  61 
- different  40  29  42  43  41  32  41  51  43  44  33 
- don't know  4  6  5  3  10  7  9  13  10  4  6 - 109-
~.inn  V1nmen  Level  of education  , 
·~ 
Total  -25  25/54  55+  Total  -25  25/54  55+  !law  P.M~e  high 
i 
Gerr;Jf.tny 
- 5'.mc  roJ.n  47  56  51  38  53  65  55  43  50  47  63 
- di fferont  '17  38  45  511  35  2:J  35  43  41  43  32 
- don 
1 t  !-:nav.:  6  6  4  B  12  12  10  14  9  10  5 
..  -·  -
Luxembour:-; 
- same  roJ.c  47  54  48  41  47  68  47  37  49  50  41 
- c!~t ffer3n t  37  35  33  45  33  28  31  39  39  39  35 
- - den 
1 t  l·~n01·•  16  11  19  14  20  4  22  24  12  20  24 
!---------·--·-·· ·--- .  --
J:Jl~iu~ 
- 2P.fi~C:  rf.IJ.t::  48  55  51  38  43  (j(,  42  31  36  47  63 
-differont  38  32  38  44  37  26  42  37  40  39  31 
- rion 't kll0\'1  14  13  11  ib  ·~  e  16  32  24  14  6 
1 
Couni:rtes  n:cr1  ~-istr::d in  decreasinG~ order eccordi.nn  ·i;o  fru.,uency  of  "same  role" - liO-
3,  DEGREE  OF  CONFIDENCE  IN  !•:JIN  OF~  'N0h1Af-J 
IN  P,!\RLI/\!'c:EfJ T 
::l.fter  the overall  picture of politics and  poli ticcl roles,  here is 
the  decisive  question  - if Mr  Ouvergor  and  rnony  others arc  to 
be  believed:  do  men  Bnd  ~omen have  greater confidence in  a 
men  or  e  v;omen  e.s  th8ir represonte.tive in  Pe.rliement? 
"In_qenero.l,  wou1d  _ _you  hav~ morr:1  cnnfid_~~ce  i~: 
man  or c  women  as "Our  representc:tive  in 
-~-·----- ~  -···  ---·-··- , 
Parliament?"-
-----··~--
In  the Community  as  e  v1hole,  r:-.lmost  half the  sem[JJG  (41?~!.) 
c;:nswer  -perhaps in  ~;ooc!  foi  t:1- that they  mc.:~e  no  distinction 
l1ere.  However,  2£~'.  state they  't!ould  nave  more  confidence in 
Women  (  50'j~ J say  they  do  not see  cny  difference more  often 
than  nen  do,  c:l though  far  f:ewor  women  (  33~!_)  say  t!1ey  would 
heve  more  confidence in  e.  mL.'.n,  L1oreovcr, · someth:i.ng like one 
woman  in  ten  SL".yr:;  she  would  hcve  tnore  confidence in  a  VJOrne.n. 
Age  and  level  of educRtion,  as  one  might  have  expected,  have 
an  influence  on  these etti  tuC:es: 
SO~,'- of mon  anc:  46'i~  of t-Jomen  of  .':15  anc'  over 
vmu1ci  h2ve  more  confidencE:  in  e.  man; 
37~~- of men  anc1  only  21~~·  of  \'IOr.J8n  in  the  15 -24 
age  croup  would  have  more  confic~once in  a  mc:m. 
1  The  "no  difference"  reply  was  taken  down  by  the interviewer 
but not includec! in  the  wording  of the  quBst:Lon. • 
-Ill-
Furth8rmore,  44~~ of the less  v1ell  educated  would  have  greater 
confidence in  L!  m2n,  as  ngainst  247~ of tho  better educated. 
P1gv.i11  the  oduc.::;.tion,  as  opposed  to  tho  age,  variable  has  what 
is probc.bly  a  highly  determining effect here in  the  formc.tion 
of attitudes,  particulnrly ar.1ong  young  people  • ..  -
!.ion 
\'!omen 
LevF.:l  of 
All 
lS - 24 
25 - S4 
55  e.nd 
15 - 24 
25 - S4 
- ll2-
.CHOICE  _1!"_0_.!1~  .1E§.:~~.!_  !.t\.JI.Y.S _  _J:~J- P  P.~L.~  !'!'~!] 
.rl_~_?.EX '·  :n~~JINO_~~.:::y_~L- .9£._Epg~_A  TI.Qr-l 
(
1~£!":.  .c_o_~.U..~.i.t->::) 
!)ore  I.:~ ore 
confidence in  confidence  5.n 
...  r,Jnn  11  wome1n 
38% 
., 
8% 
I-···  --
,. 
42  6 
37  7 
39  6 
over  50  5 
33  11 
21  16 
31  10 
S5  and  over  46  9 
educe.tinn  44  8 
low  33  9 
avern[JO  24  8 
' 
higl1  1  •. 
i  .:  ·, 
No  Don't 
r!ifferoncc  know 
48%  6% 
._·---··- -·--··--~---· 
46  6 
49  7 
50  5 
39  6 
50  6 
57  6 
54  5 
39  6 
/, -,  +.L  6 
52  6 
63  5 -113-
The  differences  between  the  countries are less marked  then 
f6r  the  two  previous  questions,  That is to  say  thr::.t  the 
mnlF>.  _j_'!2,,_lQ~()!_t~~-_£ol:i=-tj.g_<:'):.  repros.E_r:-'_:~:._'fj. ve  [Jr(Jbc:bly  _ _E_orresponds 
.1£....9.....y_al~-~~~-:t~~-f?mlE:Q.~~~--E.Y-only_o._l!l_:b_l2.()1::"!-.tl  to.£?..¥. .J?.!th..~.~ 
~chj~~l'!}.i\lor:i.  ~y_t~ st:i;)}_J.hrm:r· or_ fou:r.__es2 ple  o~"E.~CJ.f...:~-~.!2.. .•  ~most 
£:I}  __  t_~e  __  c~9.1:1n tri_~~-~f  t~~?._GDrnE_Uni  ty.L wi  t~t_!l§__~P.ti..9__r:l_?S:....{)en_Inc:.rk. 
The  influence of e.ge  on  tho: idee. of the political representative 
is,  here  agc.in,  strong8r in  \llomon  than  in men  in  F.ll  countries, 
It is stronqer in Itc.ly  than  el~m·Jhere.  In Ireland, it again 
emerges  that younc; .  men  2re  more  trc-;dj_ tionc.l in  their outlook 
than  their cldors. 1 
Level  bf educe.tion  he.s  8  lessor effect then. acre  and is above 
alJ.  noticeable  :1.ri  Italy and  Gr3r;nany ,.  ·. 
1  l'lo  comments  are  macJE!  on  Lu>:ombourg  sinco  only  a  small 
number  of people  were  interviewed, 
./. 
·:  '· 
.•  · - ll4-
9:!_Q~~;-~-~IF  A. REPliES  EN TA TIVE  IN  PA:'lLI/I.HEN T 
-~--··  ·---·····-------..------·---~ -·-
..  .  ............  ----
I.:Gn  ..  Ylomen  Level  of  educe~tion 
Total  -25  25/54  55+  Total  -25  25/54  55+  low  ¥-!-!~~  •>igh  -
%  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  % 
Denmo!"k 
-r.::;.'"'efor  r:'li?t1  20  18  14  31  15  4  11  28  20  13  12 
-prnfnr  v·om~n  4  1  4  6  6  5  8  3  5  5  6 
-no  c!:i. ffnronco  70  70  78  58  73  81  76  62  69  77  74 
-c;on' t  knO\'~  6  11  4  5  6  10  5  7  6  5  8 
1--·--·1-·-- f-·-- --1-- -· 
rJcthocrlnmls 
-pref8r mc:n  28  19  26  34  23  13  22  29  27  27  14 
-prefer  \';omen  3  2  3  4  4  3  4  4  4  2  3 
-no  t ii ffr.rrmcc  57  56  61  51  59  72  61  50  54  63  ·67 
-don't kncvt  12  23  10  11  14  12  13  17  15  8  16 
---- ------- ~-
Fre.ncG 
-prcfD~··  r:1::.n  35  32  31  43  28  .19 
.•  . :26  42  41  26  22 
-ilrcrcr  r:oml.'.rl  ]'  7  8  7  9'  .11  '7  12  7  12  5 
;~  : 
-no  c!:i. ffr~rcr.  c~  :i1  ,  ..  53  46  56  58  '  60  41  44  54  69  :.H 
-ljOn 
1 t  know  7  7  8  4  7  '  12  7  5  8  8  4 
---·----· ··---· ---- ·----1----·--·  .. ····-----·  -- ----
lln:i. tee!  l<inqdnrn 
-prof  or  mra.n  37  38  :~4  44  31  17  28  42  37  28  22 
-rrcf8r  V!~~c_n  5  5  4  6  12  18  11  11  9  9  6 
cii ffr.rr.ncr; 
<"7  ~(;  5B  45  52  ~-;e  ~fl  41  48  ~9  61 
-no  ;u 
-don 'tknOI'J  5  9  4  5  5  .,  .,  6  6  4  5  ·' 
1-·-----·--·· ---- .. -··- --- !-·-·-· 1-'-····-'-· ·---·--·;·-· -----1-
Luxcmbouro 
44  62  36  48  -prefer men  26  20  31  21  40  34  27' 
-prefer  wome.n  12  11  16  7  12  12  12  11  13  12  11 
-no  difference  32  27  34  29  47  64  42  46  37  43  :~9 
-don't knOVI  12  14  16  15  4  15  22  10  11  23 - JJ!)-
Col!tinued 
- ..  ._ ....  .-.  ........  ...  , ....  ·~ ...  .  .....  . .. -
:  .. 
1,\P.n  ..  V<omP.n  Level  of  P.ducction· 
Tohl  -25  25/54  55•  Total  -25  25/54  55+  lDV!  eve- hi~h 
raor:J 
-~·-'  .I 
Irelc-.ncl 
-prefer mc.n  42  48  38  45  33  23  30  47  42  3(>  26 
-prefer \'lOman  10  11  8  9  24  28  26  18  19  16  t~ 
·-\: 
-no  difference  45  37  50  44  40  45  42  34  37  45  53 
-don't knDVI  3  4  4  2  3  4  2  1  2  3  7 
·- ----~---
r:Jelr:ium 
-prefor men  42  34  42  46  35:  19  3~  44  45  35  27 
-prefer  v~omnn  4  5  4  3'  8  15  7  4  4  B  ., 
·-no  di ffererice  46  53  48  39  48  61  51  39  38  51  61 
-don't know  8  B  6  12  9  5  7  13  13  6  5  ,__  ----1---- ----· 
Itnl;' 
-prcfnr  ITIC.n  47  36  42  61  41  25  39  63  51  35  28 
-prefEJr  v1oman  9  10  9  8  15  23  14  9  11  12  16 
-no  di  fferr-mce  38  46  45  2~  40  50  42  26  33  49  52 
-don't  knov1  6  8  4  7  4  2  5  2  5  4  4 
---1----- - ..  ·---
Germany 
-prefer man  53  50  50  59  37  26  34  47  48  4'1  26 
-pr:3fer  \~Jam  an  2  4  4  8  14  7  7  7  6  2 
-no  eli f'feronce  41  46  41  38  50  57  54  40  42  45  66 
-cion' t  knm·1  4  5  3  5  3  5  6  3  5  G 
1 
Tile  countries ere listed from  the  botto~.-~wards 'for  fiequency  of "more  confidence 
in  n  m~"!n''  answers. 
~- ':.: - ll6-
The  three questions  on  people's idee of politics have  once 
again  shown  that the  differences  betw8en  national  cultures 
are  much  stronger than  differences  between  the sexes,  even 
if the  age  of  the  respo9dent is  tn~en into account, 
Table  4B  summarizes  the  differences  between  the  countries 
Denmark  is clae.rly  the  most  feminist country,  followed  by 
Ireland,  and. Luxembourg,  Germany  and  Belgium  are  the least 
feminist,  Ireland is fairly high  up  in  two  cases  out of three, 
It is interesting to note  thet  ~e~mark,  the  United Kingdom 
and Irela.nd ere  three countries  where  women's  suffrar.ro  wes  .  '  .  ~ 
introduced  fairly early on,  The  deoree  of receptiveness  to 
socie.l  chenge  that  we  rmcountered in Ireland can  probG.bly  be. 
explained  by ·this feet:  a  nation 'where  women  have,  for eome 
time,  been  used  to  having  the  vote -even if they  are  sometimes 
faced  with  unsolv8d  problems.cor:nected with  legislation  on 
mariage  and  the  family- express.es attitudes that are  fa.irly 
near  those  recorded in countries  whE?re  the  problem  m9  women's 
status is seen  to  be less important, - ll7-
CU~S:.liFICf-i  IT.Of·J  OF  11-IE  COUi'JTRIE13  OF  TI-!E  Cmlf·.iUNI TY  ·----·------·-·----.  ---oo:-···-..------·------:~------
.. '. 
- --------· --r·-- ···---·---·,--- ..... ---: ... 
f:oli  q~~  -~'!~J!!!~~  f,1en  and  V~9.!!!.£tLSh?~l.cJ. plL~  More  confidence in  a 
to men  :~h..ti.::..~~~~ ~r::9_l_?:,  J.f2  .2~\i..~.J:.c:~  man  than  a  woman  as  ----
(score according  to  ·'  ., 
political representative  degree  of disagreement) 
·, 
,·  .. 
l. Denmark  1,03  1.  Denmark  ?Soja  1.  Denmark  T7°/o  , 
2.  United Kingdom  0,85  2.  United Kingdom  68ojo  2.  Netherlands  2Ef;~-: . 
3,  Ireland  0,75  3,  Ireland  6~~  3,  France  •  3lo/o 
.  ' 
4.  France  0,69  4,  Netherlands  611~  4,  United Kingdom  34~~ 
5,  Italy  0,56  5,  Italy  sse/ 
I"  5,  Luxembourg  34~~ 
EC  averaoe  0,52  EC  averalile  =rlo/o  6~ ;rreland  ~o/o  ., 
,. 
6.  Netherlands  0,44  6.  France  527~  .EC  averas;e  38'/{,  ' 
7,  Germany  0.11  7.  Germ;my  5~~  ?.  Belgium  38~  , 
e_.  Belgium  -0.13  8,  Luxembourg  4?~~  8,  Italy  44"/o 
9,  Luxembourg  -0,16  9,  Bco~lgium  48'/o  9,  Germany  44~~ .. 
,.  ·- -· 
,  ... - 118-
4.  SOCIAL  PARTICIPATION 
Attitudes ar9 only significant seen  within  a  system  of 
att:i  tudes  which is itself'based,.at a  deeper level,  on  a 
system  of values  typical of a  group_ of society or the  whole 
of a  particular society.  For  tt"~is  reason·,  we  thought it 
advisable to put,  over and  above  the  questions  bearing  directly 
on  the idea of politics (whether it should  be left to men 
or to  both men  ~  women)and  on  the r8les of each  sex  and  the 
image of the  parliamentary representative,  others of a  more 
general nature -although specific in  themselves- to both  men 
and  women  on  how  they fitted in.  to society. 
Four questions  were  used: 
- on  the general  feelirg of:socio-political influence; 
- on  the ability to ·convince  others; 
- on  participation in-political discussions; 
on  the extent of participation in such  discussions, 
A.  Socio-political influence 
"Do  you  think that if thina~ are not going well  \in  your 
countrY)  people like yourself can  help  to 
bring ebout a  change  for  the  better or not?
11 
Only  -;nc/o  of people interviewed in·.  the Community  as a  whole 
feel  that they could  bring  about ,~  ch~ge in their country, 
Women  (  32o/o)  feel  this less often·  than msn  ( 43!/o).  There ia 
considerable variation according  to ievel of education  and, 
for  both sexes,  according  to age:  younger  women  express this 
attitude with  the. same  frequency_. as older men. Jl.ll 
~len 
Women 
Level  of 
-~ li9-
Table. 49 
THE  FEELING  OF  EXERTING  A SOCIO-POLITICAL  INFLUENCE 
BY  AGE,  SEX  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
'(Whole  Community) 
Yes  No 
37%  50% 
.43 i\.  47 
'  46  41  15 - 24 
44.  46  25 - 54 
55  and  over  39  50 
32  54 
15 - 24 
: 
4~  45 
,. 
25 - 54  34  52 
55  and  over  21  63 
education 
low  32: .: ...  54 
average  41  48 
high  . 50  '  t,1 
.. 
. ' 
._.;.' 
•,: ... 
'•.' 
.  -~...  ,.  : 
.....:  .. 
Don't know 
'· 
13% 
10 
11 
10 
11 
14  '.  .. 
14 
14 
16 
.-,, 
14 
11 
9 
.. 
' 
'  .. 
I 
.I. 
···. 
., 
. . 
"' 
,:: 
,. 
;.  '· 
; .... 
.. 
~>. 
':; f.•· 
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The  differences  between  the countries are considerable.  Those 
countries where  the feeling of influence is most  common  are 
Denmark  (53'fo),  the United Kingdom  (  4eoM  arid  Ireland  ( 450/o). 
These  are  followed  by  Italy and  France  (36~ ea~h),  Germany  (3SO/o), 
the Netherlands  (2~), Luxembourg  (24~) and,  in last place, 
Belgium  ( l9o/o). 
Generally speaking,but in  the United Kingdom,  Genmany  and 
Italy in  particular,  the feeling is far less common  in 
women  than  in  men. 
In almost all countries -except France and.the Netherlands-
the  differences  between  the  extreme  age  groups are more 
marked  among  women  than  among  men. 
The  level of education  only has  any  real importance in  the 
Netherlands and in Italy. 
The  following  table gives  the  breakdoWn  of percentages for 
positive perception of the feeling-of influence in  each  country, 
by  sex,  age  and level of education. 
A further table  shows  the  di  fference·s. in  percentages for men 
and  women  as  a  whole  and  by  age  group. ·.·The  table gives  the 
impression  that the  differences will decrease with  age.  We 
are  unable  to give  any_  definite statement on  this topic, 
since,  in  some  countries  -particularl~~n an  advanced  one  like 
Denmairk- the difference  between  the  sexes is practically the 
same  in  both  the 15 - 24  bracket and  the 25 - 54  bracket,  This 
may  mean  that there is a  threshold of relative inferiority in 
women  that is not crossed automatically as  things improve,  or 
that the feeling  of being lacking  in  any  socio-political power 
may  reappear,  in certain  circumstances, .in  both  men  and  women. 1 
1 
:  ~··  -
The  abnormally  low percentage of feeling of influence in 
young  German  men  in  the  15 - 24 age_  range,  as compared  to 
their elders,  should  be  noted .but not emphasized. ..:..  121-
Table. 50 
THE  FEELING  OF  EXERTING  A SOCIO-POLITICAL  INFLUENCE 
BY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
.  .  1 
(Pbsitive answers,  by  country) 
.:  ..  . . 
Men  Women  Level of education · 
: 
Total  -25  25/54  55•  Total  -25  25/54  55+  low  ~ve- high  age  -- . -- ..  ---·---
Denmark  60%  69%  61%  57%  45%  57%  50%  35%  50%  56%  61% 
United  Kingdom  55  56  56  52  38  48  41  27  43  48  55 
Ireland  49  52  50  43  41  47  43  33  42  45  52 
Italy  43  48  45  38  29  41  30  17  28  46  57 
France  40  56  41.  29  . 32  37  38  15  25  40  47 
Germany  39  29  40  1\1  30  41  31  24  30  39  45 
.. 
Netherlands  34  54  38  25  .25  36  27  13  23  31  56 
Luxembourg  27  27  31  18  22  28  25  15  .23  18  34 
Belgium  23  29  21  21  15  27  11\  8  12  18  33 
---1-·---· ·--------i------- -·-----~-·--- ·-- ·- -----· 
Communi ty2  43  48  44  39  32  41  '  3ti  21  32  41  50 
- -
1  Countries are listed in  decreasing order of frequency  of positive answers. 
2  Weighted  average, Denmark 
United Kingdom 
Ireland 
Italy 
France  ' 
I 
Germany 
j 
! 
I  Netherlands 
I 
Luxembourg 
j 
~ 
Belgium 
Community 
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Table  51 
DIFFERENCE  BElVVEEN . 11-IE · SEXES  AND  BY  AGE  GROUP 
FOR  FREQUE~CY.OF FEELING  OF  INFLUENCE 
' 
Total  15';.. 24  25 - 54 
' 
--- -·-
; 
15  12  11 
17  8  ;o"'  15 
8  5  7  ..  .  , 
14  7  15 
8  19  3 
.. 
9  -12.  9 
9 
.  ~ 
18  11 
'. 
5  ·,  - 1  6 
., 
8  2  7 
,. 
'  11 
:.-
7  10 
' 
·.  ·. 
".;" 
55  and  over  . 
22 
25 
10 
21. 
14 
17 
12 
3 
•  r  '•, 
13 
-----··  , . ' 
18 
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B.  The  ability to  convince  others 
11When  you,  yourself,  hold astrbng opinion,  do  you 
ever persuade  your  fri~nds,  relatives or fellow 
workers  to  adopt this opinion?  If YES:  Does  this 
happen  often,  from  time  to  time.or rarely? 11 
Only  a  very  small  minority  (12'io  ofpeople' interviewed)  thought 
they had  the right qualities for leadership.  Women  were  less 
inclined  (or less  ~illing). to convince  than  men  were.  The· 
variable which influenced this  the most  was,  incontestably, 
level of education, 
.·  ... 
. .'  :  . . 
- ':· 
.  ~· : ,All 
Men 
15 - 24 
25  - 54 
55  and over 
Women 
15 - 24 
25- 54 
55  and  over 
Level  of education 
low 
average 
high 
...... 
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Table  52 
ABILITY  ltJ  CONVINCE  01HEAS 
BY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCA liON 
(Whole  Community) 
Often  From  time  Rarely 
to  time 
12%  37%.  24% 
14  42  22 
16  43  23 
15  45  22 
12  36  23 
9  33  27 
13  39  25 
10  36  26 
6  23  30 
8  32  28 
13  41  23 
22  48  16 
Never  Don't 
know 
22%  5% 
18  4 
15  3 
15  3 
23  6 
26  5 
19  4 
24  4 
32  9 
26  6 
19  4 
11  3 125.,... 
The  differences  between  the countries are fairly marked,·  They 
are not easy  to explain although  they are  probably  due  to 
deeply  rooted  cultur<:;tl  characteristics - discretion  towards 
others,  even  a·tendency  to understate  answers  and  perhaps 
even  the way  in which population is spread over the  country in 
question. 
Whatever the  reason,  the  "Often"  answer,  the strongest reply 
to this question  on  leadership,  was  more  common  in Italy and 
Luxembourg  (lff/o  each),  the Netherlands and  Denmark  (14°/u  each) 
than  in  Belgium  (12~·~),  France  (11°~)  ,  Germany  (lOOt~),  the United 
Kingdom  (9'J{)  and Ireland  (77~). 
In .order to get a  better idea of this attitude,  we  shall use  an 
index, ·giving a  weighting  of 3,  2,  1 . and:  0  to the  "Often", 
"From  time  to  time",  "Rarely"  and· "Never"  answers,  the  total 
being· related  'to 
the  question. 
the  percentage of peopJ:e  who  answered 
The  countries are  then  listed as follows: 
Index 
1.  Netherlands  1..96 
2.  Luxembourg  1.72 
3,  Italy  1.53 
4,  Germany  1.52 
5.  Belgium- 1.47 
Gommunit~ averalile  1.41 
6·  .  .  France  1.40 
? •  Denmark  1.24 
8,  United Kingdom  1.14 
9.  Ireland  0.99 126- . 
In all countries without exception,· and  with  no  great 
difference  from  one  country to another, it emerges  that the 
average  women 's score  is lower  than·. the  average  men 1 s  score, 
a  slightly bigger difference· ·is  recorded ih the United 
Kingdom. 
The  differences  produced  by  the  age  variable  are slight in 
men,  except in  Denmark,  Belgium  and  France.  However,  in  most 
6ases,  and in  Belgium  and  Germany  in particular,  these differences 
are much  stronger.in  women  and  younger women' are  much  more 
aware  of their ability to convince  tharr are  their elders. 
The  influence  of level of education is much  the  same  everywhere, 
being  the strongest factor.  It plays a  preponderant part in 
Germany. 
The  influence of the size of the  local~ty lived in is small, 
except in  France  where  the ability to  Convince increases as . 
the size of the  township  grows.  In :the.  other countries, it 
appears that the score for people living in small  towns is 
slightly higher than for people living  in villages or big  towns. 
The  education variable is by  far the  most  importa~t one  and it 
is this which  explains,  to a very large extent,  the difference 
between  men  and  women  here. ~ ,'  .. 
Total 
Netherlands  1,88 
Luxembourg  1,80 
Italy  1,66 
Germany  1,63 
Belgium  1 ,55 
France  1 ,52 
Denmark  1 '44 
UnitBd  Kingdom  1,32 
Ireland  1,04 
-
Communi ty2  1 ,55 
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·Table 53' 
. ABILITY  TO.  OONVINCE  OTI-IERS 
BY  AGE,  SEX  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
(With indices,  by  country)
1 
Men  Women 
-25  25/54  55+  Total  -25 
1, 77  1,98  1, 75  1,62  , ,89 
1,83  1,82.  1 '76  1 ,63  1 ,57 
1, 75  i ,68  1,58  1,38  1 '56 
25/54 
1 ,63 
1, 73 
1,37 
1 ,'58  1, 70  1,52  1,43  1,60  . 1,59 
1 ,[18  1 '74  1 ,30'  1,31  1,67  1,39 
1,63  1 ,66'  1,21  1,29  1 ,43  1,32 
1, 72  1, 57  1,\3  1 ,29  1,18  1,16 
1,33  1,40  1 '19  0,96.- .1  ,20  0,97 
1, 17'  1,13  0,84  0,95  1, 17  o, 95 
··----- --
1,60  1 ,fi3  .1  ,39  1,27  1. 47  1,33 
1  Countries are listed in  decreasing order.of indices. 
2  Weighted  average. 
'.'.:: 
.·[  . 
·-
evel of education 
55+  low  ~ve- higb 
age 
1,46  1.,62  1,88  1,98 
1,50  1 ,50  1,90  1,82 
1,20  1 ,37  1, 77  1 ,a·4  ! 
1,06  1,39  1,57  2,04 
0,93  1,16  1, 5:)  1 ;96 
1,11  1,13  1,42  1,81 
0,74  1 ,08  1 ,43  l ,63 
I  .. 
I 
0,84  1 ,03  1,29  1 ,48 
. !  ,. 
0,70  0,91  0,98  1,28 
! 
i 
; 
i 
I 
1,04  1 ,24  1,50  1  ,a~.  ! 
i. 
! 
. _,;· 
t·,_  .. C.  Taking part in political discussions 
In 1955,  Maurice  Duverger  deemed it indiscutable that women 
were less interested in  politics than  men  were~
1  Our  survey 
has  confirmed  what  he said,  as the.next  two  questions  show. 
"When  you  get together with·your  .. fri·ends,  would  you 
say you  discuss  ~olitical matters frequently, 
occasionally or never? 
And  which  of the  statements  on  the  card best describes 
the  part you,·yourself,  take in. these discussions? 
1.  Even  though  I  have  my  own  opinions,  I 
usually just listen, 
2.  Mostly I  listen•  but  once in  a  while I 
express  my  opinions. 
3,  I  take  an  egual  share in  the  conversation. 
4.  I  do  more  than  just hold  up  my  end in  the 
conversation;  I  usually try to convince 
others that I  am ·right." 
In the Community  as  a  whole,  2rffo  of respondents  say,:  they 
often  take part in political  discussion~·with their friends. 
The  percentages were 28°/o. for men  and ··14%' only far women.  Age 
only had  a  slight influence -slightly more  marked  among  women-
here.  In all age  groups,  and  amongst  the older people in 
particuer,  women  talk about politics less.often  than  men  do. 
Level of education  has  a  considerable influence here. 
The  differences between  the countries are fairly slight in 
.  !  . 
seven of the cases,  but  the Netherlands_and Belgium are 
quite out of line with  the others. 
1  Op,  cit.  p.  129. 
2  These  questions  have  Partly  been  adapted  from  Julian L. 
Woodward  and Elmo  Roper:  "Political Activity of American 
Citizens",  American Political Science .Review,  1950,44,  pp,  8?2-885, - 1~9-
Within.each  country,  age  makes little difference  among  the 
men,  except in  Germany, Ireland and  the United Kingdom  where 
it is not the  younger ones  whci  do.the'most talking about pol-
itics.  Age  i~ only of any  major importance  among  women  in 
Italy.  In all countries and. in all  age  groups,·  even  the 
younger  oRas,  women  discu~~ less than  men. 
With  the  exception  of Ireland,  level of: education is a  great discrim-
inetor,  particularly in  Germany,  France and Italy. 
These  differences in attitude will  appear even  more  precisely 
·, 
when  the  answers  to.~e folloYdng  qu~stions -on  the  degree 
of participation in political  discussions:...  aro  examined  . 
.  · .. 
.  .  '  . 
. · .. All 
!,len 
Women 
' 
Level  of 
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Table  54 
FREQUENCY  OF  POLITICAL  DISCUSSIONS  A~10NG FRIENDS 
BY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
(Whole  Community) 
Often  ~bo'h~~me  Never 
-~  r---·  __  ,_ 
20%  46%  32% 
28  47  24 
15 - 24  23  48  28 
25 - 54  30  49  20 
55  and  over  26  44  28 
14  44  ~0 
15  - 24  16  47  35 
25  - 54  14  48  36 
55  nnd  over  11  34  51 
education 
low  14  /12  41 
ave:raae  ?.2  53  ?.4 
hiah  '  38  47  14 
.. 
~R'd~t 
2% 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
3 
1 
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Table  55: 
PROPENSITY  11J  D!SCUSS  POLITICS  OFTEN 
BY  AGE,  SEX  AND  LEVEL  OF  ~OUCATION 
I 
("Often"  answers,  by  country) 
~ 
T~:~-···-::, 
Level of education 
Total  -25  25/51+  55+  Total  -25  25/54  55+  i  ;.low.  ave-
I  rage 
Luxemboura.  34%  31%  36%  32%  20%  "16%  22%  20%  20%  25% 
France  30  33  23  27  20  27  19  16  14  26 
Germany  32  17  33  35  13  10  14  12  15  25 
Itnly  27  28  ?.il  24  12  ?.'.  :J  8  8  14  15 
·';. 
Denmark  24  18  ?.8  20  15 
·-· 
15  18  12  16  23 
U.K.  27  13  30  29  12  9  14  10  17  20 
Ireland  27  16  28  33  10  7  14  11  18  21 
Netherlands  . 13  19  14  11  9  8  10  6  7  12 
Belgium  15  16  16  12  6  9  6  4  5  10 
--~-··· -··-·-· ·----·--------·  --------·-----·-N  ---~--- ----
____ .., __ ,_ ----· 
Community  2  28  23  30  26  14  16  14  11  14  22 
----. 
1  Countries are  listed in  decreasing  order of frequency of  "discuss politics 
frequently"  answers, 
2  Weighted  overage, 
high<: 
38% 
41 
46 
40 
29 
32 
18 
25 
21 
---·· 
38 - 132-
Of  those  people  who  discuss politics often,  i.e;  2r:1/o  of the 
population.as a  whole,  only half take  an .active.part in the 
discussion  and  there is much  the  same  difference  between  men 
and  women.here,  in all age  groupe:  ~oms  1~ia of men  and  6%  of 
women,  ~rlthout there  being  any  great difference  due  to age, 
tal<e  any  real  vocal  part in  the_ discussions. 
A high  level of 'education  means  that there. is three  times  as 
much  chance  of taking  an  active part in  the discussion  as a 
low level of  education~ 
:  .:.  t. All 
-· 
Men 
15  - 24 
25  - 54 
55  and over 
Women 
15  - 24 
25  - 54 
55  and  over 
Level  of education 
low 
average 
high 
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Table  56 
PART  TAKEN  IN  POLITICAL  DISCUSSIONS 
BY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
(Whole Community) 
~r~~~nte  ~5~~~-imes  Equal  share 
8%  24%  27% 
. 
7  24  31 
6  24  27 
6  25  ..  35 
8  23  28 
10  24  22 
6  25  27 
11  26  24 
10  21  14 
10  23  20 
7  27  .33 
5  24  38 
' 
More  than  Don't know  equal  share 
10%  .  31% 
15  23 
15  28 
15  19 
15  26 
.. 
6  38 
8  34 
6  33 
5  50 
7  40 
.  11  22 . 
26  13 
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We  have  constucted  a  participatio~'::tn'dex by giving  a  weighting 
of 1,  2,  3  o:c  4  to  the  percentages· of. the_. replies,  according 
to  ~n increasing scale  of participation in  the  discussion. 
In  the Community  as  a  whole,  ·men  score 2.  71  and  womeQ  2,38,  the 
difference  between  the  two  being 0,33.  It goes  up  to 0,36  and 
0,38  in  the over 25  age  groups,  but is as  low as 0,16 in  the 
15 - 24  bracket.  The  level of education introduces a  difference 
of 0,42  between  the  two  end  categories. 
The  average  scores  show  that  l!::ountri~s can  he  divided into two 
groups - those  under and  those  over·.the Community  average.  There 
is lit±le difference  between  them  nor  \rl~hin•them,  as is shown  below: 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
Italy 
Community  average 
Belgium 
Germany 
France 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Index 
2 .,70 
2.68 
2,07 
2,64 
,•.  2',56 
2.55 
2,55 
2.46 
2,33 
2.32. 
In all countries,  women  score  lower  than  men  (2.38  as against 
2.71  for the  Community  as  a  whole),  This is particularly 
noticeable in  France,  ·Germany  and Luxembourg. 
Age  is hardly  a  deciding factor  among  men,  but is considerably more 
important  among  women,  particularly in Belgium  and  France.  In most 
age  groups  women  score lower than  men; 
., 
:  ~·  .,.: -.  .  . ,;·,  ... 
.  ;  _,,·  .....  · 
'.  .  ~  .  ·.· 
": ...  ' .... <.--- 13.5 -
In  the  youngest  age  groups  ( 15  .·  - 24) ,  the  differences  between 
tho  sexes are as  follows: 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
Italy 
Denmark 
Belgium 
Gem  any 
Men 
15  - 24 
2,63 
2,73 
2,  73 
2,78 
2,60 
2,53 
Commu~ty average 2,70 
France 
Netherlands 
Luxembourg 
2,?8 
2,52 
. 2,69 
Women  Difference  --
15  ....  24  (M-W) 
2,64  +0,01 
2,69  -0,04 
2,69  -0.04 
2,?1  -0,0? 
2,69  +0.09 
2.40  -0.13 
2,54  -0,16 
2,49  -0.29 
2.15  -0.3? 
2,06  -0,63, 
It can  be  concluded that,  in six  c:f the nine countries,  )(DUng 
women  feel  almost egual  to  young  meh  as regards  taking part in 
political discussions,  However,  iri ,France,  the Netherlands 
and  probably Luxembourg,  even  the  yourrg  women  are still behind 
1 
here. 
In  view of the  fact  that level ofeducation is an  important 
factor almost  everywhere  (except·Irelar)d and Luxembourg)  and 
in  France in particular,  we  may  expect  women  to take  a  greater 
part as  the general level of education rises and  due  to  the 
e~ample of other women,  But  better education will not change 
everything,  The low level for Luxembourg  tends  to suggest 
that there are  o.ther aspects of society that may  restrict 
women  taking part in politics, 
1  The  Luxembourg  sample is smaller and, fuerefore  less·  reliable 
than  the ather samples, 
..  ~ 
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Table  B7 
INDEX  OF  . PARTICIPA ITCI'J  IN  POLITICAL  DISCUSSii::NS 
BY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
(By  country)1 
' .. · 
--
Men  Women  Level  of education 
Total  -25  25/54  55+  Total  -25  25/54  55+  fow  ave- rage  .. 
Denmark  (2,70)  2,81  2,78  2,88  2,71  2,56  2,71  2,57  2,46  2,64  2,75 
Ireland  <1,68)  2,77  2,63  2,90  2,67  2,59  2,64  2,57  2,57  2,63  2,73 
U.K.  (2,67)  2,76  2,73  2,75  2,80  2,56  2,69  2,53  2,56  2,6o·  2,71 
Italy  (2,64)  2,71  2,73  2,69  2,78  2,53  2,69  2,47•  2,41  .2,51  2,71 
Belgium  (2, 55)  2,65  2,60  2,65  ·2,68  2,48  2,69  2,33  2,15  2,44  :2,51 
Germany  (2,55) . 2, 75  2,53  2,80  2,70  2,34  2,40  2,32  2,27  2,46  2,56 
France  (2,46)  2,68  2,78  2,70  2,59  2,25  2,49  2,25  2,05  2,09·  2,61 
Luxembourg  (2,33)  2,49  2,69  2,37  2,60  2,13  2;06  2,32  1,88  2,28  2,43 
Netherl'ds  (2 ,32)  2,46  2,52  2,52  2,28  2,18  2,.15  2,20.  2,13  2,21  ~,36 
2  ~; 
2,37  . Community  2,73  2,68  2,38  2,54  2,30  2,42  2,61 
1  Countries are listed in  decreasing order of values for index  for all respondents 
in  each  country. 
2  Weighted average, 
.  -. 
high 
--· 
2,83 
2,67 
2,98 
2,82 
2,71 
2,89 
2,82 
2,27 
2,60 
.. 
2,84 
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·VII 
TI-iE  FEELING  OF  SATISFACTION  OR  DISSATISFACTION 
When  we  gave  the  data  on  job satisfaction,  as expressed. by 
people  in paid employment,  in Chapter IV,  we  were  careful 
to_stress the subjective and  socio-:cultural  factors or the 
reeling or satis-Faction, 
Other questions  have  led us toconfim our hypotheses.  They  .  -~  .. <  . 
deal  with  a  g~neral feeling -·.Of  ~atisfaction with  the  way  of 
life and  with  a  number  of speC:i.fiS  gspects such  as  home, 
locality,  income,  personal  relcit:i.o~s  and  so on. 
1.  lHE  OVERALL'  FEELING  OF  SA ITSFACllDN 
In  order to measure  the  general 'attf:  tude__  to li  t'e,  the question 
used  in September  1973  was  repeated·liere: 
"All  things  consid!;!.!7d,  how ;satisfied or dissatisf'iad 
are  yo!J  with your life as a  wt,c;>le_these.  day~? 
More  than  three quarters of the  people-interviewed in  the 
Community as  a  whole  say  they are  very satisfied  (2~'a)  or 
fairly satisfied  (57o/a)  with  the life they  lead~  There  are 
few  differences  between  men  (79"/o  satis-Fied)  and  women  (7'3!'/o 
satisfied)  and  between  age  groups,  except for  the fact  that 
young  men  and  old  women  seem  a  bit less satisfied. 
Generally speaking,  the  less well  educate~,  those  with  lower 
incomes,  those living alone  and  those living in  big towns  are 
less satisfied than  the others. 
Aa  compared  to September 1973,  stability is perfect. 
1 
The  same  question  was  put and  answers  requested  on  a graded 
scale from  0  - 10.  The  results were  used in  the  analyses 
set out in  Part 2. 
,_·_, 
'  .  ~  . 
. .  ~ ... .  : ..  .  ·. 
:-·  .. 
- -~ .. 
-~  ·.  -. 
:  ... Very satisfied 
·Fairly satisfied 
Not \Elry  satisfied 
Not  satisfied at all 
Don't know 
Total 
(N) 
- 138.:.. 
September 19'73 
21~ 
f:I3 cfo 
. 16°/o. 
100 
(13484) 
·-
May  19'75 
2ff/o 
5?cjo 
16ojo 
5cjo 
2ic 
-
100 
(9543) 
If we  take  the countries separately, it emerges  that,  as in 
1973,  there is a  clear difference  between  large and  small 
countries:  Denmark  is in  the lead an·d  Italy in  the rear. 
In six of the nine  countries,  the  difference in  the 19?3 
and  the 19?5 results is negligeable.  The.  level of satisfaction 
has  dropped  slightly in  the Netherlands,  a  little more  in 
Luxembourg  (where  the size of  the sample  should lead us to  be 
careful in  our interpretations)  and  to  the greatest extent in 
Ireland. 
·-
. - -- '~  . All 
Men 
Women 
Level of 
Size of 
Family 
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·Table 58 
OVERALL  FEELING  OF  SATISFACTION 
§Y_SEX~  .AGE,  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION  .AND  SIZE  OF  LOCALilY 
INCOME  AND  FAMILYSITUATION 
(Whole  Community) 
Very  Fairly  Not  ~ery  Not 
satisfied  satisfied  satisfied  satisfied 
.:,  .  at  all 
;  ' 
: 
20%  '  57%  16%  .  5% 
'\. 
21  58  16  3 
: 
15  - 24  .  16  .62.  15  5 
54  20 
. 
'  25- '  60  14  4 
55  and.over  24  52  16  5 
·. 
19  56  17  5 
. ' 
15 - 24  19  57  16  4 
25- 54  20  ·56 
;'  16  5 
.. 
55  and over  17  55'  18  7 
education 
'· 
low  18  54.  19  6 
average  23  60  11  4 
high  19  61  13  4 
•. 
locality 
village  20  . - 57  16  5 
., 
small  town  21  57  15  4 
big  town  17  57  17  6 
'. 
income 
·low  17  50  '  21  9 
average  18  60  16  4 
high  25  62  9  2 
./  . 
. . 
I  I 
' 
Don't 
know 
2% 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
.  .·~  . '· 
3  ~  '  . 
3 
·,.  ~.  . 
~~~ 
:···  ·.! 
3 
2 
2 
__  :;  :· 
. .  .  ~ .  . 
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(Conti~ued) 
Very  Fairly  .  Not very  Not  Don't 
satisfied  satisfied  satisfied  . satisfied  know 
at all 
Family situation 
single  15  58  19  5  3 
married  22  58  14  4  2 
living as married  27  49  12  4  8 
divorced  10  44  33  11  2 
separated  10  35  39  12  4 
widowed  14  53  21  9  3 .• 
Denmark  1975 
1973 
Belgium  1975 
1973 
Ireland  197S 
1973 
Netherlands  1975 
1973 
United Kingdom.·  1975 
1973 
Luxembourg  1975 
1973 
France  1975 
1973 
Gennany  1975 
1973 
Italy  1975 
1973 
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Table  59 
OVERALL  FEELING  OF  SAliSFACliON 
. IN  1973  AND  1975 
(By  countr.y)1 
Very  Fairly  Not very 
satisfied  satisried  ·satisfied· 
!  51%  41%  .4% 
51  44  4 
39  52  5 
43  49  6 
36  52  9 
53  .39  6 
·.  :  ~  .. 
,,,  . 
33. 
\  52.  :a 
41  . 52' 
~ : :  5  .. , 
.. 
33  53  9 
33  . 52  11 
26  45  15 
40  49  9 
16  59  16 
15  62  17 
13  66  16 
16  66  15 
7  52  28 
8  57  27 
Not  Don't 
satisfied  know 
at all 
4% 
1% 
2  2 
2 
3 
2 
2  6 
1  1 
3  2 
3  1 
7  7 
2 
7  2 
4  2 
2  3 
2,  1 
10  3 
7  1 
·l Countries are listed in  decreasing order of frequency' of very satisfied replies 
in 1978,  In  1973,  the survey  covered  the  United Kingdom.  It should  be  noted 
here  that  the 1975  score for Northern Ireland is ·v~ry :similar to  the scare 
for  the  Republic  of Ireland  (37°/o,  49C/o,  8~~.  ;j;ja  end  3')1,);  ··i,e,  higher than 
the United Kingdom's  score,  ·  · 
... 
' 
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Women  are slightly more  satisfied than  men  in all countries 
except  Germany  and.Italy. 
The  influence of  ag~ differs according  to  sex and  country: 
men  of 55  and  over are slightly more  satisfied 
than  younger men,. except· in  D~nmark (and Luxembourg) ; 
- however,  older women  tend  to  be  less satisfied than 
younger  women,  except in  the United Kingdom,  France 
(and Luxembourg); 
We  can  advance  the  hypothesis  that satisfaction· with  the  way 
of life in men  tends to.reflect the individual's career as 
well as the general  evolution of living. cor.tdi tio_ns  in  society, 
.. 
whereas,  in  WfiJmen,  increasing  age~  often  accompanied  by 
widowhood'· and a il.arge  drop in material well-being  bring about 
more  frequent dissatisfaction. 
.·· Denmark 
Belgium 
Ireland 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Luxembourg 
France 
Germany 
Italy 
Community 
.  '  ......  ········  ·-·· 
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Table 60· 
THE  OVERALL  FEELING  .OF  SATISFACTION 
BY  SEX  AND  AGE 
( "Ver~ satisfied"  answers,  by  country)
1 
' 
Men  .  ' 
Tofa I  -25  25/54  '55+  Total 
50%  54%  50%'  '46%  54% 
38  39  :·  38  48  40  ' 
34  27.  35  ..  38  37 
3:~  27  31  37  34 
32  30  33  31  33 
25  '27  26  23  27 
13  10  11  19  19 
17  6  16  23  9 
·:, 
10  6  9  ,;  13  4 
21  16  20  24  19 
---
-· 
Women 
-25  25/54  55+ 
56%  57%  45%  ,.: 
48  43  34  i 
I 
42  36  34 
40  34  30 
28  38  33 
8  35  26 
16  20  18 
16  10  3 
6  4  4 
19  20  17 
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2.  SPECIFIC  ASPECTS  OF  lHE  FEELING  OF  SATISFACTION 
The  question  bore  on  the  following  subjects and.  respondents 
were  asked  to reply  rnn  a  graded scale  (0  - 10): 
"A.  The  house,  flat or appartmer!It  where  you  live. 
B.  The  area of the  town  of village you  live in. 
c.  The  income  you  (and  your  family)  have, 
0,  Your  standard cflli.ving,  the  things  you  have  like 
fumi ture or housing  and  so  forth. 
E,  The  amount  of time  you  have  for  doing  the things 
you  want  to  do. 
F.  The  way  you  spend  your  spare  time." 
and,  in  a  separate question: 
"A.  The  kind of society in  which  we  live in Britain 
today, 
B.  The  way  democracy is functioning in Britain  todaY. 
C,  Iri  general terns,  your relations with others." 
In  the Community  as  a  whole,  those  aspects of life connected 
to  the immediate  environment  (the place  we  live in,  relations 
with other people,  the  house  of flat we  live in)  are  positively 
evaluated  by  five or six out of ten, 
Then,. excluding  work  -which  was  dealt with earlier-
there are  threG  problems  connected  with  standard of living, 
leisure and  spare  time  and  .satisfac:tion in all these cases 
is less clear-cut.  The  same is true, ·to an  even 
extent,  for income. 
greater 
A majority of people express  dissatisfaction when  it is a 
· . question of the  type of society  wEi  live ·in  add,  above all, 
when  the functioning  of democracy .is mentioned, . - 145-
·Table 61 
SPECIFIC  ASPECTS  OF  TI-lE  FEELING  OF  SATISFACTION 
(Whole  Community)i 
...... 
Great  Average  Low  Average  satisfaction  satisfaction satisfaction 
(8  - 10)  (3  - 7)  (0  - 2)  score 
r-·---·  - - -· 
1,  The  place  you  live in  61%  32%  7%  7,49 
2,  Relations  with others  57  39  3  7,46 
3,  The  house  or flat  53  39  8  7,09 
4,  Standard of living  45  49  6  6,83 
5,  Use  of leisure  time  47  42.  '  10  6,74 
6,  Spare  time  43  46  10  6,52 
.. 
?,  Income  30  54  15  5,75 
8.  Type  of society  19  63  17  5,08 
.  ' 
9,  Functioning of democracy  17  60  .  21  4,82 
--------
Average  for all nine items  41  47  11  6,42 
1  The  aspects of satisfaction are listed in decreasing order of average  scores, 
Remember  that  job satisfaction  (for people in  paid·employment)  comes  just 
before  standard of living:  great satisfaction  (46~),  average satisfaction  (47o/o) 
anb  low satisfaction  (&~);  average  score  6,93~  Don't  knows  are not included, 
.· ... ·.· - 146....,. 
To  simplify the  presentation of results at the level of the 
Community  and  each  of the countries,  we  shall take only the 
average  scores for satisfaction into account.  It should  be 
remembers~ that the central point on  the scale is 5,0 and  any 
figure  above  this  (maximum  10)  measures  a  feeling  of satisfaction, 
while  any  figure  below  (minimum  0)  a  feeling of dissatisfaction. 
At  the level of the Community  as  a.  whole,  table 62  reveals 
a  second series of'interesting factswhich  will  be  gone into 
thoroughly in  part 2: 
1°  The  levels of satisfaction for men  and  women  are 
almost  equal  for each.of the areas mentioned, 
2°  Generally speaking,  the  over 55s are slightly more 
satisfied than  younger  ones,  although  the equality 
of levels of satisfaction  between  the  sexes is 
maintained  from  one  group  to  the next. 
3°  Satisfaction is barely influenced  by  level of 
education;  to  the  small  extent that there is any 
influence, it is the better educated  who  seem  the 
least satisfied,  except for housing,  standard of 
living,  income,  leisure and spare  time. 
4°  The  level of satisfaction is not quite  so  high in 
the  big  towns  as in  the smaller  towns  and villages, 
particularly as regards  housing,  locality and  spare 
time, 
.,  -' ·.· 
....  -· Men 
I 
+  +  I I -25  .1  25/541  .• 01 a  . 
I 
7,55  1 6,84  . 7 ,<18  1.  The  place  you  live in 
I 
7,52  7,12  7,45 I  2,  Relations  with  others 
6,91 1  3,The  house  or flat  7 ,08  ....  6,80  .....  ,\ 
··:,,_. 
4,  Standard of living · ::  6,B5 ...  6,51.,  .6;82 
., 
6,87 ·1 
''···  r'-:!  -· 
:.-'  '-, ,-
5.  Use  of  leisuz:~  time _.  6,98  6,65 
6,  Spare  time  6,431 6,23  5,80 
?,  Income  5,  72  15,06  5,92 
8,  Type  of society  4,98  I  4,12  4,91 
.. 
14,46  9, ·Filnctioning or democracy  4, 72  4,70 
Average  ttJr  all nine items  6,43  6,08  6,291 
-· 
Table 52 
SPECIFIC  INDICES  DF  SATTIBFACTION 
BY  AGE 1  SEX 1  LEVEL  OF  EDUCA Tlfllll  AND  SIZE  OF  LOCALITY 
Level of education  Size of locality 
Women 
~-.:..~--.......... ''· 
55+  Total  -25  25l54 I  55+  low 
..  ave- high  village small  big 
I 
rage  toW,  town 
•  r- • 
i 
. 8,04  7,42  5,86 
I  7,46 I 7,7,  7,55  7,48  7 ,,27  7 ;77  7,56  7,04 
7,82  7,<10  7,23 
i  .  7,48  7,53  7,25  ~,54  .. .},49  1,30 I  1,10  7,35 
I 
6,931'  7,;~· 
·.  '. 
7,51  7,10  6,85  7  00. 
.. 
7,21  . 7 ,20'  7,32  .  7,20:  6~67  .  '  ..  ... , 
..  7,07  .'6,81  6,77  . 6  I  , 78  I  6,88  6,61  7,10  7 ;·13  6,  74.  :},03  6,67 
.I 
.  ,  . .. 
•'•  ..  ..  '•  ,, . 
'•  '  .. 
7,59  6,51  6;62  6,13'  ?  ,16  ..  6,64  6;85  '6,90.  6,68  ..  6,B6  ~,66.:·.' 
. . 
7 ,·62 
.. 
6,59  6,20  6,12  7, 72  6,65  6,46  5,71  6,60  6,57  6,36 
5,  72  5,77  5,33  5,95  5,71  5,53  6,19  5,76  5,70  $,93  5,65 
5,23  5,16  5,00  5,04  5,49  5,07  5,36  4,59  5,16  4,98  5,09 
4,89  .  4,91  4,63  4,81  5,29  4,78  5,16  4,36  4,86  4,78  4,80 
6,83  6,41  6,17.  6,28  ,6;80  6,37  6,59  6,24  6,49  6,49  6,25 
I 
:.  _ ... · 
.:.·· 
.... 
-.l 
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Although;  generally speaking,  the Jevels,of satisfaction are  .... 
very  similar:,  regardless of  sexi···age~·: level of education  and 
·;  : 
size of locality of interviewees;'. major differences can  be 
discerned  from  one  country to another. 
Countries can  be  class:i. fied in  ~wd different ways: 
1. 
2, 
3. 
4, 
5~ 
6. 
7. 
e. 
9. 
" 
~  \ 
1°  By  average  scores for·the  nin~ aspects of satisfactiont 
Denmark  has  the  highest a\lerage,  followed  by  Ireland, 
Belgium,  Luxembourg  and.  the Netherlands.  Germany  and 
the United  Kingdom~e above  the Community  average,  but 
France  and Italy fall  pelow. 
« 
AVERAGE  BY  COUNTRY  FOR  11-IE  NINE  SCORES  FOR  SATISFACTION· 
Denmark  7,51 
treland  7.32 
Belgium  7.30 
Luxembourg  7.10 
Netherlands  7.05 
Germany  6,73 
United Kingdom  6.68 
Communit~ avera9:e  6.42 
France  6.18 
Italy  5.54. 
2°  By  placings  :i,.n  the classification for  each aspect of 
satisfaction,  which  enables  us  to eliminate  from  the 
international comparison  any  differences in  the way 
people  reply to  a  series or  ~uestions on  the  same  scale; 
the order is almost  the  same: 
./. 
1  Job  satisfaction has  not been  taken into account here since the 
question  was  not  put to  people  who  we.ra  nat· in paid employment. - 149  "7 
AVERAGE  PLACINGS  FOR  11-lE  NINE  TYPES  OF  SATISFACTION 
1. Denm1;3.rk  2' .33 
2.  Ireland  3  .oo 
3.  Belgium  3  .22 
4.  Luxembourg  4  .11 
5.  Netherlands  4  ,33 
6.  United Kingdom  5  .6? 
?.  Germany  6  .oo 
8.  France  ?  ,56 
9,  Italy  ;:- 8  ,?8' 
.  .  '  ...  · 
Thils,  whatever means  of· classi.fication- we  use,  all the mmall 
countries,  as different as  they are.from  each  other,  particularly 
in  the  socio-economic field,  are,in  the_lead,  in front  of the 
'  1 
four  'big'  countries, 
The  differencesbetween  countrie~_for.~~ch aspect of satisfaction 
:·:; (  ;:  '  :I 
are also very clear,  as table 63  shows. ' 
The  greatest spread .  appears in 
1 the··  t~d last i terns  - type of society 
and  the functioning  of  democracy~,· for  wf"!~ch  the degree  of 
satisfaction in  the three  countrj_es  with  the highest scores ·(Lux-
embourg,  Germany  and Belgium)  is ve~y m~ch higher than  in  the 
three countries with  the  lowest scores  (United Kingdom,  France 
and,  above  all, Italy). 
.  I . . 
1  These  rf?sul ts con firm  those  recorded in 19? 3'  cf. 
"Satisfaction et insatisfaction  quant~ux conditions  de 
vie  dans les pays  de  la Cominunaute  europeenne."  Brussels,  19?4, 
·  .. , 
:.·i 
..  : 
,, 
..  ···'.; - ISO-
Table 63 : 
SPECIFIC  INDICES  OF  SATISFACTION 
IN  EACH  OF  TI-lE  COUNTRIES  OF  ·TI-lE  COMMUNI 1Y 
1.  The  locality 
Ireland 
Denmark 
Belgium 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Luxembourg 
Community  average 
France 
Italy 
Germany 
4,  Standard of living 
Denmark 
Oelgium 
Netherlands 
Luxembourg 
United Kingdom 
Ireland 
Germany 
Com~unity overage 
France 
Italy 
7,  Income 
8,66 
8.48 
8,:).4 
7,77 
7,62 
7,53 
7,49 
7.  '37 
7,34 
7,28 
8,16 
7,75 
2,  Relations with others  3,  The  house  or. flat 
Ireland 
Denmark 
United Kingdom 
Belgium 
8.  96  Ireland 
8,57  Denmark 
8  ~ bo,- Belgium 
_7,79  Luxembourg 
Luxembourg  7,67  Netherlands 
Community  average  7,46  United Kingdom 
Germany  7,42  Community  average 
France  7.16  Germany 
Italy  7,05  France 
NethP.rlands  7,02  Italy 
5,  Leisure  time 
Denmark 
Ireland 
6.  Spare  time 
8.16  Ireland 
7,70  Netherlands 
7.36  Belgium 
7 ,'94  Netherlands 
7,86  Denmark 
?,59  Belgium 
7,16  United Kingdom 
7,04  Luxembourg 
7 •  28  Luxembourg 
?,25  United Kingdom 
7.01 
6,83 
Germany  6,  77  Community  average 
6,65 
5,93 
Community  average  6,74  France 
France 
Italy 
6,21 
6,00 
Germany 
Italy 
8,29 
7.94 
7.92 
7,80 
7,60 
7.41 
7,09 
7.06 
6,96 
6.48 
?,56 
?,55 
?,54 
?.39 
6.90 
6,?2 
6.52 
6.42 
6,33 
6,04 
8 .  Type  of sdciety  9,  The  functioning of 
--------------------------~--------------------·----_,~--~d~e~m~o~c~r~a~c~y--------·-------
Denmark 
Netherlands 
Oelgiuin 
Luxembourg 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
Germany 
Community  average 
France 
Italy 
7.rn 
6,77 
6,74 
6,73 
6,34! 
6.16  !I 
5,99 
5.?5  ~ 
5,34  J  4,841 
Luxembourg 
Germany 
Belgium 
Ireland 
Denmarl< 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Community  average 
France 
Italy 
6, 58  Germany 
· 6. 41  ~Luxembourg 
;1 
6,38  Belgium 
6,02 
s.se 
5,55 
5.11 
5,03 
4172 
3.31 
Denmark 
Netherlar:1ds 
Ireland 
Community  average 
France 
nited Kingdom 
rtaly 
6,26 
6.10 
6,04 
5,76 
5.67 
5.11 
4,82 
4,81 
4,62 
2.83 ....  151-
VIII 
TiiE  FEELING  OF  HAPPINESS 
The  recent success of.the notion  of "quality of life" has 
resulted in the  psycho-social content of fairly similar 
notions  such  as  "satisfaction 
11
,  "happiness
11
, 
11weil...,being" 
and  so  on  being  better defined. 1  ·It: is· generally thought 
that the idea of satisfaction corresponds  to a  certain state 
of well-being of which  the  dominant factor would  be  a  material 
one  (security,  comfort etc),  whelreas  the idea of happiness 
is more  associated  with individual,  even  personal,  factors 
such  as  health  and  personal relations. 
A survey of the  comparative attitudes of men  and  women  could 
not fail to  attempt  to measure·the,highly subjective,feeling 
of happiness. 
"Coming  to more  personal  matters,  taking all-things 
together,  how  would  you  say  things are  these  days 
- would  you  say  you're very  happy1  pretty happy or 
not  too  happy  these· day~?  ••2 
As  for satisfaction,  the  answers  of men  and  women  were  very 
similar.  In  the  Community  as  a  whole,  16~ of interviewees 
said the  were  very happy,  54°/o  that they  were  pretty happy 
and  27~~ not  too  happy. 
1  In particular,  see the  study_  ·o.Saint-Paul 
2 
carried out for  the  French Ministry fur  the  Quality of Life: 
11Pour une  definition  subjective  de  la quali  te de la vie". 
Paris,  November  1974. 
The  question  deliberately leaves out  the more  negative aspects 
('f'airly  unhappy"  and  "very  unhappy")  so  as  to avoid  any 
hesitation in  the  answers.  This  means  that those  who  feel 
fairly or very  unhappy  probably .chose  the  "not  too  happy" 
answer. 
.·j 
'- '  ·.  -~· 
',··  .  ,, 
'·  .• 
..  _:' 
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Age  has little influence on  the feeling of happiness in  men, 
although,  in women,  the· "very happy"  answers  decrease with 
age. 
Happiness also increases with  level  of education  and  income, 
but the most significant variable seems  to  be  family situation 
- as  one  might ,have  expected.  Married  people or people living 
as married claim  to  be  happy  twice as often as  divorcees or 
people  who  are separated or widowed.  Single people fit in 
somewhere  between ~ese two  groups. All 
Men 
\'/omen 
;,;...  153- .. 
Table  64 
GENERAL  FEELING  OF  HAPPINESS 
BY  AGE1 SEX,  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION,  SIZE  OF  LOCALITY,  INCOME 
AND  FAivliLY  SITIJATION 
(Whole  Community) 
Very  happy  Pretty happy Not  too  happy 
16%  54%  27% 
15  54  28  .. 
15- 24  14  53  30 
25- 54.  15  57  26 
55  and  over  15  51  30 
17 1  53  27 
15- 24  21  ''56  20 
25- 54  17  55  25 
55  and  over  14'  47  35 
i 
Level  of education 
low  13  5.2  32 
average  ie  58.  21 
high  20  54  22 
Size of locality  ·. 
village  16  . - 55  27 
small  town  16.  54  27  .. 
big  town·  16  52  28 
Family  income 
low  14  47  37 
averaae  15  S6  26  .. 
high  20  60  18 
Family situation 
single  13  53  30 
married  17.  56  25 
living as  marrlsd  23  .. ..  . :41  27 
divorced  8  "  •·  ~ ,' 
"  43  41 
..  separated  2  ..  33  54 
widowed  11  45  40 
'  .. 
Don't know 
-
3% 
3 
3 
2 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
. .::' 
2 
3 
2  • "•··  '  'r  •  •  \~ 
.  ·-
.,•: 
4 
. 2. 
9 
8 
11 
4 
-· 
.  ' .. The  differenc8s  uetwBun  i;J.e  countries are less noticeable 
than  for  the feeling of satisfaEtion,  although  the countries 
are listed in  much  the  same  way  for both.  Denmark  and  Belgium 
are in  the lead and  France, ·Germany_and Italy are in  the rear. 
Denmark 
Belgium 
Netherlands 
Luxembourg 
United Kingdom 
Ireland 
Community  average 
France 
Germany 
Italy 
Very  happy 
38~ 
35°/o 
3lo/c 
249~ 
22~~ 
17o/J 
16 
16 
11 
6 
Very satisfied 
5l'}'c 
39';~ 
33'/c 
26°/o 
33'/o 
36ot 
20 
16 
13 
7 
Women  seem  a  little  happier  .than  men  in  Denmark,  the United 
Kingdom  and Ireland and,  generally speaking,  younger  women 
are  a  little hapPf3r  than  older ones.  Family situation mP.kes  a 
difference almost  everywhere,  particularly in  Denmark.  It is 
clear that the feeling of happiness is closely linked,  for 
both  men  and  women,  to  the more  personal aspects of  life 
as it is lived in  a  given  culture. . -. 
Total 
Denmark  ~5% 
Belgium  34 
Netherlands  32 
Luxembourg  22 
U.K.  19 
Ireland  14 
France  14 
Germany  12 
Italy  5 
-25 
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·Table 65 
THE  FEELING  OF  HAPPINESS 
BY  SEX  AND  AGE 
("Very  happy~'.  answer  s; 
Men 
25/54  55+  Total 
: 
by  country) 
women 
_,-25  25/54 
. ' 
42%  37%  '30%.  4'1%,  41%  46% 
36  . 35  30  38  46  40 
27  33  33  30  35  33 
15  25  20  26  IJ  :H 
16  23'  13  25  26  24 
14  16  11  19  27  17 
1&  13  15  18  25  18 
11  9  18  10  15  11 
6  5  6  6  11  3 
,. 
;\'.  ·  . 
.  . ·, 
;  ;  . 
55+ 
31% 
31 
21 
28 
25 
15 
13 
6 
6 
' 
Family situation 
marxl.ed 
or  · 
uving 
marJ:Ied 
42% 
39 
22 
2-9 
23 
17 
18 
13' 
4 
single jdiv'ed 
32% 
37 
36 
.18 
16 
17 
17 
9 
7 
sep'ed  !wicl' ed 
- 18% 
17 
9 
8 
20 
12 
13 
5 
7 
. 
- ...... 
.. 
_;:, 
-~ ;  : ! . 
·.:.  -
-~ '  :  . 
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IX 
.... 
A  TIT TIJDES  TO  11-!E  EUROPEAN  COMMUNI 1Y 
AND  THE- UNIFICATION  OF  EUROPE 
Previous  stud_ies  have  shown  that sex is a  poor predictor 
of attitudes to Europe,  In  almost. all. countries it comes 
"•.  . 
after political colour,.level of-education,  profession  and 
income,  even  when  interrelations between  these variables are 
taken into account.1 
We  shall not  deal  with  the replies to the many  questions  on 
the Common  Market,  the  European  Community  and  the unification 
~f Europe  that were  put in  this  s~rvel ·  __ ·We  shall simply 
mention  three questions- one  on.the Common  Market,  another 
on  the unification of  E~rope and  a  third on  the influence 
that the  development  of the Community  could have  on  the 
evolution of women•s  status. 
1.  11-!E  COMMON  MARKET 
"Generally  speal<ing,  do· you  think. that {your country's) 
membership  of the  Common  Ma:i;<et  is a  good  thing, 
a  bad  thing or neither good  nor bad?" 
In  the Community  as a  whole,  5SO/u.of  respondents  think that 
the Common  Me.rket  is a  good  thing,·  as•'ag~:lnst gch  who  think 
.  j  .  .i  - ~ 
the  opposite  and  32o/a  who  don't  k·naw:  or who  faii  to reply. 
Positive answers  are slightly more  common  among  men  (6~~ as 
against  59o/o  for women),  Younger men  and  older women  are 
slightly more  in  favour,  but  the most important variable here · 
is level of education. 
. I. 
1  See  "L 'Europe  vue  par les Europeans",  Brussels,  Ai.igust  19'74, 
2  See  Euro-Barometer No  3,  June..:July  1'9?5, 
; 
'. :; 
;  ' 
,_.,_ 
. ':·.: - 1.57-
There is  no  significant difference between  the sexes in 
the  case of clear-cut -_whether positive or negative.;.  answers. 
11-IINK  11-IE  COMMON  MARKET  IS A  GOOD  11-IING 
(per 100  people  who  repl>_') 
Men  86~ ' 
15  - 24  88' 
25  - 54  . 85 
55  and  over  88 
Women  R?"/~ 
15 - 24  es 
25  - 54  89' 
55  and  over  85 
Women  are as much  in  favour  as men,. there  being no  significant 
difference  due  to  age,  once  the>.'  have  t~·proper socio-political 
abilit>_'  (education,  information  etc)  to  form  a  judgement. 
'. 
;:-•. 
. .  ~· 
.  . .  ~  .. en 
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Table  66 
. IS  11-IE  COMMON  MARKET  A  GOOD  OR  A  DAD  11-IING? 
-·=r=r  ra·.,. · i·'h  ... Jia.,;"  · ···w ··· 
1 
.. C  ....  ..  s.-..~·~·,-,.·-:..·· . 
All 
t.1en 
15 - 24 
25 - 54 
55  and over 
l'iomen 
15 - 24 
25 - 54 
55  and  over 
Level  of education 
low 
average 
high 
BY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
(Whole  Community) 
Good  thing  Bad  thing  Neither 
good nor 
bad 
59%  9%  23% 
63  10  21 
57  8  29  . 
64  11  20 
66  9 ._,;; 
-'  '  :  18 
'  -. 
55  8  25 
57  8  25 
57  7  26 
50  9  24 
52  11  24 
53  7  24 
76  4  17 
- . 
Don't 
know 
9% 
---
6 
6 
5 
7 
12 
10 
10 
17 
13 
6 
3 .• 
.  '"~."· . 
..  ·  .·  .  '·  ',·  . ·  .. 
The  countries car( be{ divided irto two  groups  - the six 
..  .  .  .  .  . . .  ~ / .. ·  . 
"founder" countries) where  six or·  sev~n out of ten  of the 
.  .  t ..  ··  ·-..  .  . 
people in  ter!Jewed.  are iri  favour:i of the Common  Market  and 
the  th:r·ee  new  Membe~s.  (See tabfe,  '6?) • 
.  !  ;  ,,  . 
'.•  t:  ... 
Men  in all countries are  more  in- f~vour than  women,  particularly 
in Ireland,  the  Netherl~nds  anc:J:B~i~ium.· . Age  produces  a 
different reaction,  according  to,'  country' and  sex - older men 
'  . ' 
are  more  in  favour,  except in  Be_lgfum  ~nd Luxembourg;. older 
women  are less in  favour,  except'.in  · the United Kingdom  and  ---·  .  ~ ..  :  ,,,. 
Denmark. 
In  some  ifthe countries,  these  differences  can  be  explained  by 
the influence of education -which.plays  a  particularly 
important part in  Belgium,  Germany,  the United Kingdom  and  the 
Netherlands;  in  Belgium,  for example,  although  young  people, 
especially women,  are very much  more· pro-Common  Market  than 
ther elders, it is probably  becat.ise·ttiey  are  better educated 
and  better informed,  Another influence also  tends  to 
determine attitudes- national  cultu~e and,  one  might add, 
the length of time actually spent in: the. Community.· 
It is striking to note  that,  although  th~·difference between 
I  ~ >  "r ·,  •  ' 
both  sex's attitudes and  the  difference according to level of 
education  are similar in size, on  av'erage,  in  the six "founder" 
Members,  in  the  three  new  Member States,  age  has  a  different 
influence. 
Women  of 55  and  over in the Six are much  less in  favour  than 
the  younger  ones,  whereas  (except in  Belgium  and in  Luxembourg) 
older men  are slightly mare  in  favour,  ..  However,  people in  the  -- ..  ·····~ 
same  age  group  in  the  fhree,  and  men  in'pp.rticular,  are much 
mare  in  favour  than  the  younger ones  (see  table ffi) , 
., 
·,1 
··  One  hypothesis  here is that the favourable attitude of the  women 
is influenced in  a  standard  way  by  level  of education  when  the 
country in guestian  has  had fairly long experience of life in 
the Community, 
'  ':  '  ~ 
.'  ';.-· 
·: 
··} 
.  ~  ~ .. '. 
': .  :  ~  ..  ; 
. :  :  ~ '  ~~ t  ..  ·,  .: .. 
. :'•. 
'  ·~ . 
·.··  . •,  ,. 
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Table 6? 
PRO-COMMON  t::AAI<E T ATTITUDES 
BY  AGE,  SEX  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATIGl 
..  )1 
("Good  thing"  answers,  by  country 
~ 
Men 
,_ .  .-
.Women  !-evel of education  .  . 
Total  -25  25/54  55.+  Total  -25  25/54  55+  low  f!-Mge 
Italy  <71%)  76%  69%  78%  75%  67%  7i%  67%  63%  68%  76% 
Lux'bourg  (65%)  67  81  65  61  62  80  63  52  67  66 
France  (64%>  70  57  73  73  59  62  59  54  55  69 
. ' 
N'lands  (64%)  71  67  75  67  57  69  ..  59  47  55  73 
Belgium  (57%>  64  74  64  55  51  73  51  39  41  63 
Germany  (56%->  59  59  56  64  54  56  56  50  50  59 
: 
Ireland  (50%>  59  50  60  61  '•42  44  40  43  43  56 
.-
UK  (47%l  51  36  53.  56  43  -~4  48  40  40  56 
Denmark  (36%)  40  24- 44  .  39  34  . .19  -·  35  39  32  44 
... 
'. 
1  Countries are· listed in  decreasing order for fequency. of  "Common  Market is a  good 
thing"  answers.  The  percentages in brackets are fdr  total respondents 
in each  country. 
high 
.. 
79% 
58 
73 
80 
82 
81 
53 
70 
40 
--· ,. 
Belgium 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Six 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United  Kingdom 
Three 
" 
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Table  EB  . 
DIFFERENCES-IN  YOUNG  AND  OLD 
PEOPLE 'S  AT TI TIJDE  TO  TI-lE  COMMON  MARKET 
BY  SEX  AND  AGE 
····-. ..  ......  .... ..... ,.. ~  .. ..................  --
~:en  WC'men 
55+  Difference  -25  -~;----, 
·----------·-- ... 
74%  55%  -19  73% 
59  64  +  5  56 
57  73  +•16  62 
69  75  +  6  71 
81  61  '-20  80 
67  6'7  0  69 
---
64  69  ....  5  64 
,_-:-
' 
-··  .,··, 
24%  39%  +15  19%  ..  ·i 
50  61  ' 
. +  11·  .  44 
36  56  .  <·20  34 
·-
-·  .. 
36  55  +19  34 
- - -
.  ~--. 
.;:  '· 
. .  ~ 
" 
--
55+  0 if fcrencG 
39%  -34 
50  - 6 
54  - 8 
63  - 8 
52  -28 
47  -22 
53  -11 
·:·  ·  .. ··  ..  · 
. :.~  . 
39%  +20 
43  - 1 
40  + 6 
-
40  +  6 
..  .  ~  ~, .. 
.  :: 2.  TI-lE  UNIFICA TIO'l  OF  EUROPE 
.  .' ..  ·  .. ;.  :: 
.,  '' 
.. '':' 
·  ..  ' 
•  •  ~  > 
"All  things•consider.ed,  areyou in  favour of the 
unification of Europe,'agairi$tit,  or are you 
indifferent?  n 
!•' 
..  . 
Seven  out of ten  people in  the Community  as  a  whole  ( 69'fc) 
are  very  much  in  favour  (351o}  or ,sam~·what in  favour  (34~)  .  '\., 
of the  uni  ficaticin of Europe. ' Ohly  ~.'9'l~  are against and 
22'7c  indifferent cil": don't knmv, 
-c.' 
Women  are much  less favourable. than· ·men.  Age,  here  again, 
has  a  different  influen~e for each  sex  •..  Men  in  the  15  - 24 
bracket are  less· f,avourabJe than  thei/·elder~ whereas  women 
I.  .  ·»,  ·,. 
of over 55  are less favourable; , 
Level  of education is the most  importa~t variable. 
(See  table 69). 
. .... .  ~.  ,, 
~ :. ; . 
·,  '  ~~ ,.  ' 
All 
Men 
15  - 24 
25  - 54 
55  and  over 
Women 
15  - 24 
25- 54 
55  and  over 
Level  of educa'llon. 
low 
average 
high 
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Table  69 
ATTI TIJDES  ro  11-lE  UN I FICA TI[l\1  OF  EUROPE. 
Very  much 
in  favour 
-·-----
35% 
----·~ 
43 
. 32 
42 
51 
2B 
29 
2B 
2B 
30 
38 
50 
BY  SEX,·  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
(Whole  Community) 
·  .  .: 
Somewhat  Indiffer- Somewhat 
in  fnvour  ent  against 
r----.-
34%  15%  5% 
r-------·-:---"· 
32  12  4 
36  17  6 
33  .12- 5 
27  1.0  4 
'  : 
36  19  5. 
36  21  5 
39  .17  .5 
30  21  5 
32  19  6 
37  13  4 
35  B  3 
-
'·,' 
-
Very  much  Don't 
against  know 
4%  7% 
4  5 
3  6 
4  4 
4  4 
3  9 
2  7 
3  B 
4  12 
4  9 
3  5 
2  2 
.. 
'··: -'·. 
-
'  -~;. 
. . 
. ·,· 
i .... 
-· 
~.  .  ~ . 
. '. 
·: .. -
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The  differences between  the countries are much  more  marked  than 
for  the previous question.  Thus,  seven  or eight out of ten  (7&/o) 
are pro-unification in  the  founder  countries of the Community, 
as against 5aro  in  the  new  Member  States.  It should  be  noted, 
however,  that Ireland has  a  higher score  than  Belgium,  due  to 
the fact that people  who  say  they are indifferent or who  fail 
to answer  the question are  one  and  a  half times  more  numerous 
i;n  Belgium. 1 
1  Detailed comparison  of answers: 
1°  Of aoo  people interviewed  - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... 
Very  much  in  favour 
Somewhat  in favour 
Elan' t  mind;  indifferent · 
Somewhat  against 
Very  much  against 
Don't know;  no  reply 
:: 
''  . 
Bel!i!ium 
cjo 
·23 
32 
28 
2 
1 
14 
Total  .  ',:  '100 
2°  .Qf  _1.QO_p~o£1...§3_w_!2o_a!lsw.!'ire.£!· 
Very  much  in favour 
Somewhat  in favour 
Don't mind;  indifferent 
Very  much  against 
Total 
,. '·. 
: . ' ~  .  . 
40 
55 
3 
2 
100 
Ireland 
~ 
23 
.34 
22 
8 
7 
6 
100 
32 
tr7 
11 
10 
100 
'·· 
.  ~. ··:· 
' ' 
.  ·-~ ~ : 
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In ali countries except  Luxembourg~  women  are less pro--
unification  than  men.  The  difference is mqst marked in Ireland,' 
I caly  and  Belgium  arid  is due·,  to  a  very  large extent,  to the 
number  of "indifferent"  answers  or.  the  don't knows  - which 
are much  more  common  among  womel)• 1· · 
Here  again,  age  has  a  different influence according to  sex and · 
country,  but there is also  some  variation  with  what  we  noticed 
above  (see table 68) as  regards  the  answer  on  the Common 
Market. 
Older  men  again  tend to  be  sl~ghtly:more in favour  than  younger 
men,  but,  as  before,  Belgium is  an-~X,ception to  the  rule. 
The  tendency is more  m~rked in· the;  ne~;Member States.  There is, 
thus'  little difference in  distribution  here  and  distribution 
of attitudes to the Common  Market. 
Older  women  are~  favourable. than·younger women,  particularly 
in Belgium,  but in Italy,  the NetherlMds  and  Germany  as well. 
In  the URited Kingdom,  older women  are very much  more  in  favour 
than  younger  women  of the unification-of Europe;  their attitude 
is much  more  marked.here  than  theirattitude  to  the Common 
Market.  The  trend is much  the  same  as  we  observed in-the 
question  on  the Common  Mc:rket,  but mUch  more clear-cut, . especially 
in the United Kingdom. 
. I. 
1' Percentage of "indifferent" answers and  don't knows,  by  country; 
Men  Women  M/W 
·Italy  11~  28°/o  2.5 
Netherlands  . 18~~  35F/o  1.9 
Ireland  18~  35f/o  1.9 
Denmark·  2Cf'/o  34o/o  1.? 
France  l:JI/o  22!'/o  1.? 
Germany  ,lr:r/c.  24o/o  1.6 
·.• 
Belgium  .,  .. 34°/c  49'7~  1.4 
United Kingdom  230~  330~  1.4 
Luxembourg  lBo/o  l?o/a  0.9 
•'' 
..  : 
·I. 
! 
L 
[  ,  . 
.. ~. 
.;  ; 
•· 
. ;  r··. 
~--·  . 
.  . '  ;  .  . .  ~  " . 
·,·  .  .. 
1'.'.' 
'.  .  -~  . 
·., 
.. :· 
_,:.. 
~l 
'. 
... ... :, 
I. 
.·( 
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Level  of education  has  a  significant effect in almost  all 
countries,  and  Belgium  and  the United K:;_ngdom  in parti:oular. 
It would  seem,  ultimately,  that a subject with  a  more  political 
bia~ like the unification of  Europ~ meets  with  relatively 
less favour  (or,  more  exactly,  comes  up  against  a  greater 
amount  of indifference)  among  older women  in  those countries 
where  such  women  are less well  educated and less versed in 
politics (Belgium).However,  other variables intervenc-:l,  as 
can  be  seen in the case of the United,Kingdom  where anti-
Europe  campaigns  have  probably·made  a  greater impression  on 
younger women  -i.e.  those  that are better educated and  more 
politicized- and  made  them  tend  to abstain rather than  vote 
against. 
Table 70  shows,  by  country,  the  distribu-tion  of pro-unification 
attitudes by  sex,  age  and  !Level  of,_education. 
.  .  ;  . .  . 
T~:~ble 71  highlights: the  difference in  frequency  of pro-unification 
.. 
attitudes,  by  country,  sex and  for  the  two  extreme age  groups. 
Table 72  gives the full results by sex · 'and  age  for Belgium 
and  the United Kingdom  so  as to  show  the major differences 
that exist -in  two  countries that have  much  the  same  averages 
.. 
for pro-unification attitudes- .. in  women, in particular 
according  to  whether_  they are  "able"  to·. deCide  one  way  or the 
other. 
. ' 
'·  t,.: 
; 
.. 
! '  .  . 
h  .. 
'  ;  ~ 
>' 
·l"" 
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·.Table ?0 
PRo-uNrF:tcA rioN  A  rir ruoEs 
BY  AGE,  SEX  AND  'LEVEL ·OF  EDUCA TI(}.J 
("Very much  in  favo~r"·& "Somewhat  in  favour"  answers 
by co uri try)  1-
''  Men  Women  l,.evel  of education 
Total  -25  25/54  55.+  Total.  ;-25  25/54  55+  low  ave-
I  rage 
. - ·····---·  -
L'bourg  (80%>  80%  85%  78%  82%  81%.  . 84%  81%  72%  79%  79t' 
France  (77'{,)  82  76  82  85  74  70  74  75  68  83 
Germany  <77%>  82  75  79  90  . ·73'  77  79  63  72  82 
Italy  (77'{,)  85  83  87  84  69  83  67  60  71  86 
,. 
N'lands  (65%>  72  65  77  67  59  67  62  48  56  77 
Belgium  (52%>  63  69  66  55  48  63  53  32  39  60 
Six  (76%)  81  -78  81  84  70  76  72  62  69  81 
---
Ireland  (57%>  66  51  66  74  46  45  54  47  51  62 
UK  (50%l  55  40  55  61  . 46  32  51  46  44  59 
I 
Denmark  (41%>  43  31  47  43  4 i  36  43  39  37  52 
·----f'-· 
Three  (50%)  54  40  55  61  46  33  50  46  44  59 
I 
,. 
1  Countries are listed in  decreasing order of frequency  of "very  much  in  favour" 
answers.  Tm.percentages in  brackets refer to  the  number  of people interviewed 
in each  country. 
\ 
high 
···~ 
\81% 
87 
87 
89 
80 
84 
87 
63 
71 
46 
68 
·•'.; 
:.:: Belgium 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Six 
Denmark 
Ireland 
UK 
Three 
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DIFFE~NCES BETWEEN- YOUNG  AND  OLD  PEOPLE'S 
A  TIT ltJDE  TO  THE  UNIFICA liON  OF  EUROPE 
BY  SEX  AND  COUNTRY 
("Very  much  in favcur"  and  "somewhat in  favour") 
·····---··  .. ..  -~  .- .......  -·. -- -~ . .  ...........  ·- .  -·- ...  --~-- ... 
...  Men  Women 
-25  55+  Di ffercnce  -25  55+ 
69%  55%  -14  63%  32% 
75  90  +15  77  63 
76  85  + 9  70  75 
83  84  +  1  83  60 
85  82  - 3  84  72 
65  67  +.2  67  48 
78  84  + 6  76  62 
... 
31%  43%  .+ 12  36%  39% 
51  74  +23  45  47 
40  61  +21  32  46 
40  61  +21  33  46 
.!  . 
.  . ~ - ·-
-
Difference 
-· 
-31 
-14 
+ 5 
-·23 
-12 
-19 
-14 
-· 
+ 3 
+  2 
+14 
+13 
--· • 
-25 
% 
Very  pro- 32 
SomovJhat  pro- 37 
Indifferent  23 
Somewhat  anti- 2 
Very anti-
Don't  knovJ  6 
Total  100 
Very  pro- 45 
Somewhat  pro- 52 
Somewhat  anti- 3 
Very  anti-
'. 
•  Total  100 
·.; 
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Table 72 
DIFFERENCES  IN  ATTITIJDE  IN  BELGIUM  AND  lHE  UNITED  KINGDOM 
TO  lHE  UNIFICA lioN  OF  EUROPE 
BY  . SEX  AND  AGE 
. Belgium  (52%>  Unl ted· Kingdom 
Men  Women  M13n 
25/54  55+  -25  25/54  55+  -25  25/54  55+  -25 
%  %  'f,  '  %  %  %  %  %  % 
10 
'E8!  lOQ,Ea~ple_ !n~e£V!e~£ 
25  30  23  '18  16  13'  33  42  15 
41  25  40  .·  35  16:  27  22  19  17 
22  23  25  27  ' 44 ...  27  17  11  33 
1  4  1  3  ''1  12  12  8  12 
1  3  1  J '  1  12  11  14  8 
10  15  10  16  22  9  5  '6  15 
100  100  100  100  100'.  100  100.  100  100 
,.,  .t 
.  · .. 
20  £~  l~  £8£~le ~£  ~n~w~re£ 
37  48  35  '32  47  '  20  42  50  29 
60  40  62  61.  47'  42  28  23  33 
)  T  1  5'  3  1.9  16  10  23 
)  3  5 
)  3  2  3  19  14  17  15 
}  ) 
100  100  100  100.  100  100  100  100  100 
·  .. ·,  .  .  ~  . .  . 
(50%> 
Women. 
25/54  55+ 
., 
.. 
%  % 
·  .. 
26  24 
25  22 
17  20 
11  12 
9  11 
12  11 
100  100 
37  35 
'. 
~5  32 
1_._ 
15  17 ·  .. 
13  16 
-
100  100 .- ~  \' 
..  ~  .· 
·..;, 
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3.  lHE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNI ll' 
AND  lHE  CHANGE  IN  WOMEN  'q STAlUS 
"Do  you  think  the  development of the European 
Community  (Commoljl  Market)  would  have  a  good 
or bad  effect,  or no  effect at all on  the 
situation of women?"  · 
Only  34cjo  of interviewees in  the Community  as  a  whole  think 
that the  development  of the  EEC  can_have  a  good  effect on 
women's  status;  ~"/a  think it will have a  bad effect and  62ojo 
do  not  think there is any  connection  between  the  two. 
There is little difference  between  men  and  women  here, 
except that the latter,  and  the older ones  in particular, 
are much  more  likely not to answer. 
The  level of education affects the  don'~ knows  and  has  an  in-
'" 
dir.ect effect on  pcsitive ·answers,  but  the fact'that the 
answer that explicitly  ~haws non-perception of any relation 
between  the  two  subjects  ("No:  ~?ffect at all") ·is constant 
at all three levels of education clearly reveals  that this 
is the most  wide-spread attitude·.· 
See  table 73. 
Age  has little affect among  men~~. The  two  ,attitudes whert:J  .age 
is significant - the European  Community  and  women's  status-
. show  opposite  tendencies  - older men  .·.are  more  often in 
favour in  the United Kingdom,  Ireland ~nd,Luxembourg.  The 
opposite is true in  Belgium  where,  as was  made  clear earlier, 
older people are exceedingly indifferent. 
• 
.. 
.  ~·. All 
Men 
IV omen 
Level 
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· Table ?3 • 
ANTICIPATED  INFLUENCE  OF  THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  11-IE  COMMUNI1Y 
ON  A  CHANGE  IN  WOMEN'S  STATIJS 
BY  SEX,  AGE  AND  LEVEL  OF.  EDUCATION 
(Wh~le Community} 
Go£Rfluence 
Bad 
influence 
.. 
34%  4% 
37  . 6. 
15  - 24_  35  5 
25 - 54  37.'  6 
55  and  over  . 38  5 
' 
.. 
32  3 
15  - 24  34.  3 
25  - 54  35 
.. 
3 
'  55  and  over  24  ..  3 
.  ,. 
of education 
low  30  .5 
average  36  4 
high  . 4_6  3 
No  influence 
at all 
...  ··--··  .. 
37% 
37 
39 
40 
32 
36 
39 
35 
.  .  36 
36 
38 
36 
- -
~Rs~t 
. ..  ~--··-· ------
25% 
-
20 
21 
17 
25 
29 
24 
27 
37  .  . 
.. 
29 
22 
15 
..  ~ .'  / 
"  ;- ~  -.:  . 
:, . 
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Italy is in  the lead for  favourable  answers,  followed. by 
Ireland and  France.  Germany,  Denmark  and  the United Kingdom 
are in  the rear.  These  placings show  that'the public in the 
various countries attaci'Ylg  gx;eat  importance  to the  problem 
of women's  status is but little inclined to  expect  the 
development  of the Community .to have· any effect.1  Also,  in 
Denmark  and  the United Kingdom,  there is a  larger proportion 
than  elsewhere thinking that,there will  be  a  negative influence. 
See  table ?4. 
Age  is a  greater  factor in  women,  except in Denmark  and 
the United Kingdom  and older women's  an~wers in  most  countries 
reflect less interest in women's  status and  the European 
Community. 
Level  of education  has  almost .the  same  effect everywhere,  in 
that it brings about a  clear decrease in  don't ·l<nows  (as: ·the 
level goes  up);  although  i~ has  has far less bearing on 
indifference.  In certain  count~es (Luxembourg,  Belgium, 
Franc~,  the Netherlands  and: th~  ;united 'Kingdom) 1 it even 
appeaz:-s  that it:-is tending to increase and  this shows·  just 
how  slight a  relationship is perceived  between  the European 
Community  anc.l  wbmen's  stata.s.  However;  the effect of education 
on  .the attitude in  question  i~~·generally·speaking, positive, 
particularly in Ireland and B~lgium_. 
:.  i 
See  table ?5. 
1  See  table 1,  page 6. 
.~ 
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Table ?4 
ANTICIPATED  INFLUENCE  OF  TI-lE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  TI-lE  COMMUNI1Y 
.  .  . 
ON  WOMEN'S  STA lUS : 
(By  country) 
Expect  thsre  to· be  an,. 
.,  effect  Expect there 
to  be  Don't 
"  know 
no 
good  ·bad  effect 
;  .  -- -----
Italy  54%  2%  2o%  24% 
·.,t 
Ireland  51  6  30  13 
France  41  '  2  31  26 
Oelgium  34  '  2.  22  42 
'' 
'  6: 
·, 
32  Luxembourg  34  '  2B 
Netherlands  31  4  27  38 
. ' 
26  4  . '  51  19  Germany  ·• 
:  ·. 
Denmark  21  .,  9  36  34 
United  Kingdom  19  -·  9  47  25 Italy  (54%) 
Ireland  (51%> 
France  (41%> 
Belgium  (34%> 
Luxembourg  (34%) 
Netherlands  01%) 
Gernany  (26%) 
Denmark  (21%> 
U.K.  (19%) 
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Table 75 . 
GOOD  EFFECT  OF  lHE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  lHE  COMMUNITY  ON  lHE 
CHANGE  IN  VJO.IEN '5 STA rus 
-
Men 
Total  -2)  25/54 
58%  53%  62% 
52  43  55 
41  40  39 
38  47  39 
30  11  33 
36  27  41 
28  23  27 
23  21  22 
22  12  21 
("Good effect" anfwers, 
by  country) 
Women 
55+'  Total  -25  .. 
56%  49%  56% 
55  49  56 
45  40  39 
32  30  43 
36  36  32 
32  26  28 
30  25  22 
21  20  16 
27  17  18 
25/54  55+ 
52%  35% 
50  43 
44  33 
32  19 
44  26 
29  18 
30  20 
23  20 
17  17. 
1  Countries are listed in decreasing order for  "Good  effect" answers. 
. ; 
-
Level of education 
low  ave-'  high  rage 
·--· 
48%  63%  66%' 
39  57  68 
35  46  43 
24  38  49 
33  39  28 
25  38  41 
24  28  34 
17  29  25. 
•' 
18  20  28  ,. 
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·.Part II 
PROPOSED  EXPLANATION 
FOR  TI-lE  FORMATI[J\J  OF  ATTITIJDES  TD  WOMEN'S  STATIJS 
,,  ~- . 
·;· 
. ···.  ·.'  .. 
/, 
!  ·; 
;  ' 
'. ,· 
' ...... 
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I 
IN  TAODUC TION  TO  TI-lE  METI-lODOLOGY  USED 
Part I  showed  the  complexity of the  problem in question.  Men's 
and  women's  attitudes,  determined  both  by  individual characteristics 
(sex,  age,  education  etc}  and by the characteristics of the  society 
in which  they live are  sometimes  similar and  sometimes  different. 
These  determiners interact;  answers  to some  questions may  be 
statistically linked to  the  answers  to  ·others and  so  on. 
In  an  attempt to explain  how  these attitudes are  formed -that is 
to say to  draw as  simple as possible-conclusion  from  the  complexity 
of data gathered,  the  sine gua non  of any scientific study- we 
have  performed  a  number  of analyses:  ... , 
a  cluster analysis,aimed at classifying all 9500 
people interviewed according  to a  certain number 
of variables  (the answers  given  and  the  known 
characteristics of  eac~)  int~ a  limited number  of 
groups  (or types)  so  that the individuals are  as 
similar as possible and the  types as different as 
possible; 
- factor:  analyses,  for each  country,  of the answers 
given  to  questions directly  .touching on  our subject, 
in such  a  way  as to determine  whether,and  to what 
' 
extent,  the correlations between  these replies,  taken 
two  by  two,  can ·be  explained  by  a  small  number of 
"factors"; 
- a  so-called multiple classi  fi·cation  analysis,  which 
should enable  us  to measure-the  explanatory value of 
a  whole  series of  v~riables (s_ex,  age,  education, 
income,  etc)  and  the relative importance,  for each  of 
the factors  used,  of each- variable. in' relation to  the 
.. 
others,  in  the light of the inter-rela-tions· between 
:.  ~ 
them. 
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Each  of these methods  will enable  us  to put forward  hypotheses 
.  . 
and  perhaps conclusions,  on  the  basiS·Of the  data gathered, 
We  shall  begin  with  the cluster'analysis, 
CLUSTER  ANALYSIS  .OF '11-lE  PUBLIC 
IN  RESPECT  OF  ATTITIJDES  TO  WOMEN'S  STATIJS1 
.. 
This analysis consisted of  comb~ned treatment of the answers  to 
the  following questions: 
- the importance  attached to  the  problem  of women's  status; 
judgement of the  speed of change; 
- opportunity for  women,  as compared  to opportunity for 
men  to  succeed in li  f~  .; 
- the  areas of  discrimin~tion or disadvantage; 
~ the  image  of  poii. tics (should  be left to men) ; 
'  .  ~  .  -
.  ·: 
confidence in  a  man  or women  as parliamentary representati0e. 
The  result of this was  then  related  to  judgements about  the •.· 
breaking  down  cf these  differences  between  the sexes,  women  wanting 
fewer  differences,  the r8le of women  in poli  tic:s  and  the individual 
characteristiqs of the  inter~swees-._  ·:  :' 
The  analysis reveals,  by  means  of successive reductions,  various 
degrees of heterogeneousness and provides us  with  seven  groups  which 
can  then  be  reduced  to five major,types: 
.•  '·  ~  >, 
1  Analysis carried out under the  direc.tion of Helene  Ri ffaul t. 
.  ·: 
.. ·,. 
-~  . ··' 
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Type  i:militant supporters of change 
'fhis group contains 34,C  of all interviewees  and consists of· 
~h  men  and  5~/o women. 
These  militants think that women's  place in society i:s  an  important 
problem,  that the majority of women  want  there to ae. a  change  and 
the majority of men  don't,  than  ~om~n  a~e _right  to call for a 
breaking  down  of the  differences  between-the sexes and  that change 
is too  slow.  They  are. absolutely opposed  to politics being left 
to men  and  think that men  and  women  .s~cu,Jld: play identical r8les in 
politics.  Furthermore,  they. would  have  j'ust as much  confidence 
in  a  female  as a  male  repres·entative in- Parliament. 
There  are  two  sub-groups within  this type: 
the first  (lA),  14~ of the tdal,  comprising  4~/o men 
and  S7cja  women,  thinks that women  have  as much 
.  . 
opportuhi  ty as mm·to  succeed in life at the moment; 
the  second  (18),  20C/o~of. the total,  comprising  46o/o  men 
and  54~ women;  . thinks that women  have. less opportunity; 
this group  has  a  high proportion  of well  educated 
. ·' 
people  from  urban  areas. 
Both  these groups  of militant supporters of change.are the  ones. with· 
the most interest in political discussions;  their level of  sat~sfaction 
for materialistic items (housing,  :i_,ncpme,  standard  ~f living,  job 
and  so  on)  is very average,  but they are less satisfied than  the 
average interviewee with items involving the  type of society and  the 
func±ioning of democracy. 
Briefly then,  these are militant supporters of change  in  the broadest 
sense  of the  term  - they include,  but db  not only include,  what  are  u~uall} 
called "ueminists•:  The  group is the largest in size and  probably  has 
the greatest  influence~  It should not he  forgotten  that it contains 
slightly more  women  than  men. . - 179-. 
;, 
Type  2:  the  anti-change faction , · 
This  second group is,  of cpurse,  exactly opposite  to  the first  • 
.  ~- !  ~  ."  • 
It contains  18~~ of the total numbe_r  of interviewees and is very 
nearly equally divided  between  th~-'sexes  (5.3'7(,  men  and  4?o/o  women). 
The '!3.nti-changers"  think  that the  problem is of no  importance and 
that. women  have  j.ust as  muc~, :opportunity as  women.  They  think 
women  want  there .to  be  a  chang:: and they  think  they are wrong, 
The  majority of men  are against.· change.  Furthermore,  they .think 
things are  changing  too  quickly at the, present  time  • 
... 
This  group  thinfcs  that politics should  be left to  men  end  that, if 
women  want  to "take part'  they' should· play  a  different sort of (1l.rt. 
In  any  case,  there would .be  no  question  of them  voting.for anyone 
other than  a  men.  . .  ,. 
'  ·' 
.  :  .· 
The· anti-changers are  older than  .. average.  They  are less well  educated: 
·,,. 
and  not very interested in  politics. 
Type  3:  the moderates 
This is an  intermediate group.  It co~prises 18~ of the total sample, 
48~ men  and  52~-~  women. 
The  moderates are  for  some  sort of change,  but their ideas are vague 
end  they  are not well  versed in -politics.  Yes,  it is an• · important 
problem,  yes,  most  women  do  want :change  ahd yes  they  are right, 
But  the majority of men  don It want  any .sort of change.  Politics 
shouldn't really  be  up 1D  women  and  if. they really want  to  take. part 
they should play a  different r8le  from  men. 
The  fact that the  moderates are  a  similar sized group  to  the 
anti-change group  (18~q  shows  just what sort of r81e  they might play 
._,  .. 
_·-~: ... 
.  .  .  .  - . 
.  :  .:._-·:·' 
····-:::  __ 
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in  changes  to the  law and  the moral.code,  depending  upon  which  WfiY 
they vote,  The  mili tents shouJA avoid. clashes with this group,  of 
course, if they  want  to  be  sure of majority· support. 
Type  ·4:  the well-adjusted 
These  are fairly t~adi  tional  people, .well-adapted to the current 
'  . .  :  .  ~ .  .  . 
situation  which,  ·a:s ·we  have  see'n,  diffe~s from  one  country to 
.  .  .  ~  - . .  ' -. 
'  i  another,  The  group  represents 217o  _of  the total sample.  The 
people in it do  not think  the  problem ::a:r  v~omen' s  status is of 
any  great importance nor do  they consider than  women  are less 
well  placed  to  succeed.  They  score  muph  higher than  average for 
satisfaction  -both the general  and·.fue  material  aspects,  the  type 
.. 
of society they live in  and  the functioning  of  democracy,  They 
are  "very  happy"  more  often  than  other people. 
The  group  can  be  split into two  sub-groups, ·as follows: 
the first  (IV  A),  representing  11~ of the total 
sample,  5~jo man  and  4~~ women;  there is no  problem 
here,  since everyone is in agreement  (men  and  women) 
that the differences'  be~w~e~: the sexes  should  be 
...... 
broken  down;  that is·the way  things ought  to  be; 
the  second  (IV 8), · lap  of the total aample,  4Efl/o  men 
and  557~  women;  this  ~ub-group things the problem is 
not  a  real one;  women  should_preserve their femininity; 
the majority of women  doesn't want  there to  be  a 
change  and  the majority of men  are clearly against it; 
and  women  who  want  to  ch~nge society  are wrong; 
nevertheless, if women  want  to take part in politics, 
they  should  be  able  to  do  so  on  the  same  footing as 
men, 
This  type,  who  are satisfied and -for various reasons- are aware  of no 
problems  connected with  our particular subject  ere  pommon  in Denmark, 
the  United Kingdom  and  the Netherlands. 
-. 
'· 
- ·.,. .  .:- ...  -J81-
.  :  ·~- ·. 
There is little to say  abo~t this last "group  (e~'a  of the total sample) 
except  that it is the  most  "feminine"  "(57%  women" and  4'3fo  men), 
the most  senior,  the least well)3ducated  and  contains the greatest 
proportion  of non-workers,. 
.  \"·: 
··~, .. ~  :. 
·  ....  ' .. :' 
The  main  individual  charaqt~ristics of  the. respondents in  each 
of the five  types  thus  prodp~ed  are set out in  table 76. 
sociological profile of.  ea~h type  emerges clearly: 
little difference  between  the sexes; 
The 
greater age  and less education  of don't knows  and 
• anti-change faction; 
·<_  . 
- few  differences  between  town  and  country. 
. .  .·  '  . 
'  -.. 
·.·' 
,·  ·:,: 
...  ~  . 
..,_ 
. ·'. 
.  '·  ;: 
! .·  :  ~-- .' 
'' 
;  .·, 
'  './'  . ,  _-: 
..... -.  ·, .... 
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Table  182 
11-\E  FIVE  TYPES  OF  A TTI 1UDE 
ACCORDING  1D  lHE  PERSONAL  CHARACTERISTICS  OF  RESPONDENTS 
{Whole  Communi ty)1 
Type  I  Type  II  Type  Ill  Type  IV  Type  V 
militant support- anti•  mod- well-adjJstet!  don't 
ers of change  change  erates  (20.9%)  know 
(33,7%l 
I  A  J.  8  IV  A  IV  8 
( 13,4%)  (20.3%)  ( 1fl.2%l  (18.3%>  ( 10.2%>  (10.7%>  (8,5%> 
·--
Men  43%  . 46%  53%  48%  55%  45% 
Women  57  54  .  47  52  45  55 
Age: 
15- 24  22  25  12  16  19  16 
25- 54  54  56  26  54  52  55 
55  and  over  24  19  .  I  421  30  . 29  29 
Education: 
~  50  low  52  39  53  56 
average  31  36.  . 25  33  29  30  . 
high  17  25  10  14  15  20 
Locality: 
38  34  42  41  41  37  village 
small  town  34  33  31  31  33  34 
big  tol'ln  27  31  27  ' 
27  25  28 
; 
: 
'  Employment: 
working  50  55  ·.  4f?.  52  56  50 
non-working  50  . 45  54,  48  44  50  •.·  .. 
Marital  stat;us: 
. , 
; 
married  65  65  67.  67  70  70 
widowed  .  7  5  12  8  7  B 
single '  23  26  . 18  22  20  18 
other  4  4  . '  3  3  3  4 
-
1 
The  percentages in  brackets at the  top of each  column  refer to  the relative 
proportion  of each  type in  the total sample. 
43% 
57 
10 
41 
I  49 I 
I_?~ 
21 
9 
42 
31 
25 
35 
65 
61 
17 
18 
3 
·--
Some  totals may  be less than  100,  since the don't knows  have  not  been  included. 
' 
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What is even  more·interesting·is.the distribution  by  country of 
the  people  from  each  type  (see table??). 
The  militant supporters .of change  are part;iculerly.  common  in 
Ireland. ( 46ofo),  Italy  ( 39"/o)  and  France  (  38~~) •.. 
The  anti-'-change  faction  has  few  Danish  members  (l<Jl/c)  and  from  lffj~ 
to  23)~ in  the other countries, 
The  moderates  may  constitute a  militant  reserv~ in France  and 
Luxembourg. 
The  well-ad,iusterl. and  the  don't  knows  are  more  common  in  O'enmark, 
the Netherlands  and  the United Kingdom.' 
:  ~  .  : 
There  seens to  be no  clear advantage  for:  ei±l'li-:·. ~oderates  or  the anti...;. 
c;::hange  faction  in  Belgium  and  Germany. 
Finally,  table ?B·  gives,  by  type,  the· percentfiges  or scores for 
a  number of questions,  of which  subs~quent anaiyses will  show  the 
•  t  . .  ' 
importance,  A simple  glance will  show  how  the militant pro-change 
group  and  the well-ac:Ousted clash over women's  status in our society 
today. 
Part  two  will pay  special attention  to this point,  using other methods 
of analysis. 
!  ;, • 
;  ~-
.  · ..  ·.· 
. ..... 
:_;. 
··:··· 
., 
.  · .. I 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
(Northern Ireland) 
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Table ?7 
11-lE  FIVE , 1YPES  OF  A TTI nJOE  BY  COUNTRY 
(Per 100  people interviewed in  each  country) 
Type  I 
militant support-
ers of. chr,ge 
(33.7  ) 
I  A  I  B 
( 13 .4%l  (20,3%) 
13%  15% 
13  21 
14  19 
I 
17  3 
~-3~ 
121  181 
10  .18 
8  20 
10  20 
( 11 )  (24) 
-
Typ e  II 
ti-
ge 
an 
chan 
,. 
121 
10 
23 
16 
16 
22 
18 
~  ..... 
18 
19 
( 18 
Type·  Ill  Type  IV  Type  V 
moder- well-acljustad  don't 
ates  (20.9)  know 
IV  A  IV  B 
( 10,2%)  ( 10.  7%l  (8,5%l 
---- -----·---· 
10%  6%  11% 
21  --1~ 
9  7  4 
'27  ',  7  8  4 
19  7  8  4 
20  '  8  7  4 
11  7  9 
'' 
,· 
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Table 78 
• •  <  ~  ; 
"A  NUMBER  OF  TYPICAL  ANSWERS  FOR  11-lE  FIVE  TYPES  OF  A  TliTIJDE 
.  .  1 
(Whole  Community) 
Score for importance 
of tl1a problem of 
women's  status 
Women  have 
.  ,  ·,. 
I.  .  .  l  ·_ 
~  Type  1  '·  "Ty~e  II 
niili  tan+...__~uopor ·  .. ~ti- ers or  c,JCJ,ge  · .  . 
-- . (  33.7%)  ~.~an,g~ 
· 1 A 
( 13 .4$) 
·I  B ·. 
(20.3%L 
17 .  09  .  .  7' 14[  ··4.09 
less opportunity  4% 
Things. aren • t  changing ---~-­
quickly  enough  I  52% .  53% I  , ___  ....,... __ 
Politics should not 
_be  left to men 
Score for satisfaction 
-the life we  lead 
-type of society 
I 
r  185%  9~ 
7~38  7,43 
5,27  5,04 
17% 
7.27 
?,43 
.. ] 
Type  I (I 
mod-
erates 
6,66 
·-~ 
. 26% 
15% 
7,34 
5,65 
-functioning cif 
democracy  4,90  4.78  ."  5.08  '.5.34 
Typ!il  IV 
well-ad,justed 
(20t9%> 
Type  V 
don't. 
knows 
IV  A 
(10,7%> 
IV  B  (8 ,5%> 
( 1  0.2%) 
3,86 
44% 
17 '76 
~~ 
1  5.651 
3,76 
18% 
7% 
46% 
7,83] 
5,45 
5.19 
3,69 
10% 
25% 
7 ,3.7 
5,75 
5.41 
_____________  ,  __  zz_%  __  :  __  z_z_% __  '--,  z_o_%  __  .  •  _·. --'-'--·:  _2_o_%_.  ___.._~_3_:_o  _  _;.%=-·;;;:-_~"'-'"=3-?%  "--~--
1  '  . 
. Non~weighted  total of national  samples, · 
··, 
.•.,· 
~;  .  .  .  . 
'" 
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III 
FACTOR.  ANALYSES  AND  MUL liCRI  lE,AION.  ANALYSIS  OF·  THE  ANSWERS!!. 
In order to obtain  an  overall impression  of the replies of each 
respondent  to  the 22  questions  on  women's  status,  a  number  of 
f'actor:.  analyses  were  carried out separately for each country.  2 
The  reeul  ts show!  .that there  i.s  a  striking similarity between 
the  paterns of answers  from  one  country ,to another.  In each 
.  ' 
national  sample, there are three  groups· of attitudes.  These  groups, 
or clusters,  reflect the fact that the  people  who  reply in  such 
and  such  a  fashion  to  such  and  s.uch  a  question are  hip~<!_y likely 
'  to give  a  similar answer to other f!Uestions  in  the  samL  tJIDc.k, 
and vice versa. 
:' 
In  view of  the similarity in  patterns qf attitudes in  the 
nine  countries,  the analysis will.  be  presented  for  the, Community 
as  a  whole. 
.  ... 
1  .This  chapter largely reproduces  the  analy~es· carried. out  by 
1\largaret  and  Ronald Inglehart, professo.rs . if  the University  of 
r·.:ichigan. 
2  .  '  ·,, 
The. technique  used  here is the  so~called varimax rotation. 
f  ,, . 
I ,  , ,  ~ .  ~  , 
.,  '. 
·,. 
·.·:';· .. 
,.-·. 
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Table ?9.· 
WO~/.EN 'S  STA TIJS  IN  lHE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY: 
1HREE  A TIT TuDE  PA TlERI\IS 
(Factorial analysis of the total of. ·national  samples) 
1.  Perception of discrimination 
11 
••• would  you  say that the  present situation 
of women  around  you  is better,  worse  or. 
no  different from  that of men.with  regard to: 
promotion  possibilities? 
- wages? 
- job opportunities? 
- job security? 
- vocational  training? 
- opportunities for  study? 
- working conditions?" 
"·· .•  • do  women  have  as much 
men  to  succeed in  life? 
11 
· 
opportunity as 
II.  Pro- or anti-change in  women's  status in  society 
"Do  you  think  that  women  should play  the  same 
r8le in  politics as men,,. , • ? 
11 
"How  far would  you  agree that politics should 
be left to men?
11 
"Is the  situation changing too  quickly,: ,not 
quickly  enough  or at the  right· pace? 
11 
"Do  you  find it acceptable for a  woman  to  go  out 
alone in  the  evening  to !P to a  meeting? 
11 
Dominant  factor 
0.71 
0.6? 
0,66 
0.65 
0,63 
·0,53 
0.52 
0.?1 
0.68 
0,54 
0.51 - 188-
"Has  the  change  been  fa~ the better or for 
the worse?" 
"In  your opinion, ··-:ts  there  a  problem 
(women's  status) here or no:t?.  To  what 
extent is it an  important  problem?" 
0,45 
0.42 
"Do  you  find it acceptable.· for a  woman  to 
urge  her husband to  change  his  jcib  because 
. .  .  . 
she is offered a  better job in another 
area?" 
"Do  you  find it acceptable;for parents who 
can  afford only  one of their-children  to 
study' to  decide in fa~lOur ofthei girl if 
,she  does  better than  the  boy  at school?" 
.  ~ ' 
III. Satisfac'tion or dissatisfaction?·  : 
"How  far are·you satisfied With-t:he  kind 
': 
of society in  which  we' live in Britain 
today?
11 
"All  things considered,  how·. satisfied or 
dissatisfied are  you  with  your life as 
a  whole t'lese  days?" 
"Has  the  change  been  for  the  b~·tter or 
for :the  worse?" 
"Do  you  thin!<  the  deve~opment  _of  the 
European Community  would  have  a  good 
.effect •.••..  on  the situation of 
women?" 
0.34 
0.33 
0.6? 
0.65 
0.44 
0~43 
The  first of the  three groups  expresses the  degree  to  which 
women  are  thought  to  have as much  or less opportunity than  men  to 
succe~d.  .l!!.J..  ..  =!f~!- It ref.IScts  the  tendency of some  people  to 
~' '  . 
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think  that  women  have  as mucn  ppportunity as  mer;  ·in- each of the 
_fields mentioned,  whereas. others  think,  quite consistently,  that 
they have  less opportunity  •.  ·. 
The  i tern  with  the greatest weight in all these :replies is "promotion 
-:· 
possibilities".  This  seems  to  be  the  most_  sensitive barometer of 
the  feeling  towards  equality of opportunity for  men  and  women. 
11Wages
11  and 
11job opportunity"  are also relatively good  indications. 
The  two  other items - "oppdr,~unity fo:r  study"  arid 
11working 
.  .  . .  .  . 
conditions"- tend  to  be less strongly,  ~inked to the others. 
It is in fact possible for  someone  to  think  i<hat  women  have 
equal  opportunity for  work  or study andless opportunity  than  men 
overall. 
The  second  group  expresses a  favourable  or unfavourable_ attitude 
to  changes in  women 
1 s  status in  our  society~ . A-large numper  of 
changes are involved,  but it is interest~ng to ,.see  that .one  of 
-- . 
the  most  sensitive indicators here is the political r8le of women. 
The  third group  expresses,  on  the subject·of women's  status and 
related changes  to society,  satisfaction or dissatisfaction as -
regards  the kind of society we  live irian the_type of life we 
~  There is also  a  certain optimistic or  p~ssimistic ~ttitude 
to social  change  here. 
This  factor 
new 'light. 
+. 
+  + 
analysis enables us  to look at the results in  a .  ~. 
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1.  FOR  OR  AGAINST  SOCIAL  CHANGE 
It is possible to construct en  index  for support or opposition  to 
changes in  society connected  to  women's  status  ~·combining the 
answers  to  the  two  most  senative i terns  7"  "is change  too  quick"  and 
"should politics be left to men?"1 
This  can  then  be  used  as  a  dependent var-iable in .a  series of 
mul ticri  terion analyses  wherein  the relation  to, such  and  such  a 
variable  (such  as age,  sex,  education,income  etc)  can  be  measured, 
it;~  the light of the inter:...relations  betweeri~theqe variables - for 
2  example  between  sex and  age,  between  sex,  age  and  income,  etc. 
The  following table shows  the  relative importance· of ten  identification 
Variables in  the  expl:tcat:(on,  so  tn  .sp!;Jak;. : 
studied in all the countries of the Community;,· 
·,. 
of the  phenomenon 
1  These  two  items are part of a set of:three which are  the  dominant 
factors fer the  phenome~on in. question  (prciu,p_.-.2):  The  "same  political 
r8le!' has  not  been  used for  two  reasons  -i. it came  immediately after 
the  "politics should  be left to  men"  in  the questionnaire and  there 
could he.ve  been  contamination;  ii. it is ambiguous,  since  an  obstinate 
traditionalist and'a deliberate liberationist might  both  think,  for 
varying reasons,  that men  and  women  should-play different r8le in 
politics. 
';;' 
2  . ·,' 
A multiple classification analysis  (MCA)  has  peen  used  here  •  .  . :;  ,.  . 
'  '~ 
.., 
'. ,.c· 
1.  Age  of.respondent 
2.Preference for a  party 
3.Family income 
.. 
· 4."  Region  · 
~-··  -
Table 80 
SUPPORT  FOH  CH.ANGES  IN  WOI.~EN 'S  STATUS  IN  SOCIETY 
IN  THE  COUNTRIES  OF  THE  COI!.MUt JI TY 
USING  TEN  IDENTIFICATION  VARIABLES 
[Placing according  to .vv.riation  explic8tec' 
by  each  predictor,  in  the light of the 
effects of  the  other predictors) 
.  I 
__  1  _____ 
I  Denmark  · i  Ire lend  I United  Fraoce  ·Germar.y 
I 
I  Kingdom 
4.27 ·  X  4.24  4.16  4.12.  3.88 
1  3  2  I  1  7 
2  7  .,  3  3 
I 
1 
3  2.  1  2  5 · ... ·'·. 
10 
.. 
;.·  1.9  ·.I  --··  1  6  6 
Ita I y 
3,78 
I 
I 
7 
1 
3 
5 
5.~~mbe~-£~ persons in  4  6-
.I  5  .  4  --:·  --, .l <-:.  :  ·  ous.e  o  I 
I. 
,6.Level 6f:education  7  8  4  5· 
I 
.. 
..  ". 
7.  · Town  or country  6  I 
5'  6  8  2 
·  ..  · 8.  Sex  of respondent  5  4  8  9  3 
9.  Profession  head of 
.I 
9 
-1 
9  I 
7 
I 
7 
I 
·8 
household 
10.  Family status  8  10 
·I 
9  '10  ~  10 
x  The  figure  beneath  the name  of each  country indicates the  average  score  for 
the  support  index:  maximum  6,  minimum  1,  with  the central point at 3,5, 
,, .. 
... 
8 
10 
I  6 
I  9 
•,  ---:..· . 
jLuxer.1bourg 
3.76  3.42 
2  I  1  4 
'  3  I 
4  5  •  I 
I 
A  I  7  2 
I  I  ...... 
., 
1 
I 
2  1  ...0  ... 
.I 
5  8  6  I 
7  3  8 
8  5  7 
10  I  10  9  I 
I 
6  I 
6  3 
9  9  10 - 192  ~ 
The  strongest predictors of support for-the  movement  to  change 
women's  status are,  everywhere,  age,  preference for political 
party,  family  income  and  region inhabited.·  Each  of the variables 
shows  a  significant relat:Lon  with  the attitude of the interviewee 
in most countries.  Most  of the  six other variables  have  only  . 
a  small,  or statistically non-significant effect. 
We  shall take  them  one at a  time: 
(1)  Age 
As  we  saw earlier,  women's  status and  r8le are seen  to  be 
evolving.  ,This evolution  i~ not recent.  In all the countries 
of the Community,  people  in certain age groups  were  born  well 
before  women  received some  of the  basic rights -of  citizens,such 
as  the vote.  We  may  expect these people,. _whose  perceptions 
and  attitudes were  fanned at a  time  when  woman. s  r8le confined 
her  to certain limits,to think.that such.limits are natural  .  . ..  '  ...  . 
and fairly tolerable,  whereas younger  age~g~oups will not  think 
so. 
The  data confirm this hypothesis.  Younger  people are more  often 
pro-change.  Is this  due  to  the  change in historical conditions 
or is it inherent in youth itself?  The.· data~·,  ~~-ggest that the 
former hypothesis is right.  The  scope  of  the:change in attitudes 
has  been  shown  to  be  much  greater in  women  than in men. 
For  the first of the  two  questions  used as indicators,  we  find 
that there is a  difference of 12  points  ~mong men  and 21  among 
women  in  the  two  extreme age groups. 
For the  second  question,  we  find  differences of 15  points  (men) 
and 28  points  (women). l9a-..:. 
:  .  ~  ' 
Women  of 65  and  over are sliahtly more  conservative  than  men 
in  their  answer~ to both questions.  ·.In  _the  youngest group, 
the  pro-change attitude crops  up, more ·.often. 
·  ..  ~  . 
This  structure explains why  the' differences  between  the  sexes 
.  .  .  . 
are  so  weak  when  men  and  women  c;~re, compar:-ed  without  age  being 
'  -~ . 
taken into consideration,.  The  Conservatism of older women 
enters into  the  cal~ulation of)the mean  with  the  opposite 
' .  tendency of younger  women  and  the effect is to minimize  the 
differences. 
;  •' 
It is difficult to attribute this interaction of age·  and  sex 
simply  to  the effects of the life cycle.  It would  be  more 
plausible to  conlude  that there are major  changes in  the 
' 
conceptions of the  r8les of the  sexes  which  have  a  particularly ' 
noticeable in  flu  en ce  on  the group , in quash  on,  womeQ.  . .  .  . 
(see  table 81). 
; 
•,: 
.  _;  ,_  .. ·,. 
;_  ·. 
...  : 
) ·  . 
....  · ~:. 
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Table 81 
A  TTI lUOES  1D  CHANGES  IN  1 /JOMEN 'S  STA nJS  IN  SOCIETY 
BY  AGE·AND  SEX 
(Results for whole  Community;  excluding don't knows) 
1.  Think,  a propos of women's  status in society,  that change is too  slow: 
Ase  Men 
15  24  33'}~ 
25  34  33°/o 
35 - 44  27ojo 
45  54  25°/o 
' 
55  - 64  22D/a 
65  and over  2lo/o 
Difference 
between  groups 
at each  end  of 
scale  -12 
2,  Do  not think that politics should  be  left to 
Age  Men 
15 - 24  67ojo 
25  - 34  68cjc 
35  - 44  63)~ 
45  - 54  6Cf'/o 
55  64  6Cf'/o 
65  and  over  52c/.  .  .  10  . ·. 
Difference 
between  groups 
at each  end  of 
scale  ·-l5· 
.,. 
men: 
Women 
4rY/a 
38cja 
32°/o 
27ojo 
26o/o 
lSO/o 
-?.1 
Women 
78°p 
72cjo 
' 65°/o 
5SO/o 
54~ 
5Cf'/~ 
-28 
,l 
.  ·.  ~ 
•  .  . : 
.., 
..  ~. - 195:,.. 
·.  · .. 
An  additional argument -in  favour· of<this conclusion  on  the 
:·:_._ 
generation effect can  be  drawn ·from :t.he  analysis of the 
relation  between  attitudes and age in  each  of the countries. 
In  the various countries,  the right to vote  was  granted  to 
women  at very different  times~~:  The countries can  thus  be 
._•  ...  : 
roughly_. divided into  two  ·group~ _;those  where  women  got the vote 
earlier, i.e.  before or  immed~ate;l~Y.  ~f:ter the First World 
War  and  those  whe're  they got the vote  a  generation  lat13r, 
i.e;  at the  end  of 'the Second ·world  War.  Germany is an  inter-,. 
.  .  .  . 
mediate  case,  since  women  got  the  vote fairly early  on,  but 
this and all political  freedoms  ... were  suspended  under the nazi 
regime. 
Although  the  differences in attitude between  younger end older 
people  are influenced  by historical 'change,  we  can  expect there 
.·.  .  '.'  . 
to  be  fairly  long~standing different:es:between  age  groups in 
. countries  where  women  got  the  v~te early on  and  fairly  recer;~t 
differences in  those  countries whete  women  got  the  vote  only 
much  later on. 
This  hypothesis is confirmed  - in  each  of the  "early"  countries, 
the  major  difference is  between·the.~ecorid and  third age  groups; 
in  eQch  of the  "late" couP.ttries, ·it is between  the, first e.nd 
.second  age  groups  {Germany  clearly  b~~o~gs to  this group), 
The  difference in  the  answers  giyen  by  older and  younger people 
probably  due  to · ,  historical influences in adolescence  • 
. ·.:·  .. 
:.',-: 
.  '.  -·· 
. .  ~ .  ' 
'  .~ . 
>.·.'. 
:i.s Age 
Age 
in  1975 
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Table 82 
DISAGREEMENT  WI TI-l  POLl TICS  DEING  LEFT  TO  MEN 
BY  AGE  ANO  BY  COUNTRY1 
:Qroups  Period when  women  were  given the 
Average  Year  Early  ·Early 
in  but 
---
vote 
Recent 
age 
whic~  (1915  - 1919)  suspender  ( 1944  - 1949) 
18 
-
Den'k  Neth.  G.B.  Ire I.  Germany  Fr.  lt.  Belg. 
15-39  27  1966  85%  65%  75%  75%  61%  77%  73%  57% 
40-65  52  1941  82  57  73  69  45  60  57  42 
66-96  72  1921  69  47  68  54  40  59  55  30 
·------~----
1  Excluding don't knows.  Excluding  Luxembourg.a~d Northern Ireland. 
2  Age  18  is taken  to  be  the  age  when  the socialization of the  pre-adult is 
complete. 
.• .... 
. ,: 
- ].1}7  -
::  ·< 
(2)  Political preference 
Political colour is  an  important  p~~:·dictor of attitudes  ·-.  .  ,_._  ·.·. 
to  change in women's  status.  ·, :  . . 
P6  a.  1Jrst opproximati  on, · it can  be  said  that peopie  who  tend 
to  the ieft are  more  favourable.to  women  taking partin 
politics than  are  people. who  tend to  the right.  But  there 
are excePtions.  In  the United Kirigdofu ~  for  exampl~, it 
appears  that Labour voters are relatively less favourable; 
in  France,  Communists  are less favourable  than  the others 
- except for the Gaullists and Independent Republicans;  in 
Belgium,  Socialists are  well  behind the ib:Lberals  and  regional 
party voters. 
In spite of these  anomalies -which  should,  of course,  be  checked 
agains·t  bigger samples- it is clear that there is 
a  tendency  among  the elctoral left to  be  in favour  of women 
Playing  an  equal part in politics. 
-~-.  .·  ... 
'•'. 
.. ; 
·,) 
.; •';·'  .· 
.  ; 
' ..  _. 
·,; 
f.. 
·.:  ~:'; 
. ··. 
'  ... ·  ,-.. 
. '.  ~  (  . 
-.·i ..  ' 
'  . Germany 
I  SPD 
I  FOP 
CDU/CSU 
Netherlands 
Dem.  166,  DS-70 
PPR,  PSP 
CPN 
VVD 
PvdA 
ARP 
SGP,  BP,  GPV,  RKPN 
KVP 
CHU 
- ---------
Table 83 
DISAGREEMENT  WITI-1  POLITICS  BEING  LEFT  m  MEN 
BY  POLITICAL  PREFERENCE  AND  COUN TIW1 
61%  (347) 
57  ( 105) 
42  (416) 
100%  :  8) 
88  (  42) 
69  (  16) 
65  (150) 
60  (289) 
60  (  57) 
52  (  23) 
48  : 159) 
44  (  52) 
Ireland  Grea7  Britain  France  I 
l 
Labour  70%  ( 148)  Libera I  78%  (  94)  PSU  et extr.  gauche  s5:t  c 26)  1 
Fi anna  Fai I  70  (369)  Conservative  78  (393)  Parti  socialists  75  <325>  I 
Fine Gael  69  (209)  Nationalist  69  (  26)  Rad.  de  gauche  75  c  2o>  I 
Labour  66  (324)  Reformateurs  72  (  72) I 
Parti  communists  67  ( 107)  ! 
U.D.R.  64  ( 112)  1 
Rapub 1.  i ndep.  58  c 163)  1 
Denmark  Belgium  Italy  I 
! 
Venstre socialisterne  99%  (  19)  PVY.  (Liberalen)  68%  (  59)  PCI  60%  ( 153) I 
Socialistisk Frilk.  88  (  42)  FDF/R~I  63  (  40)  PRI  50  (  25) 
Venstre  ( 181)  59  (  73)  PSDI  69 
I  85  Volksunie  ( 45)·1  I 
Fremskridstspartiet  82  ( 146)  PSC  (Sociaux-Chr.l  52  (  85)  PSI  67  ( 141) 
Kristeligt Folk.  80  (  44)  BSP  (Socialistenl  49  (  99)  PLI  67  ,  30) I 
Socialdemokratiet  79  (248)  PSB.  (Socialistes)  45  ( 1461  MSI/Destra  Naz.  58  (  45) 
Radikale  79  (  53)  CVP  (Christians)  45  (282)  DC  57  c291  >  1 
Konservative  72  (  46)  PLP  <  L  i berauxl  33  (  30)  I 
Kommunlster  . 71  (  17)  !  . 
1  Excluding don't knows.  Excluding Luxembourg & Northern Ireland.  The  ,..figures in  brackets 
refer to  the number of people  who  replied•  Percentag8Pbased on  less than  30  cannot  be· 
considered significant. 
•  ,.  I' 
\0  = 
I - I 'J'J  -
(3)  Income 
Family income is,  with  the  region,  oneof the  two  other 
major  predictors of attitude to  women  in  politics. 
Generally  speaking,  those  ~dth a  high income  are the most in 
favour.  Tl1is  finding  may  seem  surprising after what  we  have 
just seen in  the  case of politica), :Gol'our.  The  explanation 
for this  apparent contradiction  should  doubtless  be  sought 
in the  process 6f change in vatue  sy~tem~,  wherein  part of 
the  better off 'from  the  various cuntries of western  Europe· 
tend to put  th3 accent  on  the ·so-called post-materialist values, 
with  a  clear preference for  a  less hierarchical 
and  more  egalitarian society  _I  The  fact that sexual  equality 
is a  component  of the  post~metBrialistic system  of values 
may  mean  that the results for  the left.wing and  high 
income  are a  refiection of the  same  process of cultural 
change. 
1  See  Ronald Inglehart,  "The Silent Revolution  iri  Europe", 
·American Political Science  Reviewr,:  December  19?1. Table 84 
DISAGREEt..~ENT IVITI-1  POLITICS  BEING  LEFT  TO  MEN~  BY  INCOME  AND  COUNTRY1 
-----~-- --- --
!  Great  Britain  Ire  I and  I  Denmark 
~------~----------------t-----------------------4------------------------+----------------------~ 
1-20.000  Kr 
France 
I 
20  - 30.000 
30- 40.000 
1 40  - 50.000 
'  50  - 60.000 
71%  (  55) 
I 
82  (  67) l 
85  (  46) i 
71  (  49)  ,,_ 
83  (  77) 
77  , 123) I 
87  ( 108) 
87  <  160>  I 
! 
95  (  59) l 
- t  79 
80  - 159 
160  - 239 
240  - 319 
320  - 399 
400  + 
Netherl< 
63%  ( 1  05)  -1:  40 
77  (162)  40- 79 
73  (221)  80- 159 
77  ( 150)  "160  - 239 
83  (  83)1  240- 3i9 
88  (  76)  320  - 399 
400  + 
50%  < 30l  -FF  800 
60  ( 133)  800  - 1250 
72  (258)  1250  - 1750' 
72  (217)  1750  - 2500 
84  (102)  2500- 4000 
76  (  45)  4000  - ~500 
71  (  34)  6500  + 
1-70.000 Lit.  54%  (  41) r  -Hfl.  9000  56%  (  43)  -DM  750  27%  (  45l  -FB 8000 
.10  - 12o.ooo  54  <  79)  1  9  - 12.ooo  57  < 67)  750  - 1000  51  <_  88>  -8  - 16:ooo 
120- 18o.ooo  60  <161>  112- 15.ooo  56  -<  82>  1000..,  1250  -~  41  <121».  16- 24.ooo 
180- 250.000  67  (2~1)  I  15- 18.000  59  (106)  ..  1250-:- 1500  .  44  (126)  24- 32.000  I  .  .  ,  -
,250  __  350.000  64  (193) 
1
.  18.-21.000  55  (165)  '1500 ..::-'!750  53  (116)  32  _  40.000 
1
350- 500.000  66  (131)  21- 24.000  55  (123)  1750- 2000  . 52  (124)  40- 60.000 
soo  - 750. ooo  78  c  41, I 24  - 21. ooo  63  -c 87,  zooo  - 2250  49  <  1  o5,  60. ooo  + 
~~7so.eoo  ...  86  c  22) I 21- 3o.ooo  6o ·  c  47>  225o- 25oo  61  < 62> 
I  30  - 33.ooo  64  c  45)  2500  - 2750  59  (  51, 
I  I  33  - 39.000  83  (  30)  2750  - 3000  54  (  28) 
I  4o.ooo+  67·<51>  3ooo...  76  <41> 
!  ------·  ---· 
42%  (  43) 
53  (  53) 
59  (  85) 
67  :162) 
73  (242) 
78  (160) 
78  (  71) 
32%  (  66) 
38  '(203) 
45  (218) 
49.  ( 182) 
56  (157) 
56  <TOll 
68  (  50·) 
1  Excluding don't  knows,  Excluding Luxembourg  and Northern Ireland.  Family income 
is the  annual  figure  for Denmark  and  the Netherlands  and  the monthly figure  for 
the other countries. · 
r. 
Nl 
Q 
Q 
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(  4)  The  region lived  i~> 
The  relationship  between  the  region  and  the attitude to 
women  in politics is not. a  simple one·.  There are important 
differences  between  the Dutch  provinces  and between  the 
Lander in  Gennany.  However,  there are.few differences  between 
the  three main  regions of Denmark  nor  between  ISreat Britain 
end  Northern Ireland  (although  there  a  certain  differences 
between  the various  regions of Great Britain herself). 
However,  region is an :important predictor.  There is a  certain 
tendency for attitude to  be  mo're  favourable in regions where 
there is a  large metropolis  such as London,  Dublin,  Paris, 
Hamburg  or Brussels,  although  the regions containing Rome 
and  Berlin are  well  pelow thar corresponding national 
_averages. 
The  predominantly P'rotestant provinces of the Netherlands 
come  before  t:he  Catholic  .. or mixed  provi.nces although  the  same 
is not necessarily true for  the  German  Uinder.  There  appears 
to  be  no  significant difference between  the Flemish  and· 
Walloon  provinces of Belgium. 
.  .,.· 
.  -~ . 
All  that can  be  said before  any  more  thorough  studies have 
been  carried out on  adequate  samples,  ·i~ that there are 
regional  differences and  that regions.where there are large 
towns  tend  to  be  more  feminist  -although this has not  been 
seen  to  be  true in all cases. 
'.:. 
)~ . Table 85 
DISAGREEMENT  WI il-l  POL! TICS  BEING  LEFT  TO  MEN 
BY  REGION  AND  BY  COUN myl 
I  Denmark  j  Great BrItain  Ire  I and  .  France 
Jylland  85%  (490)  South  West  81%  (  89)  South  West  78%  (131.)  Region  parlsienne  78%  (235) 
Sj ae I I and  78  ( 404 l  London  +  South  East  77  ( 283)  West  72  ( 104)  Nord-Ouest  71  ( 108) 
Fyn  78  (  90)  Yorksh 1  re,. ..  Humber.  76  (  88)  East  71  (344)  A  I sace  et Lorral ne  69  (  77) 
Italy 
Sicilia+ Sardegna 
.,Nord~Ouest 
11'\ord-Est 
I  . 
'Sud··  I· .  . 
jC?nt~r  ·· 
I 
I 
West  Midlands  75  (  67)  Midwest  71  (110)  Sud-Est  69  (171) 
1 Scotland  +  Wales 
I 
East Midlands 
North  West 
North 
East Angll a 
Netherl,ands 
71%  (  70) I  Friesland 
67  (300)  Drenthe 
65  ( 197) :  Gran i ngen 
63  ( 235)  Noordho I I and 
61  (210)  Noordbrabant 
Zuidholland 
Utrecht 
Geiderland 
Limburg 
Zeeland 
71  (184)  Donegal  70  (  27)  Bassin  pari_slen  65  <168) 
'70  (  63)  Midlands  70- (  91)  Sud-Est  60  (125) 
68  (114)  South  East 
65  (  49)  North  East 
62  (  39) 
--Gem any 
71%  (  _44)  'I  Hamburg  +  Bremen 
71  (  28)  Rheinland-Pfalz 
68  (  44)  Hesse 
66  (169)  -Bayern 
60 ·  ( i 42 >  Nord rhe  i n-Westt. 
59  (237)  Niedersachsen 
57  <  46)  Baden-Wurtt. 
51  (106)  Berlin 
51  (  87)  Saarland 
50  (  26)  Schleswig-Holstein 
62  (131) !Nord et Pas-de-Calais  59  (  83) 
60  (  42) 
58%  < ·48) I  Namur 
. -58  (  62)  .Brabant 
·57  (  83J  Antwerpen 
56  ( 160)  Limburg 
54.  (287)  Hainaut 
46  ( 112) .  Liege 
Belgium 
44  ( 141 )  Oost-V I aanderen 
42  .  (  33)  West-VI aanderen 
42  (  19)  Luxembourg 
36  (  41) 
55%  (  44) 
54  (333) 
52  (233). 
50  (  98) 
44  (185) 
43  ( 141) 
42  (189) 
40  ( 151) 
"30  (  33) 
1  Don't knows  excluded,  Luxembourg  and Northern Ireland excluded, 
',. 
t-:1 
Q 
1'-:1 
I ..  . 
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2.  OPTIMISM  AND  PESSIMISM 
The  last olf.'  our groups  of attitudes produced  fron\  the factor 
analysis was  characterized by  the _feeiing of satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction with  the kind of society and  the overall life: 
led and  by  a  general feeling·d' optimism  or pessimism  over 
the  change in  women's  status. 
One  might  have  thought  that womerl would  be  less satisfied than 
men  with society  iiiDd,  in general,_' with the life they lead, 
since their chances. are,  in  fact,  if' not in law,  restricted 
by  a  vast number  of practices and  prejudices which  do  not 
affect people of the other· sex. .  Nevertheless, it appears 
that most  women  adapt easily  ~or<  tha~ society conditions 
them  to accept  the restrictions• ·.There is hardly any 
difference  between  the levels of satisfec'tion of men  and 
women. 
As  the following  table. shows,  the  most important if!dicators 
of general  satisfaction with life are  the  same  as those 
which  have  the greatest iR'fluence  on  the  favourable attitude 
to  a  change in  women's  status  ~ri  so~iety -income,  region, 
age  and political colour.  Sex is the weakest:.of the  ten 
predictors in  the nine countries as··a whole. 
•.  '  .  ·.· 
..  ~ 
./ . 
·.:  :.·· 
f• 
'-'·  .  ' I 
l,  Family  income 
2.  Region 
3,  Age 
. 4. .Political· preference 
: :..;,  Family status 
6; Profession 
?,  Number  of persons in 
household 
8,  Town/country 
~.  Level of education 
10,  Sex 
Table 86 
PREDICTORS  OF  OVERALL  SATISFACTION  WI1H  LIFE 
IN  THE  COUN ffiiES  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
(Placings according  to variation explicated by 
each predictor,  in  the light of effect  of~e 
other predictors) 
·1 Luxembourg 
I 
Nethor'll1  GermaHy  '  I  Ireland  France  Italy 
(16.9%>  (15.9%)  ( 13 ,8%)  ( 12,9%)  (12.8%>  (11.7%)  1 
X 
3  1  1  1  6  1 
1  2  5  2  4  5 
4  9  3  6  2  3 
5  7  ..  2  3  3  8  - I 
10  4  4  7  1  2 
2  .. JO  .  I  8  9  5  9 
6''  8  6  5  8  6 
8  5  7  8  7  4 
7  3  10  10  9  7 
9  6  9  4 
I 
10  10 
., 
.... -- ...  - .  .  ... - ~-
x  The  figures in brackets refer to  the  percent~e in  total varia.tton explicated b·y  each of the 
ten predictors in each national  sample, 
.•.  1  . 
Belgium  Denmark: 
( 11  ,1%)  (8,7%> 
1  4 
3  3 
2  5 
6  1 
5  2 
4  6 
10  8 
8  7 
9  10 
7  9 
·' 
'''I 
United 
Kingdom 
(6.1%) 
4 
1 
2 
-· 
3 
6 
8 
5 
7 
10 
9 
1: 
1:...:1' 
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This  absence of any  differences between  the sexes is striking and 
raises some  important  problems. 
Generally speaking,  as other work  has  shown,  the general. 
feeling of satisfaction,  within  a  given  socio-cultural system, 
in  this case  a  national  system,  varies only slightly according 
to  the  social. characteristics of the .respondent.  The  variance 
exP±cated  by  our  ~en predictors is of the order of  12~ here, 
an  average,  far the nine.natianal  samples.  However,  we  have 
already  seen  that the  degree  of satisfaction varies enormously 
from  country  to country,  small countries having  a  much  higher 
level of satisfaction  than  the bigger ones •. In addition,  of 
the  predictqrs PiaYing  an  important part within  each  country, 
region is,  on  average,  immediately .after family  income,  but 
before  age,  political colour and  so  on. 
It is as if the  perception  of  satisfac~,ion was  a  widespread 
(and probably stable)  cultural fact,  or,  more  precisely,  the 
result·of a  certain relationship  between  the.perceived 
situations and  the conceived  hopes,  People are  aware,  for 
example,  that women  arenat sa well  paid as tllen.and  that  they 
~' 
suffer  discrimination in. many  areas of society. 
However,  general  satisfactio~ iri  bath  sexes  remains  much  the 
same  as long as  the.charige  in value systems  arid  the rasing 
of hopes  thought  to be  realisable do  nat detemine,  in  women, 
a  feeling of  d~ssatisfactian an_d  a  prcta•t leading to 
crhanges,  from  which  will resul  f  a  further adjustment of the 
1  feeling of satisfaction,. and  so  on. 
Although  women,  an  the  whale,  are  no  more  nor less satisfied 
than  men,  it should  be  noted  that younger  women  and  younger 
men  are much  less satisfied than  older people  with  the kind 
of society  we  live in. 
1 
. I. 
See  Ronald  Ing:llehart:  "Value priorities.  SLQ!ective Satisfaction 
and Protest Potential  among  Western Publics,"  Paper prepared 
far the  1975  annual  meeting  o~ tre American Poiitical Science 
As.sociation,  San  Francisco,  September 19?5. - '206-
Table 86  shows  the small  amount of variation in level of 
general satisfaction within  each country.  However,  as table 
87  shows,  there are considerably greater variations from 
one  country  to another,  according  to the area of satisfaction 
in question.  Certain countries ,are  high  up  in almost all 
areas,  whereas others are  relatively-_low  down.  The  Oanes, 
for example,  are among  the  leE:id~rs"iri'eight cases out of ten, 
whereas  the French  and,  above :all," the Italians,  are almost 
always among  the three last. · .. · 
The  relatively high or low Jeve1.s·  of satisfaction  seem  to be 
constant in  each of the countries, 'at least during  the period 
19?3-1975,  for  which  we  have  comparable  data  (table 88). 
The  consistency of these resuits suggests that we  are  toucfiing 
on  a  profound characteristic of the various national  cultures 
(and  perhaps regional cultures as well,  although  we  lack 
suff.icient data to prove  this).1 
1 
. I. 
For 1973,  see  "Satisfaction et insatisfaction quant aux 
conditions  de  vie  dans  les pays  membres  de  la "Communaute 
Europeenns".  Brussels,  June  1974. 
.. ·:. 
. ';_' .. 
Table-87 
FEELINGS  OF  SATISFACTION  AND  HAPPINESS 
IN  THE  COUNTRIES  OF  THE  COMMUNI 1Y 
,]._acings  i~ the various countries,  '  -- ---=- ----- .  - ___  ..  - v-... 
., 
1 
Denmark  Belgium  <Nor-thern  Nether  Luxemb.  Ireland  Gr.Bri"t.  ~nany·  France  ITaly 
Ireland)  lands  · 
Satisfaction with  ,  I  ·1  · 
-the life one leads (llPoints  )I  1  I  4  · 2  ·I  7  .  5  3  6  8  9  10. 
- the life one leads  ( 4  points )  ,  1  I  2  3  4  7  ··  5'  6  8  9  10 
-standard of living  1  2  4  l 3  5  .'_7  6  8  9  10 
Happiness  (3  pqints.)  .1  ·  2  6  3  4  9  5.  8  7  10 
Satisfaction with  ··  . .  .. 
- use  of leisure  .  · 1 ·  5  2  4  7  3  6  8'  9  1  0 
- spare  time  3  -4  5  2  6  1  7  9  ·8  ·  · 1  0 
- income  1:  4  3  2  ·  - 5  ·  ·  6  . 7  8  9  I 0 
- personal relations  3  .5  2  10  6  1  4  7  8  9 
- housing  . 3  4  1  6  5  .
1 
· 1  7  8  9  1  0 
_locality  ----~---- ---~---- ____  : _______  : ____ C  ___ :  ___  ·----~---- ----~---- ___ :  ____  ----=---~-----~----
- kind of society  5  3  9  6  1  6  7  2  8  1  0 
- functioning of democracy  5  3  9  4 - 2  6  8  1  7  10 
- -------- - -
1  Unless  otherwise indicated,  all items were  measured  on  an  11-point scale 
from  0  - 10, 
·, .. 
t>:l 
0 
-..j Satisfaction with  way  of life 
', .. ...... f~_ ... ,_  ..  ' 
September 19'73  May  1975_ 
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Table 88 
SATISFACTION  AND  HAPPINESS 
IN  TI-lE  COUNTRIES  OF  TI-lE  COMMUNITY, 
MEASURED  IN  VARHJUS  WAYS 
IN  197 3  AND  19'75 
(Average  score for  each  country)1 
Happiness 
... 
May  19'75  ~lay 19?5 
(4-point scale)  (4-paint scale)  (11-point scale)  (3-point scale) 
Denm~rk  3.8  Denmark  3.5.  .. Denmark  8.3  Denmark 
Ireland  3.4  Belgium  3,3  ·ireland:.  8,2  Belgium 
..  B~irg~um  ·  .  Belgium  3,3  Netherlands  3,3  ?.8  Netherlands 
Netherlands  3,3  Ireland  3.2  Luxem'bourg  ?.?  Luxembourg 
Luxembourg  3,3  G.B.  3.2  Netherlands  ?.5  Ireland 
G.B.  3,2  Luxembourg  3,0  G.B.  ?.5  G.B. 
Germany  3,0  Germany  2.9  Germany  ?,0  Germany 
France  2.9  France  2.9  France  6,?'  France 
Italy  2.?  Italy  2.6  Italy  6,3  Italy 
1  For  the 4- i  t  4  po  ~  scale:  = very satisfied and 1=  not satisfied at all; 
for the 11-point scale:  10 = very satisfied and  0  )  not satisfied at all; 
for  the question  on  happiness,  the ·choice  was  between  "Very  happy"  (3), 
"Pretty happy''  (2)  a:,d·  "Not  too happy", 1 
i .  .'  •  ~'  . 
2,4 
2.3 
2.2 
2.0 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1.6 
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However,  there is a  considerable element of discontinuity 
in levels of  satisf~ction in the. countries of the Community. 
A thorough  reading of the results suggests that there are 
probably  two  types of satisfaction which  vary,with  a  certain 
amount  of independence. 
People in  a  given  country may  have  the  same  or nearly the 
same  satisfaction rating as compared.to  other countries of 
the Community  but adopt a  different position as regards two 
aspects of life- type  of sdciety,anC:i'functioning of 
democracy.  The  people in Northern' Ireland,  for example, 
have  general!'y. higher ratings for most.·  areas of satisfaction, 
'  .1· 
but a  much  :!:ower  rating  fell'  soc:tety.and  democracy.  The 
Germans  react in the opposite fashionhere. 
Net only  doe; satisfaction in these .,two ·• areas vary  independently 
of the  other'  aspects of life; it else dis!3a)S an  interesting 
evolution in  time~ contrasting with  the stability of the more 
global  forms  of satisfaction. 
Table 89  shows  scores for satisfaction in  the various countries 
·as regards  type .of society •. In most countries,  the  public seems 
to  have  declined  between  19?3  and  19'75.  Germany  emerges 
as a  striking exception  h.ere,  gofng  from  fifth to second  place. 
This  progress is not due  to  the .fact that the  Gernans  have 
become  more  satisfied but to the fact that others have  become 
less so.  ..·  .. 
. : '  ~ Relgium 
Luxembourg 
Ireland 
Denmark 
Germany 
Netherlands 
Gr.  Britain 
Fr·ance 
Ita I y 
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Table 89 
SAITSFACITCJJ  VJI11-I  11-IE  KIND  OF  SOCIETY  WE  LIVE  IN 
IN  1973  AND  l9751 
' 
1973 
'  4..,.point  scale  Equivalence 
on  11-point 
'  scale  · 
2,91  6,99  Lu~embourg 
2,88  6,92  ..  Germany 
2,78  6,68  ...  S~;~lgit.im 
.  ' 
2,68  6,44  Ire land 
'2,61  6,27  Denmark 
2,56  6,15  Netherlands 
2,48  5,96  Gr.  Britain 
2,33  5,60  France 
2,13  5,12  ItalY 
1975 
11-point scale 
6,58 
6,41 
6,:)8 
6,02 
5,88 
5,55 
5,14 
4,72. 
3,31 
1  This table is only. given  as an indication.  tt is not clear whether answers 
given  on  a  4-point scale,  even  converted ari  thmeti~aliy·, are strictly 
comparable  to answers given  on  an  11-point scale, - 211-
-COOCLUSIGJ S 
To  conclude,the analyses of the data gathered in  this  su~vey 
have  shown  that publics in 'the countries of the European 
Community  recognize that women  are at a  disadvantag~ as 
compared to  men,  from  many  points of view,  particularly in. 
their jobs.  They  do  not necessarily think,  however,  that 
wome!1  in  the' 20  - _30  age  group  have less opportunity  than 
men  to  succeed in_ life.  ·· 
.i' 
Bearing in mind  the fact  that-. the majority of women,  the 
younger  ones in  any  case,  would  like to  go  to  work  rather 
than  stay at home,  the  disadvantages  a~d discrimination of 
all kinds met with in  connection  with  a  job are  much  more 
like .y  to  be  felt- oy  women. 
European  publics tend  to support women's  right to take a 
full  part in _politics,  although  opinion  on  this  topic is 
divided in Belgium,  Luxembourg  and  Germany. 
Although  there are considerable differenc!3s·between  the 
countries -reflecting the  dive~si  ty df cultures -and  historical 
experience- they  ~re di  fferen~e:s  i~. degree, rather; than in kind. 
The  basic attitudes are the  same  everywhere  and,  as  the 
analyses  have  shov111,  they give rise to similar opinions in 
the European  public as a  whole. 
Surprisingly enough, . there is 1i  ttle. difference  between  the 
levels of satisfaction of men  and  women  and  between 
respective attitudes to women's  status.  But this apparent 
similarity hides  an  underlying  stru~ture whereby  women  of 
different generations  have  evolved  away  from  a  more  conservative 
position  to  a  broader-mindEtl' attitude  than  that held  by  men. 
The- ~most important thing is doubtless  tha fact that young 
people's attitudes differ significantly frpm  older people's. 
This is perhaps  a  reflection  of a  lasting·change in  deep-
seated attitudes in value  systems  which  has contributed to 
bath  the decline in  accep-tance  of  the  traditional limits to 
women's  status and  to the decline in satisfaction with  the 
society we  live iR. 
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Finally,  the attitudes and  hopes  we  have  defined and 
measured  on  the occasion of this  first  major study 
of men  and  women  of Europe  express.,  above all,  a  desire 
for  change in society as a  whole  and  show  attitudes about 
changes in that society.  The  underly.ing  tensions  between 
the sexes and  between  the generations.and between  feminists 
and  anti-feminists are less than  either those of the 
miiitant supporters of change  (some  1/3 of the  public) 
themselves,  perhaps  backed  up  by.those  we  have  called 
moderates  (just short of  2~/o of the  ~ublic) or those of 
a  minority of anti-changers  (also  2~/o),  the rest of the public 
being  divided equally  between  well-adjusted and indifferent 
types. 
The  improvement of women's  social status and social change 
are  doubtless one  and  .the  same  thing. 
~-
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ANNEXES 
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1.  INSTITI.JlES  RESPONSIBLE  FOR  . '11-JE  SURVEY 
AND  DAlES  OF  IN1'ERVIEW6 
Belgium 
Luxembourg 
Denmark 
Germany 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Netherlands 
URi ted Kingdom 
2.  TECHNICAL  NOTES 
DIMARSO  (Groupe INRA) 
" 
GALLUP  MARK EllS ANALYSE 
EMNID-INS  TI  W T 
INSTITI.JT FRANCAIS 
0'0PINION  PUBLIQUE 
(!FOP) 
IBISH MARKETING  SURVEYS 
ISTI  TIJlU  PER  LE  RICERCHE 
STATISTICHE  E  L'ANALISI 
DELL'DPINIONE PUBBLICA 
(DOXA) 
t-:JEDEALANDS  INSTITUT VOOA 
DE  PUBLIEKE  OPINIE  (NIPB) 
THE  GALLUP  POLL 
9  - 20 May 
15  ~  2?  May 
B- 11 May 
!1.2  - 13 May 
12  - 20 May 
1  - 16 May 
9  - 23 May 
20  May 
9  - 20 May 
1.  The  reader is reminded  that,  in gallup polls, 
there must  be  a  margin for sampling error. 
With  samples of some  1000  respondents,  differences in 
percentages of less :than  ':1'/o  cannot normally  be  considered 
to  be  stattstically valid. 
2. In all the  tables,  the line or column  marked 
' 
•European  Community"  gives  the  average  for total numbers 
interviewed in the nine countries and this has  been.weighted 
according  to size of the over 15 population in each  count.ry  • 
.  /. 
19?5 
19?5 
19?5 
19?5 
19?5 
19?5. 
19?5 
19?5 
19?5 • 
• 
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'000  ~'a 
Belgium  ?  492  3.91 
Denmark  3.804  1.99 
Gemany  4?  052  24.55 
France  . 38  420 .  20.06 
Ireland  2  031  1.06 
Italy  40 ,601  21.19 
Luxembourg  262  0.14 
Netherlands  9  554  4.98 
United Kingdom  . 42  412  22.13 
191 628  100.00 
3.  All  the data relating to this survey  have  been 
registered with  the  "Belgian  Archives  for  the Social Science" 
(Vab Evenstraat 2A,  B-3000  Leuven).  They  are  avaii~ble to 
any organization  belonging to the  European Gonso:ttium  for  ... 
Political Research  (Essex),  .the. Int~r-Universi  ty Consortium 
for Political Research  (Michigan)  and  bona  fide  researchers  • 
i· .. 
'· 